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A  WORD  UP-FRONT 

REC  #1   HATONN 

SAT., FEB. 11, 1995    10:05 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 179 

SAT.,  FEB. 11,  1995 

GETTING  TO  KNOW  OUR  PLAYERS 

It was NEVER intended that we would do other than build credibility and bring attention to ones who are 
buried by the adversary of God.  As we move along through the volumes I will point out many, many things, 
give you clues and offer insight but it is time to begin to bring focus to the ones who KNOW and can 
TEACH and LEAD.  We’ll call them the “KTL” as it seems you ones simply adore letters instead of 
knowing “MEANING” of anything, as for instance the ADL, which is your enemy of freedom and truth. 

The KTL will become your resource and all I ask is that you pay close attention when we offer something 
from these people.  If there are errors in their presentations as to “my opinion” I will share “my opinion”; 
however, just because it is “my opinion” in many things will reflect exactly “that”—MY OPINION.  When 
truth can be absolute or known if you but had another clue or two I will offer what I can—usually by 
pointing out the “clue”.  Each journey, each thing learned is totally “individual”—we are only come to share 
and tell. 

As we focus on the early “sexually” explicit brain-control project of Monarch Project, we will be offering 
primarily the work and sharing of Mark Phillips and Cathy O’Brien in the upstart here.  They are not the 
only ones but they are accurate as far as they go and they do not claim, at this time, to go further and into 
opinionated assumptions.  There are many assumptions to be taken—but until ones understand much of 
the “whole”, often assumptions are in error of the overall.  This does not matter for you as readers MUST 
DO YOUR TASK—LEARN ALL YOU CAN AND SEE THE OVERALL AS BEST YOU CAN 
AND THE CLUES OFFERED WILL FIND THEIR FITTING PLACE.  Knowledge and information 
are gleaned from “out of the blue”, mysticism lovers; God gave you a BRAIN and MIND to LEARN. 

We spent a delightful day yesterday with a group of Japanese visitors, hosted by Norio Hayakawa.  They 
came with the publisher of a Japanese magazine which has been in publication for some 20 years.  They 
had visited around and then spent a day at Area 51.  I think we had a beautiful and fruitful meeting and 
lunch with them.  Jordan Maxwell was also with us so we had an extended day after the Japanese friends 
had to depart. 

Jordan has enough information and documentation to blow-your-socks-off, readers.  The plans are at this 
time to allow him to orderly present, on video, all that he will share.  He has been under such attack that he, 
like you, is frazzled around the edges, stripped of all worldly goods and ready, more than ever, to serve 
what is his purpose!!  He will rend the shroud covering the Evil players and they cannot endure in the light 
of TRUTH.  There will be PROOF following PROOF and we will make sure, for you who have trouble 
with “me”, that you get it without the problem of “explaining” who and what I am.  God’s messengers come 
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in all shapes, colors, sizes and sexes.  Be aware of the phony misdirectors—go for the TRUTH and that 
which BACKS IT UP LEGITIMATELY.  If you concern about “me”—DO NOT!  MY TRUTH STANDS 
THE TEST OF INFINITY!  GOD’S TEAM KNOWS NO LOCATION OR COPYRIGHTS—GOD’S 
TEAM IS AMONG YOU, AROUND YOU, ABOVE YOU AND BELOW YOU—YOU CAN KNOW 
THEM BY THEIR ACTIONS, JUST AS YOU CAN KNOW YOUR ENEMY BY THE PARASITIC 
AND DISGUSTING DISEASES HE BRINGS. 

We will begin to offer you readers EVERYTHING we can glean as a focus from these brothers who are 
now coming within our reach, for it is FROM THEM that acceptance shall come.  It is through the paper 
that the network can be laid and instructions offered.  We must not allow the paper to come under attack 
for you only have one or two sources of valid truth and one day, I fear, there will only be this one—but it 
will move globally in its proper time.  You have to lay an extraordinarily superb foundation in truth to be 
accepted and it has taken years to accomplish that but relative to other journals, only a blink of time. 

Why the immediate focus onto active leaders?  Because we must base everything we do on TRUTH and 
non-violence.  We must BUILD—not destroy.  The ENEMY WILL DESTROY himself when you stop 
feeding him.  Let me “for instance”—I supported Bo Gritz until it became obvious that not one of your 
patriot groups could win an election.  He LEFT ME, calling me a 12-foot reptile and then became furious 
when I objected.  Man will find HIS OWN way, readers, and facts will “out”—TRUTH WILL “OUT”. 

It was announced over a Toronto, Canada radio broadcast that Bo Gritz is dead, killed (or something). 
Comment?  I have no comment—I did not hear it and neither has anyone around us heard such a tale. 
However, he refuses to listen, see or hear and prefers to be a warrior and do all the things which infuriate 
the parasites.  Is that good or bad?  To me it is unworthy of GOD (if you trust in God’s input) to believe that 
it will be through bullets that somehow you can reclaim freedom.  You may well protect four sides of your 
backsides but nothing prevents your “big bad wolves” from dropping a bomb on your silly compounds and 
they like nothing better than to do exactly THAT.  In this direction the focus is necessarily upon THE MAN 
IN POINT and God is eventually pushed out of the picture entirely.  GOD HAS PATIENCE and the 
relationship between God and Bo Gritz is between God and Bo Gritz.  I will tell you this, however, that as 
Bo claims loudly and with steel-faced ardor and allegiance that he is the product of Abraham, Isaac and 
Jacob, I suggest he doesn’t know ANYTHING about that which he speaks!!  Religion and religious 
“brainwashing” is what has FINALLY brought you to your knees before your Slave-MASTERS.  You are 
going to get the TRUTH ABOUT THESE THINGS—AND BETTER FROM PEOPLE ON YOUR 
PLACE THAN FROM A VOICE IN THE ETHERS.  We will continue to share in every direction that 
which is offered to us for the press—and we will push as hard as we can all of the evidence shared with us. 
Believe me, readers, those who do not wish to willingly share their “treasures” with God and God’s 
people—HAVE NO TREASURES!  (A picture not seen is but paint and canvas—or paper garbage.) 

If you love Idaho and wish to live as peacefully as you can while ceasing to make contribution to the 
RECOVERY of your nation and freedom—go live on a mountain with Bo Gritz with your arsenal of guns 
and booby traps.  I would guess that if you on that mountain mind your business and give no one any more 
trouble—they will probably leave you alone because it will be hard on their reputation to take out AN-
OTHER “Covenant Community” like they did WACO—for a while. 

But how do you know the ones who are actually doing something which is hurting the ADVERSARY? 
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Well, Bo for one, is making them mad—but they don’t know what to do with him because he is GODLY 
enough to not fall for all the rot and B.S.  However, a LOT of people will march behind that warrior right 
into great trouble and accomplish very little as to return to freedom UNDER GOD’S SUGGESTIONS. 

You can know the effective people IMMEDIATELY, however, by watching WHO the ADL is against on 
any issue, day or moment.  For instance in the local area of California where we focus there is a leader, 
[State Senator] Don Rogers, who is under attack on the front page of the Bakersfield paper today—BY 
THE ANTI-DEFAMATION LEAGUE.  He pushed for, with others, the Sovereignty movement in this 
place and so what is the ADL upset about?  The fact that he is against the Federal Government and is “one 
of those patriots”, dangerous and a heretic with anti-Semitic leanings.  GO RIGHT OUT AND SUPPORT 
HIM—NO MATTER IF YOU NEVER HEAR ANOTHER THING ABOUT HIM!  HOOK HIM UP 
WITH JORDAN MAXWELL NEXT WEEK—ALONG WITH MR. JAMES AND ANYONE ELSE 
WHO WILL COME LISTEN.  You don’t need to pay attention to “me”—go directly to the source for I 
am GOING NOWHERE!  Make some more sandwich trays and get some worthy listeners—each and 
all of you need support and the recognition of having brotherhood.  As you gather and grow you will come 
to see how much more effective the WORD is than the SWORD!  SEE AND KNOW your enemy’s 
POINT OF VIEW—and you will know how to TRAP AND STOP HIM!  THE PARASITES DON’T 
GO TO WAR TO BEAT YOU—THEY MAKE YOU GO TO WAR AND THEY WATCH YOU KILL 
OFF EACH OTHER.  SO BE IT—A WORD TO THE WISE SHOULD BE SUFFICIENT.  DO NOT 
CAUSE THEM TO ACTUALLY “BITE” YOU FOR THEY CAN KILL YOU—BUT IF THEY SIM-
PLY SPEW THEIR STUPID VENOM OUT THEIR MOUTHS—THEY CANNOT REALLY HURT 
YOU.  NOTE JASON BRENT (BERKOWITZ) WHO FINALLY SPEWED HIS EGOTISTICAL 
GARBAGE OUT INTO THE MAINSTREAM WHERE HE MUST FACE THE CONSEQUENCES— 
EVEN OF HIS OWN VIPERS.  I WOULD BE QUITE HAPPY TO HAVE MR. BRENT MAKE A 
STATEMENT OF HIS STANCE—IN OUR PAPER.  IF HE TELLS THE TRUTH—HE DESTROYS 
HIMSELF—AND IF HE LIES, IT WILL BE TOTALLY OBVIOUS!—AND HE DESTROYS HIM-
SELF.  GOD’S ENEMIES ALWAYS DO—SOONER OR LATER—IF YOU ACT IN WISDOM!  IF 
YOU TRY TO BEAT THEM WITH PHYSICAL VIOLENCE—YOU CANNOT WIN.  ALL REAL 
GAMES AND MATCHES ARE MET WITH THE MIND! 

SOVEREIGNIZERS 

There are many teachers who know the Constitution (as it SHOULD be interpreted) who go about 
getting you to become “sovereign” in self, city, county, state and thus and so.  There are “refounding” 
amendments presented and all sorts of gimmicks to allow for non-filing of income tax forms and avoiding 
taxes, etc.  PEOPLE, THESE DON’T WORK ON A PERMANENT BASIS.  THEY ARE REASON-
ABLE, GOOD AND SHOULD WORK—BUT THE ENEMY IS STRONGER THAN YOU AND 
THEY WON’T WORK PAST THE FIRST ENCOUNTER IF MAJOR POINTS ARE UP FOR 
GRABS. 

Does this mean that you don’t need those teachers and workers?  NO, NO, NO!!!  YOU MUST HAVE 
THEM—THEY KNOW THE CONSTITUTIONAL LAW!!  YOU DON’T UNLESS YOU ARE IN 
THE POSITION OF HAVING SPENT YOUR WHOLE TIME DOING NOTHING ELSE BUT 
LEARNING AND EXPERIENCING.  YOU HAVE TO KNOW WHAT IS THE LAW IN ORDER TO 
“GET BACK TO IT”.  THE LAW IS THERE AND YOU JUST NEED TO RECLAIM IT—UNDER 
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GOD AND BUILD—NOT AMEND AND NOT DESTROY.  You go back to the original as offered 
with the Bill of Right and get rid of all the other unconstitutional additives.  YOU DON’T NEED ANY-
THING ELSE—YOU NEED TO ABSOLUTELY FOLLOW THE GOODLY RULES AS LAID 
FORTH. 

You don’t, for instance, need to bring new history books into the schoolrooms—YOU NEED TO BRING 
TRUE “HISTORY” BOOKS INTO YOUR SCHOOLROOMS!  YOU NEED TO LEARN TRUTH 
AND CAST OUT THE LIES.  YOU DON’T NEED TO “DESTROY” THE LIES—FOR TRUTH 
WILL STAND EVERY SCRUTINY AND EXAMINATION.  YOU DON’T HAVE TO “MAKE LAWS 
AGAINST” the spreading of lies—for they will fall on their own in the light of TRUTH.  The ADL, for 
instance, has to make laws enforcing that the truth be buried—for the lie cannot stand on its own.  GOOD-
NESS STANDS FIRMLY ON ITS OWN! 

I ask you to think upon these things as the pictures continue in the unfolding.  I always urge everyone to 
look squarely at the information being offered—OF EVERY RESOURCE AND KIND.  TRUTH WILL 
BE THE SAME EVERY TIME AND ALL THE TIME.  THE LIES WILL VARY AND DISPUTE; 
EVIDENCE WILL EVENTUALLY “OUT”.  EASY?  NO—BUT GOD NEVER PROMISED YOU A 
THORNLESS ROSE-PETAL GARDEN PATH.  You ARE HERE—to discern and LEARN.  If you are 
of sound mind you will not put your hand on a hot stove—twice! 

Further, you have to have patience while the brotherhood catches up.  Some of your elder brethren ON 
YOUR PLACE have been bearing the slings and arrows for three, four, five and more, decades.  You 
don’t find out a fraction and expect to understand the “whole” for you would not even be able to know a 
“fraction” of WHAT?  Example: I tell you a bit about the Ground Wave System and nothing more.  What 
is my point?  Frequency evaluation?  Parasite control?  Mind control?  Headache prevention?  The new 
dance tune?  Tower construction?—do you see?  A little bit of information can be DEADLY—full informa-
tion can be LIFE.  KNOWING can only come through LEARNING.  Magic and Mysticism IS NOT 
mystery solving!  Ponder it. 

We are finally moving into the opportunity to DO SOMETHING with all this pile of information—if you 
have availed selves of it.  I still have ones who read one or two journals and a couple of papers and believe 
themselves to be informed.  No, there is no PHYSICAL EARTHLY WAY to be informed without doing 
your information input—sorting the wheat from the chaff, the lie from the truth and then act in valid judg-
ment from a foundation of solid truth. 

You plead with God to show you the way—God does, and you, for whatever reason or excuse you 
choose—refuse to take it within.  I can only offer the information—you have to take it, leave it, deny it (but 
it surely is foolish to deny it without reading it—ALL) or do whatever you will with it.  Our staff can put 
everything about everything into the paper—but you won’t get more than an annoying pile of paper if you 
don’t READ AND STUDY IT. 

The same thing with the “things” we offer you.  If you don’t get and take the anti-parasite materials, 
products and program and TAKE IT with INTELLIGENT diligence, you will continue to have thriving 
parasites within your body and they will finally GETCHA!  Why do I know?  Because it is intended by 
your controllers that it be so and the pulsed frequency-radio beams being transmitted to you and the 
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additives in food and the injections you get are based solely upon depleting YOU as a host and increasing 
the stamina, size and potency of the PARASITIC INVADERS.  THEY THRIVE IN THE LOW FRE-
QUENCY AS THEY ARE “BASE” SCAVENGERS AND WILL SUCK YOU DRY. 
Now for a reminder before closing—PLAN 2000 is the operational perfection of their Plan for World 
CONTROL.  The government was to have operationally transitioned and enforcement in place—BY THE 
END OF YEAR 1995.  This is February, 1995!  PLEASE PAY ATTENTION FOR THE TIME OF 
“QUARRELING” OVER THE “IFs” IS OVER! 

It is not “IF” any more—IT IS “WHEN”! 

Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
February 11, 1995 
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CHAPTER  1 

REC  #3    HATONN 

THU., JAN. 26, 1995    11:25 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 163 

THU.,  JAN. 26,  1995 

THE  AGE  OF  TREASON 
[QUOTING,  PART  7:] 

Beginning at page 84: 

[Current quotations are continuation of quote from Commissar Lavrenti Beria and footnote comments by 
the author, Clymer:] 

MEASURES  TO  BE  PURSUED— 
THE  ENEMY  HAS  DOUBTS 

[H: NOT ANY LONGER IN 1995!] 

“The means of counteracting the enemy on both fronts are clearly implied in the Manual on 
Brainwashing.  ‘Given any slightest encouragement,’ it states that public support would swing in an 
instant all mental healing into the hands of the Churches.  And there are Churches waiting to receive it, 
clever churches.  [H: Interrupt here if you have to—and go READ THE PROTOCOLS OF 
ZION!]  That terrible monster, the Roman Catholic Church, still dominates mental healing heavily 
throughout the Christian world and their well-schooled priests are always at work to turn the public 
their way.  [H: This is NO longer true.  The priesthood has been corrupted and the members 
of the church still bow to the Pope but do not follow his rules but rather follow the CHANG-
ERS of the “faith”.  It has come full circle, readers, the “catholic” Catholic Church was 
corrupted at onset—purposely—away from the teachings of Christ and that furthering FROM 
“Christ” teachings was enhanced by the Church of England and Protestantism as projected 
BY THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.  It actually has nothing to do with goodness—but every-
thing to do with furthering widespread control over PEOPLE in all directions—while lessen-
ing the teachings of a “Christ” and focusing on the physical aspects of sacrifice, blood-letting 
and humanism.  Spirit has long been left out of Church ritual in favor of the narrow interpre-
tation as relates to man-human physical.  In other words, AGAIN, you became totally, PEOPLE 
OF THE LIE!]  Among the Fundamentalists and Pentecostal groups healing campaigns are con-
ducted which, because of their results, win many to the cult of Christianity.” 

Can their aims be more obvious?  Nothing may be allowed to interfere with their infamous plans and 
procedures. 

WHAT  THE  ENEMIES  OF 
MANKIND  MUST  OVERCOME 
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[H: MOST  OF  WHICH  HAS  BEEN 
OVERCOME  AS  WE  WRITE!] 

“All [this] must be swept aside.”  (The methods: These are all too well known to those who have 
even partially awakened to what is going on.  Force and diabolical methods have thus far failed, but if 
they can destroy the confidence of the people by ridicule, by false accusations, by character assassi-
nations, especially by charges of mental illness, and by arrests and imprisonments of nonconformists, 
they feel they can win.)  “They must be ridiculed and defamed and every cure they advertise must be 
asserted a hoax”  [H: WELL??] “...just as in Russia we had to destroy, after many, many years 
of the most arduous work, the Church, so we must DESTROY ALL FAITHS IN NATIONS 
MARKED FOR CONQUEST.” 

In Russia they destroyed churches.  Here they are well aware that, although wholly inhuman methods 
have been allowed without punishment, the moment the destruction of property is started, the people 
as a whole would arise against them en masse.  [H: It truly has been the ONLY thing so far to get the 
attention of the masses.]  How then to proceed: By gradually undermining the faith of the people 
in their religion.  [H: OR SIMPLY REPLACING THE ORIGINAL “RELIGIONS” SO THAT 
THE PEOPLE DON’T KNOW.]  This, generally, is not as difficult as it would seem, because thousands, 
perhaps millions, are lukewarm in their respect for their church and ministers, and only a faint belief in God, 
Law, and Order holds their loyalty.  This in many instances can be undermined by promises of something 
which has the appearance of being more desirable. 

[H: Here I must point out that it is much as the Master Teacher projected from God: “You are 
either with me or ye are against me.”  If God and Christ are REMOVED from your “religions” 
what have you?  Oh, you may think you do not have Satan’s group of Talmudic rulers to wor-
ship—BUT THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT YOU HAVE CHOSEN—IN EVERY FIBER OF YOUR 
BODY AND MIND.  YOU MAY THINK YOU FOLLOW GOODNESS EXCEPT AS TO WHAT 
IS “VOTED-IN” IN THE CHURCHES—BUT IS THAT GOD-NESS?  BY DEFAULT, THEN, 
YOU HAVE MOVED TO THE ANTI-GOD-NESS WHICH IS “WITHOUT GOD OF LIGHT”.] 

Another and most vicious plan in the enemy’s campaign is suggested in Chapter XV “Proposals 
which must be avoided” in the Brainwashing Manual directs that: 

“A country’s law must carefully be made to avoid any rights of person to the insane.  Any 
suggested laws or Constitutional Amendments which oppose the harming of the insane should be 
fought to the extreme, on grounds that only violent measures can succeed.” 

Actually what is being advocated in this proposal is already a part, stated in misleading terms, of many 
Mental Health Laws, and has been the cause of many controversies in the attempts to pass new bills, 
though the public generally has little knowledge of what is taking place. 

We are supposed to be civilized, a cultured people, and yet there are men and women aplenty who not 
only endorse such legislation, but do all in their power to have it become law.  Uncivilized people of most 
countries, the American Indian as an example, offered the greatest possible protection to those unfortunate 
enough to be mentally ill, restraining only the viciously insane.  We call ourselves “civilized” and label these 
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Indians as Uncivilized.  Who, actually, is civilized? 

[H: I interrupt to point out something happening within the past couple of days—the death and 
burial of one Rose Kennedy mother of the Kennedy Clan of politicians and socialites.  She was 
a devout Catholic and yet let us look at what was taking place: Her husband, Joe, was a TOTAL 
criminal working with Mafia elements covered by that very CHURCH.  Now, note the large 
number of children she bore.  Among them was a “retarded” child of great beauty and innocence. 
However, being “retarded” the child, Rosemary, was placed in a Catholic Institution.  Fine so 
far?  Well, don’t count on it remaining that way.  Rosemary was caught slipping out at times.  The 
Nuns objected and “THOUGHT” she might be encountering men in those escapades.  Did it 
check out?  Who knows—for Joe had a LEGAL LOBOTOMY PERFORMED ON ROSEMARY 
FROM WHICH THE GIRL WHO WAS ONLY SLIGHTLY RETARDED NOW BECAME AN 
INFANTILE MORON WITH A TODDLER’S MENTALITY.  This is what is being done over 
and over again to ones who speak out against the Evil Empire Puppet-Masters from military 
personnel to anyone they can conjure a reason to isolate and incarcerate.  They now do what is 
called a “Liquid Lobotomy” which causes the same damage to thought processes as actual Lo-
botomy done properly.  Once THAT kind of surgical or chemical damage is performed—the 
damage is realized and the person is rendered hopelessly incapacitated for the remainder of 
their lives.  You are all now undergoing directed frequency and chemical lobotomies.] 

We question if there is an experienced, reputable, ethical physician in America who would agree to the 
statement that only brutal, vicious methods are effective in the treatment of the insane.  Restrictive mea-
sures, yes, but not brutal, violent measures.  However, the intent of such legislation in the hands of these 
Godless, Soulless, inhuman creatures, is not intended to apply to the violently insane, but to the thousands 
“railroaded” into the asylums, and the many more that are to be incarcerated for any act, word, or deed not 
pleasing to the Marxists or ONE WORLDERS, WHO HAVE FORESWORN IN THEIR HEARTS 
ALL PATRIOTISM AND LOYALTY TO COUNTRY, AND WOULD SUBJECT THE HIGHEST 
CIVILIZATION TO THE LOWEST.  To them all men are pawns.  The most cultured are even less 
desirable that the Hottentot, because they are more difficult to control. 

“If the laws were to protect the insane, AS IT NORMALLY DOES NOT, the entire psycho- 
political programme would probably collapse.” 

In the attempted new legislation in various States, it has been revealed that in practically all laws 
formerly in effect, and to some degree written into the new legislation, this is actually a fact.  The accusation 
has been made that in numerous instances women physicians are the staunchest supporters of vicious 
legislation.  Fortunately, there is an awakening of this horrible, inhuman situation, and “it is reported that an 
attempt is currently being made (1957) by Dr. Johnson, Conservative M.P. for Carlisle, (England) to 
safeguard against arbitrary arrest of persons who are ‘accused’ of insanity.”—Task Force. 

JOHN  SCHROEPFER  AND 
OTHER  EXAMPLES 

[H: Let me point out facts about today (1995) which have been around for decades, actually, 
check out Forrestal and Ezra Pound, but directly illustrated by ones of middle America and what 
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CAN HAPPEN.  John Schroepfer is a 60++ aged citizen.  He tended hand and foot and wheel-
chair of his pretend-invalid wife for years and years.  She objected to his having anything and 
did, eventually, according to representation, catch him not looking, walked out onto a balcony 
and bashed him over the head with a fire extinguisher.  She hurried back into her chair where she 
could claim helplessness (though there was a phone at her elbow wherein she could have sum-
moned any number of helpful agents).  As John recovered consciousness and called for HELP, 
she ignored his cries and finally the neighbor came to his assistance.  He was “watched” over-
night and then placed in a hospital some distance from the happening.  He was then declared 
“infirm with mental confusion”, Eleanor became “conservator” and HER son, with no authority, 
with her and the doctor in collusion, had John placed in an Alzheimer facility. 

It was then established, as he got BETTER, to deny all visitation to all friends or anyone who 
KNEW BETTER THAN WHAT WAS TAKING PLACE.  Then the man was carted off to new, 
and half a state away, facilities, without permission of the court who had an outstanding order to 
NOT DO SAME.  It was, by this time, obvious that ALL ASSETS WERE FILCHED AWAY—IN 
TOTAL, EVEN THE MAN’S FREEDOM.  He continued to be held without visitors, in isola-
tion, while the culprits tried every avenue to get ALL HIS PROTECTED PROPERTY IN AD-
DITION TO THE HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS IN VALUE AND PROP-
ERTY ALREADY STOLEN. 

John finally became “clear” enough to catch on to the scheme and slipped away—actually RAN 
AWAY—JUST TO BE HEARD.  He immediately filed for divorce which was already priorly 
under way.  This held the property in limbo but obviously only temporarily because the stepson 
and Eleanor are STILL, through Abbott in Nevada—STILL TRYING TO GAIN ALL CON-
TROL AND GET EVERY CENT THE MAN HAD, HAS OR WOULD EVER HAVE— 
THROUGH MORE AND MORE STUPID AND INSIPID AND ILLEGAL SUITS.  THIS IS 
AIDED AND ABETTED BY BOTH GEORGE GREEN AND LEON FORT (WHO HELPED 
SERVE THE SUMMONS ON PARTIES INVOLVED).  GEORGE GREEN IS ALSO NAMED 
ON THE SUMMONS COVER.  Now comes a second evil intent—to absolutely drain the cof-
fers of ALL INVOLVED to line the pockets of irreputable attorneys and legal criminals. 

You might well ask, “But is this not stupid and can’t this be overcome without great fees?”  NO! 
Why?  For the very same reason this atrocity could happen in the FIRST place.  You are watch-
ing the GARBAGE taking first place in the courtroom surrounding O.J. Simpson (who is inno-
cent, by the way!).  The games are so obviously orchestrated and yet, even the Judge cannot get 
a grip on the scene.  PEOPLE, YOU ARE IN SERIOUS, SERIOUS TROUBLE!  YOU have 
allowed these things to come to pass in your total innocent ignorance. 

Ah, what will happen to John?  IF HE CAN MAINTAIN HIS SANITY THROUGH THIS AS-
SAULT AFTER ASSAULT, he will possibly find some peace among friends with only a few as-
sets to help.  The ex-wife and stepson have even taken all his pensions and Social Security for 
over a year and now John has to have an “estate manager” who has to have an attorney and 
there you have it—on and on and on.  He has to have six to eight lawyers to fill the needs arising 
from this one act of terror—AGAINST HIM.  IF IT ISN’T “YOU” YET—IT WILL BE, BE-
CAUSE WHEREVER THE EVIL STRIKES, IT IS USED BY THE ELITE UNJUST SYSTEM 
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TO BURY “YOU” WHO WOULD NOT SIMPLY SUICIDE SELF OR WHO PRETEND AT 
PATRIOTISM OF SOME KIND.  But, readers, you had better go back and look at THE PLAN 
as laid forth by attorney-ex-Judge Jason Brent of the famed Mensa Society—which will simply 
“dispatch” the old folk when the money is securely in the attorney’s pockets—hopefully HIS. 
Do you see the insidious PLAN overtaking you from every direction?  By the way, there won’t 
be Alzheimer’s go-between centers, for Alzheimer’s victims will simply be “humanely dispatched” 
as will all “infirm”, “stupid” and thus and so.  Since babies will have to be “applied for by PUR-
CHASE RIGHTS” you can then build a MASTER RACE ACCORDING TO FREUD, HITLER 
AND JASON BRENT!] 

FREUD,  THE  ALL  HIGHEST 

“A third means of defense consists of keeping the psychiatrist in his place.  In the W.F.M.H. 
pantheon, the psychoanalyst Sigmund Freud (JEW) is the All Highest, yet the underlying tone of 
Freudian work is mean, obsessed, often disgusting, obscene, immoral and unmoral; its whole 
purpose being the destruction of all moral and Spiritual values.” 

It is the opinion of many, we among them, that if two-thirds of all psychiatrists, many of them of foreign 
extraction, were to be deported, the odium upon medical practitioners who appear to be most to blame, 
would be removed, and the “mentally ill” of psychiatric opinion, could breathe more easily. 

A physician friend expressed the idea that if ever a man was obsessed by abnormal sex ideas it was 
Sigmund Freud.  [H: But exactly according to the rules and commandments of the Jewish Zionist 
TALMUD.]  In his morbid mind, all things began and ended in sex, and it did not matter whether the idea 
or practice was normal or abnormal, as long as it was sex.  [H: This then has been thrust to even more 
widely despicable practices as proffered by one Ruth Westheimer (Dr. Ruth) in her crazed push 
for sex, sex, sex of every kind imagined—and ALL detrimental to the well-being interactions of 
couples already in anguish as to how to cope in this new age of stupidity.  Not only does she 
continue to offer herself as an “authority” but is still PUSHED by the insane idiots of the media. 
She teaches THE VERY THINGS WHICH WILL DESTROY AND SPREAD DISEASE AND 
HEARTBREAK.  AND YOU FLOCK TO HER INTERVIEWS AND BOOKS LIKE FLIES TO 
COW-DUNG.] 

This is not a conclusion expressed by us, but by an authority: Sir David Kelly in his book The Hungry 
Sheep. 

“I suggest that psychology has far outgrown the pioneer Freudian stage, but is still divided into 
various schools, that it is far from having become an agreed positive science.  I mean a science of such 
a kind that anyone who has studied it can assume the right of pontifical judgment in particular cases as 
it is being attributed to by laymen.” 

True psychologists may have been guilty of minor errors, but very few have set themselves up as 
arbiters of fate; arbiters of final judgment, and decreed inhuman treatment for their fellow creatures. 

[END OF QUOTING] 
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There are several more sections under “Chapter 2” but I would rather move on to more critical things 
dealing with NOW instead of 1957.  We can always go back and pick up stories but the more important 
thing is to cover a bit the topics which come from The Age of Treason.  Obviously, we will need to look 
at drug addictions and the tranquilizer age of “happy pills”.  I am intrigued by what has happened, say, with 
amphetamines.  When first offered, these were sent through the mail as SAMPLES—thousands of them to 
physicians and homes for widespread use.  They came along with something called a tranquilizer, Miltown. 
First you went on a “high” and then calmed down with Miltown.  The best way to get this to the public was 
to CLAIM DIET AND WEIGHT-LOSS PROPERTIES OF THE AMPHETAMINES.  THAT GOT 
EVERY SELF-FOCUSED PERSON LOCKED INTO HIM/HER-SELF.  THIS ALSO MADE WORK 
SEEMINGLY A BIT LESS DREARY AND BORING AND ON AND ON ACCORDING TO THE 
ADVERTISEMENT. 

Next, when all were hooked, it was made into an ILLEGAL substance—BOTH.  Now what would the 
public do?  Well, the addicted would go black-market, the Elite would still be able to get it through their 
illicit doctors and once again the “little citizen” would end up incarcerated with insanity or addiction or put 
in prison for illegal purchase and use—OR BOTH.  The market for the Elite Controllers would now be 
enlarged and with the influx of the heavy DRUGS the New World Order Masters had a way to get all the 
REST of the money in the world as fast as they could print it and make things illegal FOR THE REST OF 
YOU.  They now controlled, basically, the currency, the energy supply (oil, upon which your society 
functions) AND THE CONTROLLING SUBSTANCES—I.E., DRUGS.  Now, you would ALL be 
“hosts” to the feeding frenzied PARASITES.  YOU WERE AND ARE HAVING YOUR VERY LIVES 
SUCKED FROM YOU—AND YOU CAN’T EVEN BEGIN TO AWAKEN, FROM THEIR STU-
PORS, THE MAJORITY OF THE POPULACE.  AH, INDEED, SATAN SMILES AT YOU—WHILE 
YOU DO IT TO YOURSELVES AND REFUSE TO SEE AND HEAR IN YOUR NEED FOR ABSO-
LUTION AND ACCEPTANCE WITHIN THIS VILE AND STUPOROUS PRISON OF THE 
MIND—AND TOTAL LOSS OF THE SOUL. 

The soul-less beings of the Parasitic Vipers have taken your very life-source from you as they have sucked 
upon your beings until you, too, lose your own SPIRIT (which is “soul”). SOUL-SPIRIT IS OF GOD 
CREATOR—NONE OTHER SOUL-LESS BEINGS ARE DESTINED TO LIVE ETERNALLY 
WITHOUT THE REALMS OF GOD-CREATOR.  ETERNALLY IS A VERY, VERY LONG “TIME” 
AND SINCE “TIME” IS ONLY A PERCEPTION OF PHYSICAL EXPRESSION—IT BECOMES 
INFINITE IN THE REALMS OF HELL. 

If you do not understand that of which I speak—you are in worse trouble for I have told you many, many 
times EXACTLY what I mean.  If you disagree, fine—but I KNOW and YOU DO NOT!  YOU are the 
one in problems and trouble—NOT I. 

You of souled beings upon the globe—CAN CHANGE ABOUT AND INTO THE PEACE AND 
WONDER OF SOUL EXPRESSION—BUT ONLY THROUGH TRUTH, FREEDOM, LOVE AND 
THE GOODLY THINGS OF GREAT SPIRIT—GOD.  YOU CANNOT LIVE BOTH!!  THERE IS 
NO WAY TO LIVE BOTH!!  THE CHOICES WILL BE MADE AND THE JUDGMENTS 
WILL BE FINAL AT THE PASSAGE—INDIVIDUAL AND FINAL.  SO BE IT. 

May you be given to see and hear—for your time upon that place for these choosings—is short indeed. 
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The enemy plans to have his PLAN operational in perfection of your enslavement—by YEAR 2000.  And 
for you who chuckle and say, “Yeah, but God has a Plan too!!”—WILL YOU BE PART OF THAT 
PLAN OR DO YOU SIT IN THE MIDDLE, WAITING—UNTIL PERHAPS OPPORTUNITY IS 
PAST?  Regardless of the teachings of the GURUs who will tell you passive waiting and allowing 
is all you need—look again—for GOD SAID THAT YE SHALL BE JUDGED BY YOUR AC-
TIONS.  ONE OF THOSE ACTIONS REQUIRED IS A MOVEMENT IN INTENT BACK TO 
TRUTH AND FREEDOM AND IN THE U.S. YOU CAN CALL IT RETURN TO ABSOLUTE 
LAW IN EQUALITY FOR ALL AS WAS BEGUN BY YOUR CONSTITUTION.  Perfect?  No— 
but perfection is built and created through individual intent toward that perfection. 

Hatonn to clear, please. 
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CHAPTER  2 

REC  #1    HATONN 

FRI., JAN. 27, 1995    10:19:34 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 164 

FRI., JAN. 27,  1995 

PERSONAL  NOTE  TO  READERS  AND  “WRITERS” 

I suppose it is necessary to make personal comments from time to time so that you in the reading public 
can associate what is here and what is not.  What is not here is much staff.  For the majority of you who 
write you know that and are most incredibly patient for responses.  But I have to catch you up occasion-
ally—when the complaints start flowing and the piles of confusion get beyond 10 feet. 

EVERYTHING is FULL!!  In every office, every closet, every inch of floor, except where you can 
pick your way through to the desks—ARE FULL!  Dharmais again surrounded by some 35-40 tapes to 
be heard, letters to be answered, important questions which need my comment and it is devastating to the 
heart to be unable to get it all done.  So “I” take the time to apologize for any inconvenience or hurt that 
may be caused by the appearance of neglect.  I am told quite often by new readers that “If you are REAL 
you can certainly be nice enough to answer our letters.”  What does “ME BEING REAL” have to do with 
your correspondence?  Some people are gracious enough to send piles of documents, clippings and 
information EVERY DAY, day after day, knowing we will try our best to respond to as many as we can, 
privately, or in the paper.  I ask that you not be insulting to our people for they are doing all they can— 
sandwiched in between court cases, no funding and incredible pressures from every direction. 

I have a couple of things to reference (which have nothing to do with demands by anyone) but are 
urgent. 

In areas of various topics and actions I can only caution some of you to be most careful in that which you 
do. 

In the matter of the inquiry regarding the work being personally done on somatids, etc., and the question as 
to whether or not you are on the right track: No.  The Drias do not come from any of the things offered for 
consideration.  Further, the family of substance of which you speak is sometimes quite deadly if mishandled 
or novices do not have full knowledge of that which you do.  I apologize for the inability to take the time to 
cover this carefully but I need to caution all of you about ASSUMPTIONS and especially about CON-
NECTING US/ME TO ANYTHING.  I OFFER EVERYTHING I CAN IN ORDER TO PROTECT 
YOU AND OUR PEOPLE.  I will not at this time offer more on “drias”—what we offer is absolutely 
natural and harmless—please do not tamper with it.  Do all the research you wish on anything you wish— 
but as with anything, KNOW what you are doing and consider where BEST your focus and TIME can be 
spent.  If you have a “perfect” wheel—need you reinvent another?  Be “responsible” for that which you 
do—and if you HAVE TO ASK ME HOW TO DO A THING—you do not know enough!  The worst 
problems we have right now are the ones stemming from that which is TOUTED that “I” did, said, offered, 
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signed—!!!!  NO, I write truth; I offer that which is absolutely within all laws of Creation, Creator and the 
Land.  No more and no less.  Mitochondria is a well-known and necessary substance and there is plenty 
of information regarding same, precious inquirer, but NO, it is not a “dria”.  You will FIND mitochondria 
in the “AquaGaia” because of its ability to handle cleansing of vessels, handling sugar conversion, etc. 
Drias are entirely a different matter.  Thank you for asking. 

SOVEREIGNIZING 

So many of you continue to go forth and get yourselves separated from the government and “sovereignizing” 
selves as “Citizens”, State Citizens, etc.  This WAS A GOOD IDEA—long ago and far away!  It is like the 
siren call to the illegal system now in power.  Ones who work with me have done this procedure and I have 
asked them to undo it—I feel so strongly about it.  Lawful?  Lawful doesn’t matter, readers, the ones in 
power vote-in what they deem to be LEGAL and enforce it. 

Ones of you who choose not to have public driver’s licenses, for instance, are as if you have the spotlight 
of focus upon you.  Once caught—ARREST!  Then the enforcement teams can confiscate the vehicle you 
are driving, even if it is not yours!  The “enforcers” are TOLD to handle all such disobedient CITIZENS as 
among the TAX EVADERS and TAX PROTESTOR GROUPS. 

You can reclaim a nation and build a new government—but when the laws come down and something no 
longer is acceptable—you are open for the guns to come against you.  We do not advocate, in any way at 
all, breaking laws.  You can regain Constitution—by CONSTITUTIONAL LAW.  We need every will-
ing citizen to get that job done and simply to protest a “thing” is not worth the incarceration or the use of 
funds for fines and penalties OR THE NEED FOR ATTORNEYS AT $200+++ PER HOUR to get you 
free.  Some can “beat the system on a one-to-one level—but it will become fewer and farther between. 
You can do things to help selves in protection under the LAWS.  Use these methods—but do not bait the 
vipers—you do not have to. 

RONN  JACKSON 

It is somehow being assumed that I am pushing Ronn Jackson above and beyond Christ or God.  NO, I 
am not.  I simply do not JUDGE the man but do perceive that when he is “free” as a citizen, he CAN 
PUSH THROUGH SOME MOST HELPFUL AGENDAS.  I would most certainly suggest that you not, 
any of you, drop everything and dash off to “somewhere or other” until you know WHAT YOU ARE 
DOING.  Ronn is a “take control” person—and will do so—IF YOU ALLOW IT.  RONN JACKSON 
is an interesting man who believes he can do something worthy for himself, you, AND YOUR NATION. 
His association with God is HIS and GOD’s.  His association with me—IS MINE and HIS and GOD’s. 
No more and no less.  You have no right to try and outjudge something that is not even under judgment.  I 
know my needs as regards my mission.  I know what Ronn Jackson can do and will do—it may not, in any 
way, match your assumptions. 

I even get objections to Ronn’s language and the unprofessional sound of “put it where the sun don’t 
shine!” when addressing the public and the politicians.  Well, I’m sure Mr. Jackson can do better (or 
worse) than that language but how do YOU assume the worst??  Can’t he mean to “shove it up your 
nose?” or how about “hang it in your ear?”  Would those be better?  There are a LOT of places where the 
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“sun don’t shine!”  If you asked HIM, however, to not use those terms, he might well comply—I have no 
reason to restructure Mr. Jackson.  He has a responsibility and I have a responsibility—and frankly—they 
are NOT THE SAME!  You do, however, need someone who is not terrified by the cheats, liars and 
criminals and who is risk-taking enough to stand against the Elite and focus on a new nation, under God 
(whether or not he says it) and CONSTITUTION.  Let me assure you of something, readers: if Mr. Satan 
were willing to do that task—I would be pleased to work with him.  I do not lose my balance 
through the confusion of professed religious or Spiritual beliefs.  I KNOW MY GOD, I KNOW 
MYSELF AND I KNOW MY ENEMY.  Each has a place and each a capability—the world of MAN 
is not perfect and gets less so EVERY MINUTE OF EVERY DAY—you need a rebuilding, a restructur-
ing.  Now we can go with ones who CAN GET THIS ROLLING—OR WE CAN PICK NITS AND 
NEVER DO ANYTHING.  USE YOUR REASON AND BRAINS—GET THE MAN “OUT” AND 
THEN SEE WHAT HE PRODUCES.  IT IS TIME ENOUGH—DO NOT JUMP OFF THE CLIFF 
PREMATURELY AND YOU WILL BE FINE.  IT IS TIME “HE” PRODUCES SOMETHING WHICH 
HE CLAIMS HE CAN DO—IF FREE!!  WE SHALL SEE, IS ALL I CAN OFFER YOU—HE HAS 
FREE-WILL TO DO ANYTHING HE PLEASES—HE MAY OWE GOD SOMETHING—HE 
OWES US NOTHING!! 

Ask guidance from God—after you get straight and certain of your OWN direction and relationship—and 
the call always compels THE ANSWER—so you will have guidance if you ask in sincerity and LISTEN! 
But what do I feel about sovereignizing selves as is now presented by the patriot groups?  Do what you will 
but I personally have a much larger task, as do most of you, and the tiny nipping at the elephant by the flea 
is rather foolish and at the least—EXPENSIVE.  What would I do?  I would go down to the DMV and get 
a driver’s license—the idea is not ALL BAD!!  I would then see why I need to be separate and apart in the 
tax system and if I needed to file a return I would do so.  There are LEGAL WAYS (WITHIN THE 
“NOW” LAWS) TO PROTECT SELF.  CERTAINLY IN MOST PATRIOT CASES THE AMOUNTS 
IN DISPUTE ARE NOT AS MUCH AS LEGAL COUNSEL.  MOREOVER, THE BIGGER “GUN” 
WINS THE POT.  Unfortunately, most so-called patriot “leaders” who set up expensive training courses 
are in the “evasion” business—not the Constitutional business—and that is WORSE!  I DO NOT INFER 
THAT THE INTENT IS WRONG—I DO INFER THAT THE GUNS ARE NOW TOO BIG AND 
ANOTHER APPROACH WILL GRANT MORE VALUE. 

We have a beloved friend who needs to be pursuing his work on Constitutional restructuring who must 
now spend time and untold amounts of money because he got arrested yesterday for “no license” and was 
called “a tax protester”—so the enemy KNOWS, friends.  It cost him $500 bail, not to even mention the 
hours and more dollars which will flow into THEIR coffers before it is all over—AND HE LOSES.  If I 
were he I would be right down to the DMV—before that hearing—with regulation license in hand!!  If not, 
you will be harassed the remainder of your natural life—along with family and friends.  You CAN win by 
working within their game and by their rules—you cannot win by ending up incarcerated for such nonsen-
sical garbage.  When you “take a stand for something on ‘principles’” be VERY SURE YOU KNOW 
WHAT IT IS YOU ARE DOING AND ON WHAT “PRINCIPLES” YOU ARE STANDING—MOST 
HAVE NOT THE VAGUEST IDEA OTHER THAN WHAT “SO AND SO TOLD ME.”  EVERYONE 
is already “marked” so why put the spotlight on anything?  Please, do not get picked off because of a 
confounded driving license regulation!  THEY have you all in the system—this just separates you into 
dangerous categories—don’t give them REASON or EXCUSE to do anything to you!  There are some 
things within the corrupt system that can serve you also.  When the riots are in full swing you are going to 
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be very happy to see that local police officer who comes to your assistance.  You only HEAR ABOUT 
THE BAD ONES. 

GUNS 

My opinion about guns?  Why do you need a gun?  Guns are for killing!! I can think of nothing on your 
globe that is worthy of your killing.  I do note that the “having” of those guns may very well get you, and 
yours, killed.  The Constitution says you can have a gun—so I do not quarrel the point.  You SHOULD 
lawfully be able to have a GUN—but I wonder if morally you need something so against the thought of 
God.  I simply do not attend these “HARANGUES”—those are YOUR provinces of decisions.  But I 
point out—the children and toddlers in the inner cities are killing each other without thought, reason or 
understanding.  Isn’t it sad that you have come to a society wherein you must defend, to the death, self, 
from a baby?  That, however, is not “guns”, it is society in total decay and breakdown.  Moreover, it is right 
along the guidelines of the PROTOCOLS—TO DESTROY THE FAMILY AND MORALITY.  You will 
not solve this by refusing to carry a driver’s license issued by any given State.  I do not believe that there is 
any moral anything about hunting animals, for that matter.  YOU in this day and age—do not need the game 
for food.  Most of you turn your noses up at the very thought of eating such unacceptable meat.  So DO 
NOT LIE TO SELVES!!  And, by the way—THERE IS NO WAY YOU CAN LIE TO GOD—OR TO 
ME, FOR THAT MATTER. 

I am not going to return to the work in progress today, Dharma.  I want to share a letter from M.T. Cross 
of Missouri to Governor Jim Guy Tucker of Arkansas.  It is worthy of your using the thought in your own 
continuing correspondence.  I trust that the staff is planning to run updates and letters of appreciation in the 
paper.  The very case of Richard Snell and the “railroad job” on him are so very important for you to 
KNOW. 

Jan. 22, 1995 

Governor Jim Guy Tucker 
State Capitol 
Little Rock, AR 72201 

Dear Jim Guy - 

You know that Bubba has you on the disposal list.  Your insurance policy is Richard Snell SK897.  When 
your policy is cancelled, you will be too.  Does this give you a clue as to your next actions?  Richard Snell 
and your policy stay in force together.  Oh, you didn’t know?  Well, now you do. 

I Am - enlightened - you are too. 

M.T. Cross (and signature) 

(P.S.) Bubba is the problem, not us.  You know his tendency for lies.  So who are you going to believe. 
Him or us? 
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Release Snell so he can be safe. 

[H: You will find other pertinent and urgent requests for information and mail elsewhere in the 
paper.  Maholy is being transferred to Leavenworth [Kansas]—YOU ARE GETTING 
THROUGH!  Let us only use methods which HELP, not hurt, our incarcerated truth-bringers. 
We must seek protection for them at every opportunity. 

Along the same lines of thought—DO NOT SEND MONEY TO RONN JACKSON FOR HIS 
NEW NEWSLETTER.  I DON’T KNOW WHO IS HIS SECRETARY OR RESOURCE FOR 
HANDLING SAME—BUT HE CANNOT RECEIVE SUCH MONIES IN THE PRISON SYS-
TEM.  IT CONSTITUTES “DOING BUSINESS” WHICH IS FORBIDDEN.] 

PROJECT:  BLUE  BEAM 

I have about 30-35 pages (possibly more) of handwritten documentation regarding this subject, from “Jeff 
Baker’s Baker Report” on KHNC 1360 A.M. Johnstown, Colorado.  I also have a printed document 
regarding the same matter as Jeff Baker interviewed SERGE MONAST  We have offered this informa-
tion about “Blue Beam” but since March is coming soon—I am going to interrupt this ongoing Treason 
material to share this with you. 

We shall offer the article and then see if there are any “left-out” topics from the other.  This allows us to 
move more quickly with the information.  Since we have covered the subject prior to now on several 
occasions, I doubt there will be much need for interruption or comment.  It is simply that new readers 
deserve to have these updates for the first time and you regular readers need to understand, fully, the 
potential represented here and have reminders regarding same.  I remind all of you that word is coming 
forth that “Blue Beam” has been shelved, etc.  I certainly do hope so—but as I last checked ongoing 
preparations, it is still planned to be a worldwide “projection” of holographic presentation—in March to 
coincide with Billy Graham’s “Crusade” from Puerto Rico utilizing a worldwide satellite setup.  I will say, 
however, that the satellite destroyed this week with all the lying tales—is/was a part of the arrangements— 
a nasty, nasty part of the plan which obviously CAN NOT now take place as originally set forth.  Will 
“they” have to cancel out?  No, they don’t HAVE to but they may mess around with timing because 
“aliens” are to be foisted off on you in the late summer or fall, in the same manner of holographic projection, 
with some hard landings, aliens, etc.  This is an interesting year, friends, very interesting indeed.  The 
measures are to bring you into unified ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT ‘against a common ALIEN 
enemy’. 

JEFF  BAKER  INTERVIEWS  SERGE  MONAST 

[QUOTING:] 

“...FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY, THE uNITED nATIONS GOVERNMENT HAS THE PO-
TENTIAL AND THE POWER TO IMPLEMENT WORLD DICTATORSHIP OVER THE POPULA-
TIONS OF EARTH.” 
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How many challenges has modern science yet to meet?  Oh, let’s see, there’s deep space travel... or 
maybe cures for our most deadly disease (although they probably already exist!)  [H: Yep!]  The fact is 
that most of man’s imagination has already materialized into reality—much of it during the twentieth cen-
tury.  Technological developments have accelerated exponentially.  But have all of these inventions been 
used as their creators had intended?  Did Albert Einstein envision a world where his atomic theory would 
be used by the evil forces of the world to enslave the masses... or destroy them?  [H: Yes indeed, HE 
DID!  HE WAS PART AND PARCEL OF THE PLAN 2000 AND HIS VERY THEORIES OF 
UNIVERSAL LAWS—WERE AND ARE INCORRECT.]  His writings tell otherwise.  Neverthe-
less, the would-be masters of the globe have found merit in technologies with which they could terrorize the 
world into compliance with their hidden agendas. 

How many other technologies are in existence that we are unaware of?  It’s sometimes difficult to tell 
where science stops and science fiction starts.  [H: LET US UNDERSTAND RIGHT NOW AND 
HENCEFORTH—THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS SCIENCE FICTION!  THERE IS “NOW” 
ONLY REALITY AND LIES, FOR THE CAPABILITY OF ALL THAT YOU CONSIDER “FIC-
TION” IS NOW UPON YOU.]  Military developments are kept shrouded in secrecy until the time 
emerges for them to be used in warfare.  We would all tend to agree that military technology is ten to 
twenty years ahead of any technology that the general public is familiar with.  A good example of this fact 
is the success of the SR-71 Blackbird  [H: Which, by the way, it now appears Gunther Russbacher 
NEVER FLEW!] technology, a super-spy aircraft so fast it can outrun surface-to-air heat-seeking mis-
siles!  Even though the plane has been around since the mid-60s, the general public was virtually clueless 
that such a super-aircraft existed until the mid-80s.  A twenty-year secret; not a bad track record for a 
government that the general public regards as simply inept in most everything it touches.  Interestingly 
enough, the Blackbird SR-71 was retired from services in 1992—with no apparent successor! 

Speculation abounds as to what the government is up to in their secret laboratories.  Any enquiry into 
any of these mysteries is invariably met with the same “indisputable” claim that it can’t be discussed be-
cause it is “in the best interests of the national security”.  What a convenient dichotomy that is; how does 
one argue with that?  Of course, the average dolt on the street eats this up, actually believing that the federal 
government has his own best interests at heart and blindly plods onward, while the rest of us scavenge the 
details.  A large percentage of the information/intelligence may indeed be only rumors, mistaken accounts, 
second-hand stories and even downright disinformation.  Nevertheless, there are some persons and some 
details that you can’t just simply dismiss. 

Jeff Baker the author of Cheque Mate: The Game of Princes, interviewed Canadian author Serge 
Monast in one of the most bizarre and controversial interviews that the USA Patriot Network will prob-
ably do.  In the following December 12, 1994 interview with Mr. Monast, we discover mind-boggling 
details of the New World Order plans to deceive the populations of the Earth through technology.  Many 
of us have, no doubt, heard a few of the details to follow, but rarely are those pieces fitted into the complex 
puzzle we know as the New World Order in such a way that we can step back and really get a good look 
at what’s in store for us.  The “big picture” ain’t lookin’ too good for the good guys.  Is Mr. Monast a 
crackpot?  Or has the shadow government advanced technologically to the point that they can actually 
create a grand illusion of such magnitude as to fool the entire world?  [H: Good grief, they already have 
done so—all over the world.  The “pictures” of “Christ” in a duststorm, myriads of “tanks” in 
the Gulf War along the ridgelines, pictures showing up on film but not to the naked eye, illusions, 
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etc.  IT IS NOW BEING TESTED ALL OVER THE WORLD AND PEOPLE ARE DESPER-
ATELY BITING THE BAIT WITHOUT QUESTION.]  According to scripture, the end time facade 
is going to be real good; so good that it convinces the majority of the Earth to follow the anti-Christ into the 
abyss.  We can expect a spectacular show from the Prince of Lies that will fool all but those whose names 
appear in “the Book”.  [H: Well, I don’t know much about “the Book” but it is going to wash over 
you like fog.  It is exactly what I have been warning you ABOUT—the Revelation is NOT a 
work of GOD or CHRIST but a version of prophecies which will march you right into the PIT 
with the bad guy!  And is due to start the final actions this year!] 

Serge Monast is a gatherer of New World Order-related intelligence, especially information pertaining 
to a purported NASA project known as “Project Blue Beam”.  The project is allegedly designed to 
counterfeit the Second Coming of the Messiah. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

We must attend other duties so will interrupt here.  This is a most urgent and important subject so we will 
continue at the next sitting.  This capability has been present and operational since the days of “Montauk”, 
“Rainbow”, “The Philadelphia Experiment”, “Phoenix I & II”, and all “stealth” by invisibility or projection 
beam technology.  A LONG TIME!  It is perfected with flying “saucers” in Area 51 and other SECRET 
FACILITIES such as WHITE SANDS, etc.  It is time to open your sleepy eyes—the dream you thought 
you had is a nightmare which is not going to go away this morning!  You are going to have to be prepared, 
for a LOT OF NASTY THINGS WILL HAPPEN ALONG THE WAY TO THE SHOW-AND-TELL 
AND THEY WILL BE MIGHTY AND TERRIFYING.  RAPTURES WILL BE PROMISED AND 
SOME WILL HAPPEN—BUT IT WILL ONLY BE TO DESTRUCTION—NOT TO RADIANCE 
SAVE DISPERSION INTO LIGHT PARTICLES.  WE CAN WARN YOU—WE CAN DO NOTH-
ING MORE!  THE PARASITES ARE IN THE FINAL KILLING OF YOU HOSTS.  HOW THIS 
ENDS IS UP TO YOU. 
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CHAPTER  3 

REC  #1    HATONN 

SAT., JAN. 28, 1995    9:54 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 165 

SAT.,  JAN. 28,  1995 

Continuation of “Blue Beam” (part 2): 

JEFF  BAKER  INTERVIEWS  SERGE  MONAST 

“...FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY, THE UNITED NATIONS GOVERNMENT HAS THE PO-
TENTIAL AND THE POWER TO IMPLEMENT WORLD DICTATORSHIP OVER THE POPULA-
TIONS OF EARTH.” 

INTERVIEW 

SERGE MONAST:  I have been an international investigative journalist for about fifteen years.  I am also 
an international award-winning Canadian author with 49 international awards. 

I’ve spent fifteen years as a journalist investigating the New World Order, and I’ve found that the New 
World Order is implementing new kinds of technology that never existed before.  When we take a close 
look at that technology, we have to realize that for the first time in history the United Nations government 
has the potential and the power to implement world dictatorship over the populations of the Earth.  If they 
did not have this kind of technology, this would be impossible. 

I’ve also done worldwide investigation into the military as well as into the medical conspiracy involving 
the United Nations, which is something that is not well-known at the moment. 

JEFF: Perhaps you could tell us a little about FEMA. 

SERGE MONAST, Serge: First of all, FEMA is not an American creation.  FEMA was created by 
NATO, long ago.  FEMA is an international MILITARY POLICE OPERATION.  [H: This is NO 
ERROR—THIS IS TRUTH AND YOU HAD BETTER GET WITH IT RIGHT NOW!] 

We know now that the military-industrial complex and various federal government agencies have 
constructed and are working in many installations, underground bases and detention facilities.  Some of 
these can accommodate large numbers of people, are very deep underground, and are quite sophisticated. 
According to some of my latest reports, some of the deeper facilities may be several hundred feet under-
ground.  Tunnels could be as large as 50' by 50' in diameter [H: Some are far larger than this!], and 
underground chambers as much as 100' high.  [H: Well, let us just say that you can fit a 70 story 
building into some of them—EASILY!]  In some installations, truck or rail traffic may be important; 
two-track railroad or two-lane highway tunnels could be as much as 30' wide by 22' high.  [H: In the 
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“general use” tunnels you will have much wider tunnels because you will always now have a 
“glide path” for electromagnetic “trains” to move at supersonic speeds.  That tunnel system, 
alone, traverses, in all directions, the nation.  There are, further, many nations with this same 
capability as well as underwater facilities for linking the continents.  You must understand that 
the carriers have capability of “making” a tunnel anywhere they go in water and can actually 
make a tunnel for themselves in the atmosphere which will negate any sound barrier blasts.] 
Under the direction of FEMA, much work, including a great deal by the Army Corps of Engineers, has 
been done to design and construct underground, or earth-covered, key facilities.  Also, it is now known 
that there are special underwater facilities along the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts of the U.S., as well as 
in the Great Lakes region.  [H: Yes, we HAVE written about these but this information is probably 
sufficient unless you want details.  I have to rely on the Editors to indicate which papers or 
journals for reference.]  We have also learned from covert sources that there are similar deep under-
ground facilities in Canada, Sweden, Switzerland, France, Saudi Arabia, Israel, and Russia.  [H: Yes, and 
Mexico also, to house preparation equipment and armaments not yet moved into the U.S.  These 
facilities across the Mexico border are all hooked together underground with major tunnels. 
Some of these are hooked into Fort Hood, Texas.  There is a WHOLE SOCIETY of “moles” or 
“underground dwelling” people of which the public is totally unaware.  It is not just DNA replica-
tion—you simply have, NOW, a population of underground dwellers who have been restricted 
from the surface in preparation for your SURPRISE!!] 

FEMA and the Pentagon administer at least 50 secret underground command posts around the U.S. 
territory.  We have been informed that the NORAD base is also the national warning center for FEMA. 
This is very important because this is the place from which orders for Canada and the U.S. are to be 
initiated to round up people under the United Nations authority.  The command center is jointly staffed by 
both Canadian and U.S. military personnel. 

The NSA (National Security Agency) operates computers that are engaged in massive surveillance of 
much of the world’s telephone, telex, facsimile, radio, television, and microwave communications.  This 
includes surveillance of domestic internal U.S. Communications by ordinary citizens.  Ninety secret FEMA 
underground bases and facilities are located in Pennsylvania.  Maryland, West Virginia and North Caro-
lina.  We are not talking about unusual underground laboratories, such as the Los Alamos national labora-
tory in New Mexico, for instance.  We also know that they extend underground bases and facilities as 
deep as 6000 feet, and possibly even 8000.  [H: Try DEEPER!!—SOME OF THEM HAVE OPEN-
INGS INTO THE INNER CENTRAL “CORE” OF YOUR PLANET.] 

Understand that we never release anything before we cross-check the information with other informa-
tion we receive.  We do our cross-checking and verifications against reports dating back as far as the 
1940s.  For instance, tunneling and underground facilities were built at that time in case of a nuclear war, 
etc.  We’ve found that most of the tunneling and bases have been transformed into new kinds of facilities. 
Even if they claim that those facilities are only for military operations or that they are not used anymore, we 
know that this is not the case.  We know this because of the resources and information that we have.  We 
also have maps that show where those facilities are.  What’s amazing is that they are telling people that 
projects are being cut everywhere in the military because of economic problems.  But when we look at the 
other side, at the reports and documentation that we have, we see that they are adding new technology and 
are improving those facilities.  We also have a specific military telephone book that lists off the phone 
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numbers of every major project and every person responsible or resource involved in any military project 
in the U.S. or in Canada.  We can verify any of our information at any time. 

JEFF:  So you’ve taken some of the old “civil preparedness” sites and other government projects that we 
knew existed, and you’ve cross-checked these with the facilities that reportedly exist, checking to see if 
they match up in terms of size, location, etc? 

SERGE MONAST:  Yes, and we also investigate whether those old facilities were actually being aban-
doned or if they’ve done anything else with them.  We’ve come up with more mind-boggling information 
than we can completely assimilate.  We’ve told ourselves that the people will never believe us.  We are now 
in the same situation as the people in Germany in the 1930s.  If you talked to people in the 1930 to 1935 
time period and told them that there were concentration camps set up in Germany and Poland, nobody 
would have believed you, because for them it was simply impossible that men could even imagine such 
things, let alone actually do them.  But we found out afterward that this was the reality; this is what actually 
happened.  We were forced to accept it. 

And now we are faced with the same fact today.  The only way to understand that this is possible is 
that we have to relate this information with the United Nations world government projects.  If they are 
going to put in a world government, that is to say, a world dictatorship, they cannot tell the people.  The 
people will not accept a world dictatorship.  At the same time, they must make sure that the people believe 
that they need a military police force to control the people.  Otherwise, the people will reject that world 
government. 

JEFF:  We’ve gotten consistent reports of 100,000 to 200,000 U.N. troops across the United States. 
Have you been able to do any verification of that? 

SERGE MONAST:  The authorities are admitting to these troops under the pretext that they are only 
conducting training for the U.N. peacekeeping forces around the world, and that the people don’t have to 
worry about it.  The government authorities will never admit to the people exactly why they have so many 
foreign military troops inside the country.  We have the same problem in Canada, only worse.  Last week 
on national TV and radio in Canada, for instance, the military presented what we call a “white book” to the 
Canadian government.  A “white book” is a proposal just before it becomes law.  That white book sug-
gests that the whole Canadian military which includes the Army, the Air Force, and the Marines, 
be turned over to the United Nations in 1995 as an international peacekeeping force.  [H: Al-
ready the U.S. Air Force is controlled by the United Nations and, in actuality, the whole military 
is under United Nations CONTROL.  THIS IS NOT SECRET, READERS—YOU HAD YOUR 
“LITTLE” FLAP WHEN THIS TOOK PLACE AND NOTHING HAPPENED EXCEPT THE 
DEAL WENT THROUGH WITHOUT YOU.]  When you hear things like that, you have to wonder 
why, at a time when they are making so many “budget cuts”, that they would turn over the same troops 
under the same pretext to an international organization that has no power unless you give them the power. 
This is what we are witnessing everywhere right now; in Europe, in America, and in Canada. 

As a foreign journalist, many people in your country feel comfortable sending me the kind of reports 
that they won’t send to their own journalists.  Sometimes they fear consequences.  But they will send the 
same report outside of the country and feel secure.  You should see the reports and videotape docu-
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mentation that I have over here that even your most well-informed groups have never heard of! 

[H: Many of you write inquiring about George Seares and why you haven’t heard from him— 
CONSIDER THIS as hearing from “him”.  He is off on this assignment and his whereabouts will 
not be disclosed.  He IS, however, responsible that this information is sent back to this resource. 
We do not offer him in public “participation” or location because it would cause abrupt stoppage 
of information flow.  Thank you for inquiring but he has never NOT been with us.  He is not a 
focus, for obvious reasons.] 

Project Blue Beam is not an isolated step.  There are four major steps to get to it.  Blue Beam is ONLY 
PART OF A MUCH BIGGER, OLDER PLAN.  From the electronic cash to the economic collapse, 
it will all happen at the same time, for the most part.  But to get to the Blue Beam Project, they will use the 
information superhighway.  The superhighway is the only way that they can electronically control everyone 
on the planet.  They won’t have to use a lot of military police force—they have the electronics to do that. 
The superhighway is the basis for controlling the people. 

After the full implementation of the information superhighway in 1995, they will begin to destabilize the 
economy.  Then comes the economic collapse.  [H: IMPORTANT—go back and re-read!]  From 
there it will be possible for them to implement the electronic cash system in order to get to NASA’s Project 
Blue Beam. 

The first step concerns the breakdown of all archaeological knowledge.  It deals with staging earth-
quakes at certain precise locations around the planet where supposed new “discoveries” will finally explain 
(for them) that the meanings of the basic doctrines of all the world’s major religions are “WRONG”.  This 
falsification started with the film “2001: A Space Odyssey””, the TV-series “Star Trek”, the “Star Wars” 
films, all of which deal with space “invasion” and “protection”.  The last one, “Jurassic Park”, was to push 
the theory of evolution.  [H: Not really—more specifically it was to push the ABILITY TO “CON-
STRUCT” living forms, through DNA duplication and reproduction.] 

The second step deals with the gigantic space show: three-dimensional optical holograms 
and sounds, laser projections of multiple holographic images in different parts of the world, 
each area receiving a different image, according to its predetermined original national reli-
gious faith.  This new “god” image will talk in all languages.  As an example, the Soviets have 
manufactured the advanced computers and have programmed them with the minute psychological par-
ticles based upon their studies on the anatomy and biology of the human body, as well as their studies on 
anatomy, chemistry and electricity of the human brain.  These computers have also been fed with the 
different languages of the world.  The dialects of various peoples have been fed into the computers from 
their natural origins via satellite.  The Soviets have begun feeding the computers with object programs, such 
as “New Messiah”.  It appears that the New World Order intends to MATE it with human society by 
allocating an electronic ray on every mind of every person in all societies. 

The third step deals with the telepathic electronic two-way communication, where ELF (Extra Low 
Frequency), VLF (Very Low Frequency), and LF (Low Frequency) waves will reach the people of the 
Earth through the insides of their brains, making each person believe that his own God is speaking to him 
from within his own soul.  [H: Still don’t believe in a land of “Babel”?]  Such rays will then interlace 
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and interweave with the natural thinking processes to form what we call the “artificial talk”. 

[H: I hope that you of God are beginning to get some real break-through inner information by 
now.  Dharma stopped work when the truth and realization hit her consciousness.  It is the TIME 
OF SORTING and CHOOSING, readers—no more and no less.  Those in security with GOD 
and HIS hosts will be secure, tended and LIFTED OFF that place you call Earth.  I suggest, 
however, that the time for making truly CONSCIOUS decisions is all but OVER.  The grid 
systems are in place and workable AGAINST YOU.  You of God have no real problem with that 
as long as you stay TUNED to HIS CIRCUITS.  Far-fetched???  What else about all this infor-
mation is NOT far-fetched—YET TRUE?  Ah Ha, readers, there has been a far LARGER use 
for CONTACT and a bunch of journals—than you could possibly imagine for God will coerce 
NO-ONE!!!] 

The fourth step involves universal super-natural manifestations using electronic means.  This step con-
tains three different orientations.  The first one is to make mankind believe that an alien invasion is about to 
occur upon EVERY major city on the Earth.  [H: Ones who are in the inner KNOWING of this plan 
are already sending family members to new locations and either preparing to go underground 
themselves, or if their work is above ground, will also relocate or have temporary survival prepa-
rations IN PLACE RIGHT NOW!]  This is to push each major nation into using its nuclear capability to 
“strike back”.  In this manner, it would put each of these nations in a state of full disarmament before the 
United Nations after the false attack.  The second is to make the Christians believe that a major RAP-
TURE is occurring, with a simple “played” divine intervention of an alleged “good” alien force coming to 
save the good people from a brutal satanic attack.  [H: DON’T LOOK AT ME!!  WE ARE NOT ANY 
PART OF ANY OF THIS COCK-AND-BULL.]  Its goal is to get rid of all significant opposition to the 
New World Order.  The third orientation is a mixture of electronic and supernatural forces.  The waves 
[frequencies] used at that time will allow supernatural forces to travel through fiber optics cable, coaxial 
cable, electric and telephone lines in order to generate all electronic equipment and appliances that will by 
then all have a special microchip installed.  The goal of this step deals with the materialization of satanic 
ghosts, specters, and poltergeists all across the globe in order to push all populations to the edge of a wave 
of suicide, killing and permanent psychological disorder.  After that night of the “thousand stars”, humanity 
is believed to be ready for them to enter a “New Messiah” to reestablish peace everywhere at any cost, 
even at the cost of freedom.  [H: NOW, perhaps, you can better understand that I do not run around 
your place like a dancing do-gooder.  THE TRUTH OF MY (OUR) VERY PRESENCE WILL 
BE IN THE FACT THAT WE HAVE NOT BECOME PRESENT IN VISUAL EXPRESSION— 
ONLY ENERGY FORM.  HOW ELSE WILL YOU KNOW THE “REAL THING”?] 

JEFF:  I have to be honest with you.  This is all just a bit beyond my ability to accept as reasonable.  What 
kind of documentation do you have to indicate that any of this is even possible? 

SERGE MONAST I have military documentation.  For instance, I have U.S. Government source docu-
ments and titles.  I have staff memorandum to members of the advisory committee on human radiation 
experiments, dated June 27, 1994.  I have a search of CIA records on human radiation experiments, 
preempting a call by President Clinton for all eleven government agencies to make the search records 
available to the Congressional Committee currently investigating the human radiation experimentation con-
ducted by government agencies throughout recent decades.  The search is dated January 4, 1994 and was 
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done by James Woolsey, Director of CIA.  A footnote on page 4 of the memorandum states: The CIA did 
investigate the use and effect of microwaves on humans in response to a Soviet practice of beaming 
microwaves on U.S. embassies.  Directed energy weapons currently being deployed in covert operations 
by the CIA include a microwave weapon manufactured by the Lockheed Centers and used for processed 
voice synthesis, which is the remote beaming of audio directly into the brain of any selected individual. 

JEFF:  Serge, this technology, involving the projection of images around the world simultaneously, and 
where everyone sees what they think they are supposed to see: is this connected with all the satellites that 
NASA is constantly putting into space? 

SERGE:  Yes, but what they need now is 24-hour steady satellite coverage.  They are sending satellites up 
as much as possible right now.  [H: Try THIS WEEK!!]  This means that they will have so many satellites 
around the planet that it will be just as if you had a satellite looking over your shoulder, wherever you are, 
24 hours a day. 

Along with the laser beam technology on the ground, it will be possible for them to project images with 
sound from space, from studios in different places via laser beam.  By relaying through different satellites, 
they will be able to put on their big space show using the sky as a big screen. 

We know that scientific telepathy is possible through satellites from space.  According to the source 
information that we have about it, Dr. Dave Morgan, on November 17, 1993, demonstrated this weapon 
at a classified conference on non-lethal defense, which was sponsored by none other than Los Alamos 
National Laboratory.  That conference was held at the Applied Physics Laboratory of John 
Hopkins University in Maryland. 

However, if they wanted to take over the planet and establish their one world government right now, 
they wouldn’t be able to do it.  First they have to shake up the peoples’ beliefs and their faiths.  They can 
already affect the people every day through the economy.  But after they have shaken up the people in both 
of these major areas, it will be possible to hold the attention of the populations. 

TheUnited Nations, the New World Order people, will proceed in shaking up the beliefs of the peoples 
of the planet, on both a religious and economic basis, in order to focus the attentions of those people with 
their mind control devices.  People working in advertising are familiar with the concept of mind control. 
The people in Nazi Germany knew how to use mind control even if they didn’t have the electronic technol-
ogy at the time.  The Nazis knew how to attract the attention of the entire population.  They are using the 
very same techniques today on a worldwide scale in order to implement the New World Order dictator-
ship. 

I know that this is all very difficult for most people to understand, and we have to bring forward much 
proof in order to get people to realize that these kinds of technology are now possible. Canada is a good 
example to demonstrate that it is not necessary to see changes in the law for you to see more men in 
uniforms, foreign troop movements within a territory, or the restriction of liberties through the pretext of 
economic problems, to understand that there is something very wrong happening before our sleeping eyes. 
We have but to look at the “new tools” that the government is implementing to control its own population. 
When you see that these new tools and new technologies are not used to help the people anymore, but 
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rather to identify and track individuals in their private lives, as in the case today, then you can be sure that 
you have definitely witnessed the birth of a police state. 

JEFF:  Regarding the birth of the police state, do they really need all of this high-tech stuff?  Look at the 
riots in L.A.: All they would have to do is collapse the economy.  Wouldn’t most of America, being the 
cowards that they are, simply beg for the police state, beg the government to declare martial law, beg for 
a dictatorship as opposed to anarchy, as they did in L.A.? 

SERGE MONAST:  No.  It would be impossible for them to proceed in that fashion because they would 
not only get riots in the major cities, but also major riots across the planet.  The main problem for the 
United Nations is that they don’t have enough military police to control the major cities of the planet yet. 
Besides that, they don’t have the logistical organization to take on such a large operation.  This is why they 
need the technology: to make sure that any one person living on any particular street in any particular city 
can’t be “dangerous”.  They know who they want to deal with.  What they have to do first is get rid of 
people like me, who are well-informed on these things and can inform a lot of people as to what they are 
up to.  They must get rid of all the people who might represent a danger to them.  After that, they will know 
who they are dealing with and it will be easier for them, through the electronic devices, to control these 
people.  They need the technology to fill the shortages they have in military police personnel.  This kind of 
operation was never possible until now. 

They are planning a major economic crash and change for 1995.  What they want to do at that time is 
to implement a new, “in-between”, “dual” currency system in different countries, starting with the United 
States.  This “in-between” dual currency would be composed of two types of currency: one currency for 
use only within the United States, and another currency to be used outside the United States.  They want 
to implement this system worldwide in order to control the movement of cash around the planet.  They 
need to be able to track any individual or group using cash outside the boundaries of any particular country, 
in order to control that individual’s or group’s movements. 

JEFF:  Obviously cash equals freedom. 

SERGE MONAST: They are going to produce this new currency in order to destabilize the economy and 
track down all groups and individuals using cash.  Because anonymous cash does equal freedom, they 
want to take that freedom away from the people.  But before they can establish their cashless society 
through electronic “cash”, they need an “in-between” currency.  They cannot directly switch to the cashless 
society: it would be too obvious.  They have to go in steps, using new pretexts to justify each new step. 
[H: Just don’t get careless in your thoughts—there will be a myriad “steps” going on in all 
manners of “different” areas ALL AT THE SAME TIME.  The “steps” need not even “make 
sense” as in the interest surge taking place and/or the Mexico “bail-out”—JUST WATCH WHAT 
THE BASTARD CHILDREN ARE DOING!!!] 

CALLER (CLIFF): What is the significance of the dinosaur propaganda in this project: movies such as 
Jurassic Park, TV dinosaur shows, and the children’s dinosaur toys? 

SERGE MONAST:  It is very important, very significant.  Jurassic Park, the dinosaur toys, and Darwin’s 
theory of evolution all work to tear down the beliefs of major Christian religions.  They need for the 
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children of the planet to believe that the theory of evolution is possible.  They will try to sophisticate the 
evolutionary theory to make the children believe that the religious faiths of their parents are false.  They will 
use false “education” through new archaeological “discoveries” and also through the use of laser beam 
projections.  From there they will be able to do as was done in Russia in 1950, where trials were held so 
that children could denounce their parents for their political beliefs.  They will do the same thing here in 
America and in Europe.  They will have the children openly and publicly denouncing their parents for their 
religious beliefs. 

[H: I need to comment at this point.  It may well seem that “we” and “our” people are actually so 
under attack that we will turn in fear and trepidation.  NO!  I remind you of what I told you long 
ago.  THEY ALSO NEED THE TRUTH TO GET “OUT THERE” SO THAT YOU ARE PRE-
PARED TO ACCEPT THE TOTAL POWER THEY HOLD OVER YOU.  WHY ARE “WE” 
NOT IN PARTICULAR JEOPARDY EXCEPT FROM THE IDIOTS?  BECAUSE THERE IS 
FULL UNDERSTANDING OF OUR MISSION REGARDING OUR PEOPLE AND WE ARE, 
ACTUALLY, ASSISTING IN BRINGING THE TRUTH OUT—TO BE DISBELIEVED AND 
DISCARDED—AND, WHEN IT ALL HAPPENS, THE CONFUSION WILL MOVE THE PEO-
PLE RIGHT INTO LINE AND ENSLAVEMENT.  GOD DID NOT SAY HE WOULD SEND 
TROOPS TO FIGHT WARS, SNATCH YOU OFF—OR DO ANYTHING MORE THAN AT-
TEND HIS PEOPLE AND MAKE TRUTH AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD. 
ACTUALLY, HE JUST SENT US TO MAKE THE TRUTH AVAILABLE—AND WHAT YOU 
DO ABOUT THE “FOUR-CORNERS” IS STRICTLY UP TO YOU.  IT IS GOING TO BE 
VERY TEMPTING TO JOIN THE BEAST—YOU WITNESS IT EVERY DAY IN YOUR OWN 
LITTLE WORKING SEGMENTS.  NO, ALL YOU HAVE TO BELIEVE IS “TRUTH” AND 
WE CAN TAKE CARE OF THE REST—BUT EACH INDIVIDUAL WILL MAKE HIS OWN 
CHOICE AND WE WILL BE GUIDED BY “INTENT” ALONE AS TO READINESS FOR 
CHANGE AND MOVEMENT.  INTO “WAR” IS NOT IT—INTO ESTABLISHED “FREE-
DOM” IS.  BY THIS I MEAN, SPECIFICALLY—IT DOESN’T MATTER IF YOU NEVER 
“MAKE IT THAT FAR”—YOU WILL BE ABLE TO ESTABLISH TRUTH AND ORDER 
WHEREVER YOU RESIDE!!  THIS IS NOT THE POINT—GETTING YOURSELF “RIGHT” 
AND HEADED OFF INTO THE RIGHT DIRECTION—IS THE POINT.  STOP JUDGING 
AND CLEAN UP YOUR OWN ACT—AND THE REST WILL FOLLOW EXACTLY AS IT 
WILL.] 

JEFF:  Do you believe that they will collapse the economies of the world at the same time? 

SERGE MONAST:  THAT WOULD BE TOO OBVIOUS.  They will proceed in different stages and 
steps.  Through different pretexts to implement such things as the “in-between” currencies, they will track 
down the people who attempt to evade their control through cash transactions.  After this, they will claim 
to “have problems” with the dual currency, saying that they don’t work as well as they thought they would, 
that they are having worldwide economic problems, and that the national economic problems are related 
to it.  Under that pretext, they will introduce the idea of an electronic cash system to the masses, and assure 
them that an economic crash could never happen again.  They will go in steps, so as not to alarm the people 
that there is something wrong going on. 

TheNew World Order a dictatorship with a democratic illusion.  Everything they do will have the 
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appearance that it was the people themselves who asked for it.  This will be a seduction like nothing before 
in history. 

This is not my own opinion.  This is all from documentation that has been well-proven.  Let’s take the 
detention facilities, for instance: The third classification of prisoners in these facilities will be healthy indi-
viduals reserved for the international Human Organ Center, where their vital organs will be removed, one- 
by-one, while they remain alive with special life-support systems.  Some people do not believe that this is 
possible, that human beings will do that to other human beings.  Twenty minutes before you called me, Jeff, 
I got a special report concerning the NBC Nightly News report on December 2, 1994.  That report deals 
precisely with the removal of human organs, and it is occurring in China right now.  If we read a little of that 
report we see that “as the prisoners are prepared for execution, an unmarked van leaves the local hospital 
carrying doctors and the equipment to remove the organs.”  This is happening right now and we are not 
even under a worldwide government yet.  This is not just happening all over China.  How many other 
places on the planet are these things happening without its population even being aware?  When I say that 
the third classification (of seven classifications of prisoners) of the detention facilities is prisoners who are 
to have their vital organs removed, I am not joking around.  This is REAL. 

JEFF:  I do recall that news report, as a matter of fact.  If I remember correctly, they were using the body 
parts of the slaves, or prisoners, in China for that very purpose: to harvest organs for the rich, elite, 
powerful ruling class there in China.  It’s a frightening prospect to think that it could happen here. 

[H: Yes, a whole lot of people will be wishing very, very hard that they had actually helped us 
more in our work—for it has been a dastardly task to do this work—with only a handful of people 
getting it done, financing it and then seemingly cramming it down your throats just to annoy you. 
Indeed, there are going to be some long, sad faces on a day soon—when all that loot you just 
couldn’t “share” is taken from you and USED TO DESTROY YOU.  WE EVEN OFFERED 
YOU “WAYS AND MEANS”, TRUTH, SHELTER, COVERAGE AND SECURITY—BUT WE 
HAVE RECEIVED LAWSUITS, ATTACKS, INSULTS, RIDICULE AND POVERTY.  GOD 
DOES NOT FORGET—EVEN THE FALLEN SPARROW DOES HE NOTE.  I SUGGEST 
EACH READER CONSIDER POSSIBILITIES—FOR GOD AND HIS TROOPS ARE NOT 
GOING TO HOP INTO THE FRAY AND SUCK YOU OUT OF YOUR BONDAGE OR PROB-
LEMS.  THAT “RAPTURE” IS NOT OF GOD—AND IT WILL MEAN CERTAIN DEATH 
OR IMPRISONMENT MOVING RIGHT ON TO MINDLESS ENSLAVEMENT.  YOU WILL 
PRAY FOR THE “MINDLESS” PART OF THIS ENSLAVEMENT, MY FRIENDS, OF THAT 
I CAN PROMISE YOU! 

SERGE MONAST:  DO YOU REMEMBER A 1978 MOVIE CALLED “COMA”?  In the movie, 
healthy people were murdered on demand so that their organs could be transplanted into wealthy patients. 
Do you also remember recent international reports concerning children in Central and South America, 
where they are being killed in order to get their vital organs for transplantation in other parts of the world? 
Those things are happening right in front of us, RIGHT NOW!  It appears that there are a lot of vital 
organs being removed from children and teenagers in Central and South America, and these same organs 
are being used in Canada and the United States. 

JEFF:  This brings to mind some interesting questions.  What is fetal exploration all about?  What are they 
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doing when they take parts of babies for injection into the bone tissue and marrow of adult human beings 
to cure them of diseases?  Do people really think these kinds of things can’t happen over here?  The fact 
is that they are already happening right here in the United States. 

There are a lot of strange things happening that are difficult to explain.  I believe that the Clinton 
Administration has perpetrated more weirdness on the nation than the past ten presidents combined, which 
is saying a lot considering that Nixon is included in that lot.  What do you see as the handwriting on the wall 
for the Clinton Administration over the next two years? 

SERGE MONAST:  The Clinton Administration has been given a list of tasks to be completed while they 
are in power.  However, there are already signs that this administration will be replaced by another one that 
will really help to finish the implementation of the New World Order.  This administration is just an in- 
between step to prepare the military, to lay a groundwork of Executive Orders, etc., to be implemented by 
another president.  These guys get away with their plans by sacrificing people that are “responsible” for 
unpopular programs.  [Ed. Note: The very recent firing of the disease- and promiscuity-spreading Joycelyn 
Elders would appear to be one such sacrifice.]  By sacrificing people who appear to be in charge of 
unpopular programs, they give the appearance to the general public that they have gotten rid of the 
“problem”.  However, in actuality we find out that these people were put in place only to push the presi-
dent’s agenda in a particular area a little further than what it was in the first place. 

Consider the case of the military.  I will read for you an international alert report that I did about a 
month ago for your country, concerning the Canadian military bases: “Remember in March 1994 when the 
Canadian government confirmed the closing of the Cornwallis military base for budget cuts.  Then, after a 
few weeks, announced that the base would become a major United Nations training center in Canada. 
Then, another few weeks later, the Canadian government confirmed that the base would receive $3 million 
to start and $1 million budget per year on a regular basis for operations.”  This is incredible!  Only a few 
weeks before they shut this base down because of economic problems!  If we look a little deeper into the 
details of this one-and-only international training center for the United Nations, in the world, we find that 
the term “peacekeeping” applies to “military, government and non-government and non-government agen-
cies dealing with—” and this is important: “displacing displaced persons”, “election-monitoring and me-
dia”, “and civilian police personnel as they work together to improve the effectiveness of peacekeeping 
operations.”  That center accomplishes its mission by “conducting research and providing advance training 
and educational programs to serve the international community.  The center sponsors field research with 
deployed peacekeeping missions.  The center has the ability to respond quickly to requests for specialized 
training programs.”  And also: “Members of the new peacekeeping partnership include the military, diplo-
mats and politicians.  The center is a division of the Canadian Institute of Strategic Studies, and was 
established by the Canadian government in 1994.”  They told the people that they were shutting down a 
base at one place, and another base at some other place, both due to economic problems.  Naturally the 
people think that the government is trying to save them some money.  A few weeks later, most of the 
people don’t remember those base closings because that information is submerged under all the new 
information they’ve picked up every day since then.  So now the government comes out and announces 
that they are turning over these unused bases to some group or operation.  This is how the New World 
Order people proceed.  They never really shut down those bases; if you take a closer look, they simply 
transformed them into something else.  This is the same thing they are doing with the military base closings 
in the United States. 
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To further demonstrate that the information I am providing on your talk-show is not simply my opinion 
but based upon factual proven information, I have an article here from the Asheville Citizen Times, pub-
lished on November 5, 1994.  They published an article concerning the use of three-dimensional images to 
replace window displays.  [H: THAT IS IN YOUR NEWS AROUND THE COUNTRY TODAY.] 
We are talking about laser beam technology here.  “Dimensional Media Associates” is a company special-
izing themselves in commercial holograms.  With their new device that projects three dimensional images, 
they prove again the inevitable reality of the NASA space technology with computers to coordinate the 
satellites and software that will run the holographic imagery at any upper level in space.  [H: I suggest you 
make sure Wally Gentleman gets THIS information.]  That company, giving its device the techno- 
sounding name “High Definition Volumetric Display” is giving its first public demonstration this weekend 
(weekend of November 1, 1994) at the entrance and on the sidewalk of the new Bradley’s department 
store in New York City.”  So, we’re not talking about dreams or things beyond the imagination here. 
We’re talking about new technology that is being experimented with, that does exist, and which will be 
used against the populations of the Earth. 

JEFF:  I remember a company in Southern California that specialized in church steeples and crosses.  They 
did this with lights—with holograms.  You could literally put a church steeple or a cross in the sky, for 
whatever purpose you wanted, by simply contacting this company.  They would come and build the 
equipment for you to make this a reality.  Farfetched?  The reality is that the technology ALREADY 
EXISTS.  Serge, tell us a little about FINCEN. 

SERGE MONAST: FINCEN, as well as FEMA and the other alphabet organizations, all deal with 
the same basic project: military police forces.  They deal with the importation of foreign police or military 
soldiers, whether they are Russian, Yugoslavian, Hungarian or whoever.  These police and soldiers com-
plete their training in the United States or in Canada.  Afterward, those foreigners will be used in the New 
domestic police forces, to round up people.  Why would they need to get foreigners to do this?  That’s 
really very easy to understand: Canadian or American soldiers will not participate in rounding up their own 
relatives and friends.  The emotional problems involved would endanger their [NWO’s] whole operation. 
These people [NWO] know that.  To ensure that the operation will be a success, they need to get people 
from other countries who have no emotional links with the people they will be arresting and rounding up. 
According to the latest information we have on the 100,000-man police force you are getting from your 
new Crime Control Law: Do you know that there is a $9 billion project for detention facilities?  Do you 
also know that this information can be obtained in Canada, along with a telephone number, but not in your 
own country?  [H: I suggest you pay attention to this.  I wonder how many of you who will be 
shipped off to these camps for failure to follow the stupid laws of the land will think a driver’s 
license or an income tax FORM is so damned important THEN?  THIS IS A BIG PLAN, READ-
ERS—A VERY BIG PLAN WHICH INCLUDES ALL OF THESE DISTRACTIONS AND 
ALL OF SUCH AS A RUSH LIMBAUGH WHO SEEMS TO HAVE SOME MIGHTY FORCE 
SURROUNDING HIM WHICH ALLOWS HIM SUCH OUTSPOKEN LEVERAGE—HE 
DOES!!!!  THE FACTS ARE, HOWEVER, THAT HE IS SIMPLY A TOOL OF THE NEXT 
BUNCH OF BASTARDS SHOVED IN TO TIGHTEN THE SCREWS ON YOU PO-
LITICALLY.  THE CLUE IS THE EVERY GROVELING BEFORE THE ICON OF REA-
GAN.  REAGAN WAS A MAJOR PLAYER IN THE OBSCENE MONARCH PROGRAM— 
DON’T BE BLINDED BY THE OBVIOUS!! 
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CALLER (DEAN):  I wanted to bring an article in Defense Electronics to your attention.  This is on page 
17 of their July 1993 issue.  The article is entitled “DoD Intelligence Agencies Look at Russian Mind 
Control Technology—Claim: FBI Considered Testing on Koresh.”  [H: Absolutely—Koresh and that 
bunch were all a part and parcel of the MK-ULTRA mind-programming project.  The attack on 
them was MORE of the same!  WAKE UP!!]  The summary says that the FBI, in an effort to bring to 
an end the standoff against David Koresh and his followers, was investigating the use of an acoustic mind 
control device, devised by Dr. Igor Smirnov of the Moscow Medical Academy.  The device is able to plant 
thoughts in an individual’s mind without the individual being aware of it.  The United States’ rights to this 
device was purchased by a company in Richmond, VIRGINIA.”  The name of that company is 
PSYCHOTECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION.  [H: FULLY ATTACHED TO THE BROOKINGS 
INSTITUTE.]  And here: “Alcohol and drug abuse among Red Army soldiers was so pervasive during 
the Afghan War that Soviet officials relied upon the technology in preparing troops for missions involving 
atrocities against civilians.”  [H: Also, do not forget an important thing you were told at the time of 
the Waco “incident” was that an electronic device was FLOWN IN FROM ENGLAND’S IN-
TELLIGENCE CORPS—THAT COULD PIN-POINT EVERY INDIVIDUAL WITHIN THAT 
BUILDING TO THE INCH AND IDENTIFY IT—FROM TWO MILES OUTSIDE THE 
BUILDINGS.] 

JEFF:  There you have it: more confirmation, Serge.  When you hear this stuff, about them being able to 
plant thoughts in your mind from satellites, your first reaction is that it is almost too far-out to be able to 
comprehend. 

SERGE MONAST: I know that people find it impossible to believe, but that is because people do not 
have the information on technologies that are being implemented everywhere.  If they did have this infor-
mation, they would find that the things that they thought were only science fiction are reality today. 

Another item I have information on is the possibility of tracking all trucks in your country.  Each time 
they cross a state border they will be tracked by satellite.  That project is supposed to be in place for 
December 1994.  [H: Yes, it is in full function, NOW.] 

JEFF: As a matter of fact, there are special electronic devices that are being placed on trucks so that they 
don’t have to stop at the weigh stations anymore.  The Department of Transportation is doing experimental 
programs across the nation. 

Besides that, I have a mind-boggling revelation.  You know that the Egyptian documents concerning 
the anti-Christ and the future of Christianity have been stored-up in the secret library of the Vatican and 
never released to the public because of what their contents reveal.  Through numerous sources and docu-
ments it has been possible to discover unbelievable facts concerning our very near future.  Among those 
facts: the escape of Pope John II from the Vatican and Rome, the takeover of the Vatican by the anti-Pope, 
the birth of a new church and the falsification of the basic doctrine, the implementation persecution, the 
submission of all churches to the anti-Christ, and the only five powers of the anti-Christ over humanity as 
permitted by God himself.  I would like to hear from the people of your country and to share this informa-
tion with them. 

[H: Wow, this last paragraph opens a magnificent can of worms.  This is so full of nonsense as to 
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make it all but unusable except for one thing—at least the information is getting OUT.  The 
“Pope” has been replaced so many times as to be laughable so getting him out of anywhere is 
totally ridiculous in concept.  There are some major plans for “a Pope”, of sorts, but not like 
presented above.  Further, ALL CHURCHES (RELIGIONS) NOW ACCEPTED—ARE AL-
READY PART OF THE “PLAN” AND CONTROLLED BY THE “ANTI-CHRIST”.  As far as 
the last bit about the “five powers of the anti-Christ over humanity as permitted by God him-
self...”  I actually cannot understand that that has ANY MEANING WHATSOEVER!!  PON-
DER IT.] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

All the above has been, I am guessing, a production of the USA PATRIOT NETWORK.  I don’t care 
how much “ordering” information is provided here but I would suppose you may well wish to run an insert, 
even, in CONTACT.  I will hold the handwritten transcript for a while but wish to thank the PARTY 
SENDING IT, profusely.  The foregoing information is right on track and the PLAN is in the final stages of 
full development.  Therefore you need to be turning your attention from the old DENIAL and into the 
POSSIBILITIES—for it appears the global anti-God (-Christ) is gaining full command. 

THE  AMERICAN  PATRIOT  FAX  NETWORK 
(A.P.F.N.) 

For those readers wishing to help you may send contributions to: 

Ken Vardon, A.P.F.N. 
3230 E. Flamingo Rd. #200 

Las Vegas, NV 89121 
Phone: (702) 698-3127;  Fax (702) 433-9916 

So, can you win against such an adversary?  Oh indeed—but it WILL NOT BE AS YOU EXPECT. 
Therefore, it will behoove you to consider your alternatives.  The anti-Christ will destroy HIMSELF!! 
HOW YOU FARE IS THE POINT IN QUESTION!  THIS IS A BATTLE FOR SOULS OF MAN-
KIND—NOT SOME CUTE LITTLE TRICK-OR-TREAT GAME FOR THE NEXT FEW YEARS. 
WE ARE NOW MOVING RIGHT INTO THE ARENA OF ETERNITY.  WHERE WILL YOU BE? 
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CHAPTER  4 

REC  #1    HATONN 

MON., JAN. 30, 1995    7:24 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 167 

MON.,  JAN. 30,  1995 

THE  AGE  OF  NO  REASON 

I am extremely grateful to the Journalists and Editors of CONTACT for taking my rather haphazard offer-
ings, giving them “reasonable order” and offering editorial statements which give them understanding.  It is 
an extremely tedious task to go back and find related articles so that you can have continuity. I don’t know 
just HOW to thank them at this time, but as things are proven to be true in the final unfolding of our stories 
and happenings—we shall have a way. 

This particular writing will be a hop, skip and jump from topic to topic for it is imperative that you see, as 
you experience various happenings, not to miss the important. 

EARTH  QUAKES 

Theseearthquakes and storms of recent days are NOT “NATURAL”—none of them except perchance 
“settling down” shakers of brief tremblings following larger blasts and “FOREBLASTS” to break loose 
“hangers”.  The various things going on around your globe with people and nations are TYPICAL DIS-
TRACTIONS IN PREPARATION FOR “BIG” INTENTIONAL MOVEMENTS. 

COLONEL  JAMES  “BO”  GRITZ 
“BALLOTS  NOT  BULLETS” 

Do you all remember when Colonel Gritz promised you that if you did not win by “ballots” in 1992 that it 
would be “bullets” in 1996?  Well, get ready for the push.  It will be cleverly disguised and most will act in 
pure innocence, but you are moving toward a counter revolution with bullets. 

It will be “defense”, “preparations for hard times (survival)”, “take back your Constitution”, “push for 
militias”, etc., etc.  This will all be TYPICAL preparations for pushing REVOLUTION.  This will be 
treated by the Elite New World Order as INSURRECTION AND TREASON.  You may well be “right” 
but you will also be either incarcerated or “dead right”.  Be cautious in your actions and, certainly, measure 
well your perceptions.  We have PUSHED and SHOVED to offer as much true insight and “how to’s” in 
these intervening years as is possible.  I have been called by Gritz a 12-foot serpent and a “lying lizard”. 
NO!  I am not.  I am a Host of God sent to remind you that which is OF GOD and point out that which is 
not.  You can call it what you will and do that which you will—but you shall reap a reward “in kind” of that 
which you do AND that which you “think” within. 

True freedom and restructuring comes from BUILDING (CREATING) IN TRUTH THAT WHICH IS 
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GOOD—NOT WARRING AND TEARING DOWN THAT WHICH IS CORRUPT.  THE COR-
RUPT WILL FALL WHEN THE FOOD FOR THE BEAST IS WITHDRAWN.  AND, IN THE END-
ING, IT IS AS EASY AS PULLING OUT AN ELECTRIC PLUG—for us.  WHAT DO YOU THINK 
THE PHOTON BELT IS GOING TO DO TO ALL YOUR “SUPER-INFORMATION-HIGHWAYS”? 
How many will survive several DAYS without POWER?  In the midst of RADIATION?  So be it—for “he 
who laughs LAST” would be the worthy one to join. 

COLONEL  GRITZ  ON  TV 

I am noting that the Colonel is being actually given an interview on a MAJOR TV NETWORK on this 
Thursday Evening 2/2/95 on the later evening ABC-TV news program called—Day One.  Support him by 
watching.  Be very discerning about content and direction.  Nobody is given hearing these days unless it is 
INTENDED!  Be cautious, and I repeat: IF VIOLENCE IS THE METHODOLOGY—IT WILL NOT 
WORK! 

THE  RONN  JACKSON  APPROACH 

But, will he be more violent?  I don’t know!  I have not asked you to march to any drummer other than 
God.  He claims he will not lead in violence.  I’m not sure he will “lead” much at all—that is “his” choice, 
certainly not mine.  You WILL, however, note that as things got down to the wire in ’92 that Bo Gritz, 
Colonel Bo James himself, CHOSE BULLETS IN ’96 RATHER THAN MAKE A PUSH TO OVER-
POWER THE FIXED POLITICAL ELECTION SYSTEM.  SO, YOU WANT TO NOTE DIF-
FERENCES?  BO GRITZ CANNOT BE TOLD ANYTHING—MOST ESPECIALLY “TRUTH”, 
FOR HE HAS HIS MINDSET MADE IN CEMENT.  JACKSON ASKS DIRECTION AND CLAIMS 
TO BE ABLE TO FINANCIALLY “PULL IT OFF”.  CAN HE DO SO?  I SUPPOSE, AS ALWAYS, 
WE WAIT AND SEE. 

RONN  JACKSON’S 
COURT  DECISIONS  AND  HEARINGS 

I ask very little of you save to voice your demands.  You have another chance right now to “do some-
thing”—but as usual it will be with the pen or to sit-in in observation and then expression.  No bullets, no 
bandits, no uprising and no insurrections. 

Ronn Jackson is scheduled for a hearing of Habeas Corpus and SHOULD be released THIS WEEK. 
The court hearing is set for Feb. 1, 1995, 9:00 A.M., at the 8th Judicial District Court, Clark County, 200 
South 3rd St., Las Vegas, Judge Maupin presiding.  As many as can be there, will help.  We need him “out” 
to get on with our work.  Think not that work has not been going forth—but in wisdom—mostly elsewhere 
from this place.  These people have all the load they can carry and we will DO NOTHING TO JEOP-
ARDIZE THE SECURITY OF OUR PEOPLE OR OUR NEWS OUTLET.  Therefore, you readers will 
need to do the task of sending forth information at every opportunity.  The Editors and Journalists, how-
ever, need your help or they cannot continue. 

What do they need?  Myriads of things, not the least of which is information.  It is imperative to get word, 
for instance, to Johnnie Cochran  It is imperative to get word to Rosie Greer and Farrakhan [they both are 
getting CONTACT] of what is happening.  We can put out the word, but addresses and phone numbers 
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are necessary for the networking people to have access. 

For instance, these community leaders MUST have input of truth and that will be in this week’s CON-
TACT.  So, there is need for conduits and then availability of spreading around of that input as far as 
possible.  If nothing else about Gunther Russbacher is worthy—YOU got him released from his political 
prison cell.  The fact that the butchers had destroyed his ability to function is a whole other story.  You must 
continue to demand and protect those political prisoners, Snell, Maholy and others.   The “Inslaw” case is 
not DEAD, only ones who were about to break the full story are dead.  There are others I will leave 
unnamed for now who still are in Federal Prisons because they KNOW too much.  People, your enemy is 
not going to just evaporate and go away! 

CHETZNA  HOLDING  CAMPS 

It has happened!  Concentration camps in those areas of confrontation ARE NOW IN FULL OPERA-
TION.  HOW?  ALL THE YOUNG MEN OF MILITARY AGE ARE BEING ROUNDED UP AND 
INCARCERATED SO THEY CANNOT BE A PART OF EITHER THE ACTUAL FIGHTING OR 
MILITANT ONGOINGS.  IT WAS IN YOUR NEWS AT THE SAME TIME YESTERDAY THAT 
“SUPER ROMAN-STYLE GLADIATORS” WERE DOING A REMARKABLY BAD JOB OF PLAY-
ING YOUR SILLY GAMES. 

There were even announcer quips about “Roman numerals”.  Why not?  The show-and-tell is nothing but 
a repeat of history.  You think, “Yes, but we don’t kill!”  NO?  Just wait.  And, while all of you are parked 
watching—you are fed all the garbage about Holocaust and get your directions as to what and how to 
think, act and KILL YOURSELVES. 
NOW, GOOD CITIZENS—MOVE THIS SEGMENT UP AND RIGHT UNDER THE NOTICE FOR 
BO GRITZ AND SEE HOW IT FITS!?! 

O.J.  SIMPSON 
HOW  ABOUT  THE  TRUTH? 

O.J. Simpson just allowed himself to get into that incredible and damnable placement of “middle” helpless-
ness.  Some of his attorney team are in the plot for New World Order up to their scum-skull.  Dershowitz 
for goodness sakes (and who is hardly ever connected openly any longer), is THE ONE who announced 
that the United States is the NEW JEWISH HOMELAND.  If O.J. didn’t have Johnnie Cochran he 
wouldn’t have anything.  O.J. is able to keep his own cool enough to realize what has happened to him and 
this is why the big flap among his lawyers.  They know there has been a massive conspiratorial set-up, but 
they still aren’t looking in all the right directions. 

BOOKS  AND  TABLOIDS  ABOUT  O.J. 

I am continually amused at the audacity of the propaganda machines and how easily you are sucked into 
the traps.  There are numerous books out about how and why O.J. “killed” Nicole Simpson, abused 
Nicole and on and on.  There are still Front Page tabloid pictures of a battered Nicole who looks like the 
Nazis just got through with her—and it SAYS RIGHT ON THE PICTURE THAT IT IS NOT A REAL 
PICTURE—BUT A COMPUTER PRODUCTION.  Now Mr. Simpson writes a small book and the 
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world goes bonkers.  Has the man NO PLACE to present his innocence??  Can you see what butchers 
you have become?  Thumbs up for violence in the arena and death to the players—or thumbs down for the 
survival of Truth and JUSTICE?  YOU do it and it is so subtle as to never be noted by you. 

THIS TRIAL IS NOT ABOUT O.J. SIMPSON—IT IS ABOUT MISHPUKA RIOTS AND THE 
DESTRUCTION OF ORDER THROUGH RIOTS AND CHAOS.  YOU WILL BE THE TARGETS— 
NOT O.J. SIMPSON. 

WHO  IS  GUILTY—REALLY? 

It actually doesn’t matter much who cut the throats.  The Mishpuka are the guilty schemers.  But it is 
worthy of looking at the things done and left totally ignored or buried. 

What of this cute little Kato Kaelin or whatever he calls himself.  Nobody bothers to investigate his part in 
this and yet, while he is conveniently accounted for—he runs all over the estate making his connections. 
Readers, if someone can hop over an 8 foot wall or fence, he doesn’t “knock three times” on a wall.  If he 
stumbles he hits ONCE, very hard.  “THREE TIMES” is a SIGNAL!!  IT HAS ALL BEEN LAID 
BEFORE YOU AND IF SOME LEADERS DON’T ACT IN GREAT WISDOM, THINGS ARE 
GOING TO GET WORSE AND WORSE.  THE TRIAL IS ONLY A DISTRACTION. 

LEAVE  THE  CITIES? 

You ask about cities and should you move on out?  I can’t tell you where to be or what to do.  GO READ 
THE INFORMATION ON “BLUE BEAM”.  THOSE CITIES ARE IN FOR DESTRUCTION— 
ONE WAY OR ANOTHER!!  INLAND IT WILL BE BY MOCK ATTACKS OF ALIENS, FAULT- 
LINE CITIES WILL BE BROUGHT DOWN BY DISASTERS, RIOTS AND QUAKES—ALONG 
WITH A FEW MAJOR BLASTINGS.  The UNDERGROUND facilities will house the Elite and their 
chosen—so, IF YOU DON’T HAVE A TICKET YET—you are NOT one of the planned survivors.  The 
rural areas will probably be left a bit alone for awhile.  The point is to hide every dastardly trick behind an 
illusion of innocence so that you remaining “Rapture awaiting” event-ualists can have your own dispersion 
dispensation day.  You of GOD who KNOW TRUTH will be left pretty much alone except for threats and 
fear-tactics.  GOD HAS THE BIG STICK AND THAT IS PRETTY GOOD FOR YOU OF GOD.  The 
trouble YOU OF GOD will have is getting straight and remaining within that protection. 

But you continue to ask, “Will there be enough time—enough people”?   What mean you?  There only 
needs be ONE!—YOU.  If all of YOU remain “true” and remain as the fragment of God in HIS PLAY— 
you shall prevail, for while all is in Chaos around you—you will have ORDER.  If this makes no sense to 
you NOW—it shall and I hope that realization does come forth “in time”!  God has no need of violence or 
armies of warriors with bayonets and grenades.  He only needs to unplug the lights or blow the circuits. 
When you have no electronics, friends, you have no guidance systems, no detonators, no computers—no 
nuthin’.  Ah, but “God wouldn’t do THAT?!!?”  Wouldn’t God??  A lot of people are going to be into those 
“Pits” hiding, in the air trying to “get away” so they can have the WORLD.  Oh, it has been done before. 
The prophets of doom are RIGHT ABOUT ONE THING: GOD WINS!!  AND, HE WHO PLAYS BY 
THE RULES OF EVIL SHALL PERISH BY THE RULES OF EVIL.  HE WHO ACTS WITHIN THE 
LAWS OF GOD FOR FREEDOM AND TRUTH—CONSTITUTION AND LIFE—SHALL SUR-
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VIVE BY THOSE SAME RULES.  THE GUN IN YOUR HAND WILL NOT FIRE WITH NO YOU! 

Will you grieve for those gone?  Yes, I would guess so—BUT REMEMBER—IT BE THEIR CHOICE! 
How long do you weep for one who gets what he desires and demands?  The hearts may well be heavy 
over those who could not and would not see and KNOW—but their decisions are not your RIGHT OF 
PASSAGE.  The saving of a body is NOT in any way the saving of a SOUL.  If BOTH make the infinite 
journey—it will be through the intent of SOUL—and you cannot do THAT for another!  May you come to 
know difference. 

Phony religions of man are not where it is at.  And, as ones blast one O.J. Simpson for his SPIRITUAL 
TRUTH in goodness—so be it—WE WANT THAT MAN ON OUR SIDE!!! 

YOUR  TESTING 

Ah, beloved children, can you not see: IT IS YOU BEING TESTED—not any OTHER.  These other 
“things” are but YOUR testing.  Will you pass or fail??  It certainly depends upon what is your 
goal: a journey in restless indirection and enslavement for a century at best—or FREEDOM IN 
THE UNIVERSAL INFINITY? 

The choice is YOURS.  The riddle may be simple in the solving—but how you solve it is, in the 
end of the game, the point. 

May GOD be allowed to guide your steps.  He sends His Hosts.  He offers you “the way”.  Salu. 
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CHAPTER  5 

REC  #1    HATONN 

TUE., JAN. 31, 1995    7:16 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 168 

TUE.,  JAN. 31,  1995 

THE  AGE  OF  TREASON 
(THE  HUMANITARIAN  SOCIETY) 

by Dr. R. Swinburne Clymer 

P.O. Box 77, Quakertown, Penna.  Second Edition (1959). 

The Carefully and Deliberately Planned Methods 
Developed by the Vicious Element of Humanity, 

for the Mental Deterioration, and Moral 
Debasement of the Mass as a Means to Their Enslavement 

(Based on Their OWN WRITINGS, and the Means 
Already Confessedly Employed) 

“DESTROY A MAN’S REASON AND FEELINGS AND 
HE WILL NO LONGER BE A HUMAN BEING!” 

Beginning at page 123 [QUOTING, PART 8:] 

CHAPTER  THREE 

A  MOST  VICIOUS  DESTROYER  OF  THE  NERVOUS 
SYSTEM  AND  MINDS  OF  MAN—HOW 

BLIND  CAN  MEN  BE? 

Since the publication of the first edition of The Age of Treason in which a chapter was devoted to this 
subject, much has appeared in print revealing the evils of these erroneously called “Happy Pills” and the 
many dangers to those who indulge in them.  In quoting some of this published material there is unavoidable 
repetition to convey a full understanding to the reader.  Moreover, those who seek complete knowledge 
on this subject will want the opinion of more than one person, or authority. 

[H: This is an almost hackneyed and redundant subject in this day for you have come such a 
terrible and long way from the simple “Miltown” of the author’s day when he first wrote in 1957 
about this problem.  What most of you don’t or refuse to believe is that you are “gotten” at every 
turn of the road by these chemical houses so that even if you don’t get illegal or prescription 
drugs you will get drugs which are altered enough to cause confusion, fatigue and mind-assault. 
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Sometimes a simple aspirin intake can certainly end a headache—but more often you take other 
things which are substitutes or mixed for taking more easily, higher in dosages by far than the 
old accepted intake of a couple of aspirin and “call me in the morning”.  No, I am NOT saying 
don’t take anything—I AM saying that these are the ways to be “medicated” without you know-
ing it.  Just as cigarette papers can be “laced” and alcoholic beverages be “laced”, so too can 
anything you purchase and put in your mouth, or anywhere else, for that matter. 

You are in an “age” when the Elite Evil Empire will “getcha” any way and EVERY way they 
choose—because you only have YOUR RESOURCES INDIVIDUAL with which to confront the 
assaults.  I can only suggest that you weight what the author says forty years ago and what you 
KNOW goes on now in the 90s.  You don’t have much further to go, friends, to get to “their” year 
2000 so expect anything, always keep as “clear” as you can and keep intakes of “fads” down to 
a minimum, keep your “drias” up and working and you will be fine.  However, the assault by 
ELFs against your system in chemical additives AND atmosphere bombardment will get to you 
if you don’t have some help.  What the author of this book, in sharing, thought was the “most 
vicious destroyer” in 1957-59 is NOTHING when you put it in today’s perspective.  You do, 
however, need to know how and when it began to get out of control.  I won’t bore you with much 
of it because THIS VERY DAY they are hooking up more of the “southern” grid (in Australia) in 
preparation for the upcoming programming.  They tell you, again, that it is to look for extrater-
restrial life—out there.  They tell you, now, that they expect to find it by year 2000.  Are they 
nuts?  No, they know you won’t pay any attention to their silly antics.  You see, they cancelled 
the SETI “program” in the U.S.  So, do you think they’ll find something more interesting in 
Australia?  Perhaps!  But this is more of the final linking hardware for the “big bang” apparatus. 
Meanwhile the equipment will hook right into the grid and pump you full of VLFs and ELFs, etc. 
I can hardly wait for the day they get all set to transmit and the Photon Belt hits their erector 
sets!!  Oh well....] 

From an article appearing in The Los Angeles Times, February 4, 1958, under the descriptive title of 
“PILLS DRAWING CURTAIN OVER TAKER’S MINDS”, by Mary Ann Callan, Times staff writer, 
we quote with comments: 

“More and more Americans are becoming immersed in ‘a rose-colored boredom’ by popping 
tranquilizers in their mouths to draw a curtain between themselves and the normal problems of living.” 

To be realistic and factual, we must face the fact that there is very little difference between those who 
indulge in tranquilizer pills, and those who are victims of narcotics.  The only real difference is in the fact that 
as yet the tranquilizer victims are not called “dope fiends”, or narcotic victims, and the Narcotic Law does 
not include these body, nerve and mind destroying drugs.  In their degenerative effect, though slower, it is 
becoming a question whether the narcotics would not be less harmful as a whole. 

“Citing the fact that [at this writing] 35,000,000 prescriptions for these pills were issued last year.” 

Considering the fact that an immense number of prescriptions are written for the drug, what then 
comprises the total number of people who obtain and take these tranquilizer pills without prescription?  It 
is admitted by authorities that the memory of millions of people is becoming poorer every day.  The effect 
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this drug has on the mind is certainly one of the numerous causes. 

“Dr. Ralph Greenson of Beverly Hills [H: Elite high-income-class city.], psychoanalyst and 
clinical professor of psychiatry at the UCLA Medical School, said the effect of this is to CREATE A 
‘FRIGHTENING CONDITION OF APATHY AND BOREDOM IN WHICH PEOPLE DON’T 
KNOW WHAT THEY FEEL OR WHAT THEY ARE.’” 

These few lines should receive the most careful consideration by those who still possess ideals and 
have as their incentive in life the accomplishment of some important work, and who, at the same time, 
desire to retain their manhood and womanhood, morality and their sanity, all of which will be destroyed by 
the continued use of these drugs. 

“Mental health, [continued Dr. Greenson] does not mean a chronic state of [what appears to be] 
happiness, where there are no problems to solve.  Happiness is ALWAYS the end product of some 
EFFORT successfully completed, and the normal, healthy person has problems he is facing and trying 
to solve.” 

No psychologist, whether religious, mystic, Spiritual or practical, ever made a statement more cer-
tainly based in truth, than this.  We urge, for their lasting benefit, that every man and woman, every young 
person seeking to attain real success, study these two statements by Dr. Greenson.  In them is contained 
the SECRET OF SUCCESS AND OF REAL HAPPINESS, BASED ON INNER PEACE, AS THE 
RESULT OF SUCCESS ACHIEVED BY CONSCIOUSLY MADE EFFORT. 

INTENT  AND  DESIRE 

[H: As we move along here I must insert a few observations and ask you to consider some points 
being made.  The obvious intent and desire of society, once restricted to the upper “classes” and 
Western ideals, was to end up in Effortless Living and that became and IS the goal of your 
society.  So, now you have a society based on drugs, welfare, deviant living habits where any-
thing goes.  You have this ON TOP OF the confrontation of various drugs and reactions.  Let us 
just take the homosexual community for example.  The drugs taken will LOWER “desire” and 
sexual capability.  Therefore, since there is no “desire” particularly present for sexual relation-
ship but a societal thrust of SEXUAL REVOLUTION IN WHICH SEX IS ‘THE’ ONLY AC-
CEPTABLE RELATIONSHIP IN ANY JOINT “RELATIONSHIP”, THEN WHAT HAVE YOU? 
ASSUMED HOMOSEXUALS.  THEN TO TOP OFF THE PICTURE—THE ACTS THEM-
SELVES MUST GO BEYOND THE TYPICAL “PLEASURE” PICTURE INTO THE VIO-
LENT ACTIVITIES—OR NOBODY FEELS ANYTHING.  THE CYCLE HAS SPIRALED TO 
THE POINT THAT FEW KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THEMSELVES AND ACTUALLY FEEL 
NOTHING.  PEOPLE PRACTICING SODOMY, FOR INSTANCE, MAY WELL NOT REAL-
IZE ANYTHING UNTIL THE NEXT HOUR WHEN THEY ARE BLEEDING AND INFECTED 
AND CANNOT GO TO THE BATHROOM WITHOUT AGONY.  THIS TOO BECOMES AN 
ACCEPTED PART OF THE “PLEASURE” SYNDROME, I.E., “I MUST BE ALIVE AND 
HAD A GOOD TIME OR I WOULDN’T BE IN SUCH MISERY.”] 

[END OF QUOTING] 
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I am going to leave direct copy of the book because there is such a more urgent need for these messages 
in updated form because of the “sick” turn of your society and the CLUES present to the “timing” of your 
downfall. 

This is not doom and gloom and it is not negative thinking.  A society cannot stand when the population of 
that society is moving mentally backwards and technology is moving ever more dangerously daily. 

You may well think that it is a portion of society you don’t need “anyway” that is affected.  No, it is even to 
your PRESIDENT—Bill Clinton is a “coke-head” and that is only for starters—look at those men who run 
you—look at Byrd, extinguished Congressman, sick and evil shell of a man—totally involved in the Mon-
arch Slave business.  THAT IS WHAT IS RUNNING YOUR NATION—HOW CAN YOU EXPECT 
MORE OF THE PEOPLE?  HOW CAN YOU EXPECT LAWS TO BE ENFORCED WHICH IS 
THEIR “BUSINESS” AND I MEAN: WEALTH PRODUCING BUSINESS!? 

I think right now, in fact, is the place to interrupt myself and offer you a bit on Senator Byrd and perhaps a 
bit about his association with Richard Cheney and let you see just how evil these people are.  And worse, 
good citizens, this also involves your presidents and RELIGIOUS LEADERS! 

This will be from one who is in DEPROGRAMMING.  She is a product of birth to now PROGRAM-
MING in the Monarch Project.  I won’t take time to go into the full description of the person in point but 
she is REAL, this IS “the” program and this is only a tiny, tiny, outtake for example.  I will get into her story 
later.  It deals with such as Set of Satanic Fame, Dante of HYPNOSIS FAME (this EVIL man goes about 
the country “certifying” students into his cult after one weekend and calls them then, “doctors”), but I don’t 
have time here to go into that. 

WARNING: The information and writings we will be offering are GRAPHIC, DISGUSTING, 
SEXUALLY ORIENTED, WARPED, VULGAR, VIOLENT AND MORE DISGUSTING.  I 
DO NOT INTEND TO ALTER ONE SINGLE WORD OF THIS PERSON’S DESCRIPTION 
OF HER EXPERIENCES FOR, IF NOTHING ELSE, SHE HAS A RIGHT TO BE HEARD. 
SHE WAS SOLD BY HER FATHER INTO THE MONARCH PROJECT AS A TODDLER AS 
WERE OTHERS IN HER FAMILY.  HER OWN CHILD IS THE PRODUCT OF ONE OF 
THESE EVIL PUPPET-MASTERS AND THAT CHILD IS NOW IN AN INSTITUTION.  THIS 
PERSON, CATHY O’BRIEN , WAS TOLD BY REAGAN THAT THEY WERE GOING TO 
KILL HER—BURN HER—TO GET RID OF HER BECAUSE SHE “KNEW TOO MUCH”. 
I’M SORRY, RUSH LIMBAUGH, YOUR MR. REAGAN (WELL, AT LEAST ONE OF ‘EM) 
IS WORSE THAN TOTAL SLIME IN A CESSPOOL. 

Can we be absolutely certain that O’Brien is telling the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth?  No 
more so that any other person speaking from EXPERIENCE.  There are credentials which would seem to 
show that there is no doubt about the facts expressed here.  She is in protective cover and being de-
programmed by a well-respected deprogrammer.  What is coming forth is backed up with other witnesses, 
other documented FACTS and many hours of “recall’ without prodding.  The incidents described about 
treatment, carrying very important messages and documents (as well as drugs) match other documentation 
on the same incidents and at the same recorded “time”.  This is distasteful in all respects—but then, isn’t 
truth of evil always most distasteful?  I am remiss when I am asked to bring forth truth and it is so disgusting 
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that you cannot even equate to the evil involved.  If you speak to a vice-squad officer in any given city and 
ask about what goes on—he/she will tell you that it is so much worse than anything you of the “normal” 
population could ever relate to.  I’m afraid, readers, that no matter how much you would like to disbelieve 
one Cathy O’Brien it will be found that she is EXACTLY who she claims to be in FACT.  I am not 
interested in little names for her private individuals—I hope that she is totally protected so that the ones in 
power cannot get to her or her child for further damage. 

The following is written by Cathy O’Brien regarding: 

[QUOTING:] 
SENATOR  ROBERT  C.  BYRD 

West Virginia 

[H: This particular reference is taken from near the middle of Cathy’s writings and may well 
seem out of place and raise many questions.  All this work can be gotten directly but I have no 
need for that now.  Suffice it to say that as bad as this may seem to you—it is total MIND- 
CONTROL and some people that YOU KNOW are products of this same management by total 
brainwashing and enforced multiple-personality disorder.  Beware of alter-egos because these 
are DANGEROUS and deadly when produced in this manner.  The “victim” will “flip” at the 
slightest cue word.  And, no, we don’t have any such personalities around my keyboards. 

This is why, however, you will ALWAYS find major abuse in people thinking themselves to be 
“somebody” else and always buried at the cause of multiple personalities who indeed hold and 
use these “personalities”.  Because of the INTENT of the project there will be more and more of 
these cases brought into the courts and you will have more examples.  That is not my thrust 
here—my point is to show you what incredible dung-heap product you have running your nation, 
making your laws and despoiling a great nation.] 

Throughout the years, since 1977, my exposure to West Virginia Senator Robert C. Byrd has been 
extensive.  While much further deprogramming must be done, I have already clearly recalled complete 
encounters, his hypnotic programming and style, and specific traits. 

When I was sold into Political Set by my father in 1977, singer Jack Green  hypnotically programmed 
me to sexually gratify Senator Byrd in a Grand Ole Opry dressing room.  Byrd, knowing I had just been 
initiated and enslaved on the Freedom Train, was in his boxer shorts confidently perched on the mirrored 
dressing table awaiting my arrival.  Upon entering, I was immediately subjected to his far superior hypnosis 
and did as he instructed.  From then on, Senator Byrd monitored my progress through Jack Greene and 
was responsible for my transfer from Wayne Cox to Alex Houston in 1980. 

[H: I should remind you that this is NOT a “typical” go of hypnosis.  This is PROGRAMMING 
through torture, misperception, illusion and total control.  A person will not respond or do that 
which is against their true belief system or their “will” in usual circumstances.  When “hypnosis” 
is referred to herein in this program it is dealing with years and years of mental torture resulting 
in the personalities—it is the basic personality which is brought forth—not hypnosis as such. 
These bastard children of Satan USE hypnosis only as a means to “push buttons” and give cue 
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commands.  It actually has very, very little to do with “hypnosis”.  As with anything—used well 
this hypnosis is a magnificent and sometimes ONLY healing tool.  In the hands of such as Doctor 
Dante—it can be evil and detrimental.  You should know, however, that Doctor Dante uses his 
training sessions to procure victims!  So, if you have a certification from Doctor Dante, I suggest 
you look at that most closely for you have no idea of the man behind the paper.  If you are going 
to be a therapist—you do not do that by becoming a hypnotist.  Dante deals with ones seeking 
help for distorted personalities and ones who want power and control over “others”—he is not in 
the healing business no matter WHAT HE ADVERTISES.  He is EVIL IN EVERY FACET OF 
HIS BEING.] 

Political Set’s white slavery market, the Freedom Train, instructs enslaved women in specific sexual 
perversions and pleasures for the purposes of prostitution and pornography.  As this was structured for 
members such as Byrd, my fate was sealed when, after having me, he said, “I’ve always wanted my own 
little witch.”  Being a leader of Political Set, requesting a “witch” permitted my transfer to witchcraft for 
exposure to their training, rituals, and methods which vastly differ from Set’s. 

Enslaved under the mind control of Wayne Cox, I endured extensive tortures and was subjected to 
Louisiana backwoods witchcraft.  Sometimes in the occult, ritual illusions are performed and tortures and 
murders are only staged to appear real.  But the pain and death executed by Wayne Cox and his coven 
was certainly no illusion.  His serial killings and other psychological traumas entrenched me deeply into 
dissociative behaviors conducive to extensive mind control.  The hanging, cattle prod shocks, burns, knife 
and machete cuts, the ritual abortions conditioned me to endure inhuman amounts of pain necessary to 
withstanding the brutal perversions of Senator Byrd. 

After the birth of my daughter, Kelly, in 1980, Byrd instructed Jack Greene to transfer me back to 
Nashville to be enslaved by Alex Houston, where the sexual mutilation and military programming began. 

Upon completing the transfer from Louisiana, Senator Byrd began ordering changes in me to suit his 
specific desires.  The short chopped hair indicative of a “witch” in Wayne Cox’s cult, and Mormon rules 
that had been incorporated into the witchcraft, did not suit Byrd.  He inspected me, poked, prodded and 
pointed with his slender walking stick as though I were merchandise rather than human, and began giving 
orders:  “Grow your hair.  Never cut it again.  (I never did.)  Witches have long hair.  And take your 
vitamins religiously.  Get plenty of fresh air and exercise.  You will learn to eat like a bird.  It’s healthy for 
you, and will make you feel good.  Witches have long nails.  Grow them long.  Paint them red.  Get some 
make-up; you’re no more a Mormon than I am.” 

I was put on a 300 calorie per day diet and was programmed to work-out aerobically no less than two 
hours per day, and this was maintained throughout the next eight years.  This was in addition to the torture, 
trauma, sleep deprivation, and heavy farm work used to keep me under mind control.  The vitamins 
included drugs as needed for prostitution and/or withstanding tortures and as needed to maintain the mind 
control. 

Set cult leader Hank Levine, under the direct instruction of Michael Aquino through Ft. Campbell, laid 
the base for future programming through personality division rituals.  While the ritualistic “Oz” overtones 
would later be dropped, the “Good witch/Bad witch” and “tornado” spinning personality changes became 
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necessary foundations for various personalities. 

By the time I was forced to marry Alex Houston in 1981, I had been subjected to several of Hank 
Levine’s personality division rituals and military programming in Papillion, Nebraska and near Birmingham, 
Alabama.  I’d been exposed to Michael Aquino and Senator Byrd, who had become a close working 
team.  While the respect between them seemed mutual, I perceived Byrd as the leader relying heavily upon 
Aquino’s extensive abilities and knowledge of mind control. 

Alex Houston completed the vaginal mutilation according to Michael Aquino’s instructions for Senator 
Byrd’s pleasure and perversion.  The carved witch’s face, produced in the vaginal opening when certain 
muscles are flexed, represents the witch Byrd “always wanted”.  My “other face”, or witch personality, 
was then programmed according to Byrd’s sexual desires. 

Using the conditioning to vast amounts of pain, and the basic personality division foundation laid by 
Hank Levine, hand in hand Byrd and Aquino began specific sexual programming as well as cocaine muling 
and distributions instructions. 

This occurred on various military bases encompassing several states, or during sexual encounters with 
Byrd and Aquino. 

With Byrd detailing his sexual preferences, Aquino used military programming through commands and 
electrical shock to create the witch/sex-slave personality. 

The part of me that could withstand the greatest amounts of pain and torture was divided off and 
designated for Byrd.  A “little witch”, a “bad witch”, and a “good witch” were created and locked under a 
combination of triggers and commands known only to them. 

The process of the division, as well as the specific programming, were detailed in Set’s “How to 
Divide a Personality” and “How to Create a Sex-Slave” pornographic films that Byrd and Aquino used me 
in. 

DANCE  INTO  HELL 

In Set, sex-slaves are programmed to dance or spin in counter clockwise revolutions with the “beat of 
hell” consuming them with sexual desire upon the 6th revolution.  From there, the number of turns (revolu-
tions) determines which specific sexual pleasure must be fulfilled, with the Setian number 9 being most 
predominant.  [H: This is a DIRECT INSULT to God of Light for it is the opposing “figure” to the 
Satanic symbol of “6”.] 

Aquino programmed me to sexually respond to and perform according to Byrd’s unusually small 
thumb-size penis, as well as his brutal perversions.  [H: Both of these characteristics become far 
more important later.]  A little girl “witch” personality would accommodate him with infantile oral move-
ments usually equated with a pacifier, or through sodomy, leaving the vaginal opening to display the carv-
ing. 

As Byrd displays secret homosexual preferences, his arousal is intensified when Aquino is involved. 
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His secret exhibitionistic desires are fulfilled by always placing a guard at the door, and another nearby in 
order that they “can at least overhear”.  Extensive use of cocaine, which he refers to as “sugar” to the little 
girl “witch”, also contributes to his arousal which is otherwise minimal to non-existent. 

Most of the time, Byrd executed extreme brutality, for which Aquino programmed me with two spe-
cific responses.  The ninth revolution was Byrd’s “bad witch” that displayed pleasure rather than pain while 
he whipped and cut me.  Blood flow was to be minimal, if any at all according to the medical phenomena 
preventing it.  The dreaded 10th revolution was Byrd’s “good witch” where pain was perceived as pain, 
blood would flow, and moans, screams, and tears were released.  Byrd would decide which kind of 
response would be exhibited upon his brutality, often explaining “Bad witches like pain; Good witches feel 
it.” 

Throughout the remaining years prior to my escaping Alex Houston in 1988, I was often prostituted to 
Senator Byrd, rarely with Aquino’s participation.  I met Byrd in various states and places, including the 
Senate steps in Washington, D.C., political parties, military bases, State Fairs, Opryland Hotel, the Grand 
Ole Opry, West Virginia, Kentucky, Maryland, Alabama, Tennessee and more. 

SILENCE  UNDER  THREAT  OF  DEATH 

Byrd’s mood of the day would dictate the treatment I would receive.  If he was lighthearted, usually 
after appearing musically in public, he would play with his “little witch” and/or his “bad witch”.  During 
times like these he would converse, often voicing occult views, and have me use cocaine with him.  Sexual 
games; preprogrammed, spontaneously ordered, and cutting were often his preference, with the “bad 
witch” displaying the “Pain is pleasure” reversal.  Other times, especially in political settings, he would 
release his pressures by whipping me bloody. 

All of my encounters with Byrd  were sealed behind death and insanity programs instilled by Aquino. 
[H: Remember that Aquino is just about the TOP BANANA in the Satanic practice.]  I was heavily 
programmed to forget, and usually taken to a waterfall or the ocean to have my mind “washed of the 
memory”.  And always like Aquino, he would say, “You know this must be your imagination.  No one with 
as much power as I have would have anything to do with the likes of you.” 

At a hotel in White Sulphur Springs during the West Virginia State Fair, Senator Byrd delivered the 
worst beating I have recalled. 

He began with his usual induction whereby he would cut an upside down cross between my breasts 
with this pocket knife while saying, “In like a knife, sharp and clean, I’ll carve out what I want,” followed 
by a command to spin.  Upon the ninth revolution, having sensed his mood was more foul than usual, I 
began, “Please, sir...” 

He hollered, “Turn around!  10!!  Do it now!  I’ll give the orders and you will heed my command!” 

As I went into the 10th spin, while my back was still to him, the cross began to trickle blood, and he 
whipped me hard across the back without waiting for me to complete the revolution. 

“You don’t need a whip notice!” and the whipping continued.  I fell in a heap in a corner wedged 
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between a desk and the bed. 

He ordered, “Get up and go wash away all the pain.  The bleeding will stop and the cuts will close. 
Wash it all away in the shower.” 

I crawled to the bathroom, bleeding from my wrists, legs, back, sides, neck, and belly, smearing the 
tiles with blood, and did as I was told.  The strong programming preset by Aquino had been according to 
the healing principles of “faith healers” that reduces scarring and promotes fast recuperation. 

The next thing I recall was being at the State Fair, my wounds burning and sticking to my blouse, and 
the crowds cheering as Senator Byrd walked on stage. 

In winter of 1987, at Opryland Hotel, in spite of the cocaine he was using, Byrd was more subdued 
and, as was often the case, used his fiddle to induce the little witch personality.  “I’ll play something soft and 
pretty.  Get on your toes.  Stay on your toes.  Dance for me.  Spin for me.  Nine times or 10?  Dance for 
me until the music stops.  Dance for me now.  Six is sex.  Seven is heaven.  Eight is great.  Nine—you’re 
mine...my little witch...my own little witch.” 

SENATOR  BYRD’S  FRIENDS/ASSOCIATES 

The following List includes individuals that I have witnessed interacting with Senator Byrd on a friendly 
and/or business basis. 

U.S. Army Colonel Michael Aquino, Psychological Warfare Division. 
Senator Alan Cranston, California. 
Congressman Guy VanderJagt, Michigan. 
Senator Ackerman, New York. 
Jose Busto—San Juan, Puerto Rico (I did not witness Byrd and Busto together, but delivered business 

and friendly and very personal messages to and from one another.  Busto is Caribbean Drug Lord.) 
Merrill Osmond, Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Alex Houston, Goodlettsville, Tennessee. 
Police Lt. Ezell, Nashville, Tennessee. 
Charlie Pride, Dallas, Texas. 
Jack Green, Goodlettsville, Tennessee. 
Audie Majors, Huntsville, Alabama. 
Earl O’Brien, Grand Haven, Michigan. 
Loretta Lynn, Hurricane Mills, Tennessee. 
Roy Acuff, Nashville, Tennessee. 
Earnest Ray Lynn, Hurricane Mills, Tennessee. 
George Jones, Nashville, Tennessee. 
Foster Mullenaxe, Leesburg, West Virginia. 
George Moffet, Zanesville, Ohio. 
Please note that this is only a partial list. 

SENATOR  BYRD:  SPECIFICS 
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* Byrd has an unusually small penis, approximately 2 inches in length and an inch in diameter; has difficulty 
obtaining or maintaining an erection. 
* He has little hair on his chest, a barrel shaped rib cage, and skinny legs. 
* He carries a walking stick, light colored and slender, that he uses as a pointer and a poker.  He tends to 
carry it more in his personal life than in public. 
* He wears boxer shorts. 
* He carries a pocket knife approximately 4-5" long, with a double edged blade and dagger appearance, 
silver. 
* He has homosexual and exhibitionistic tendencies that he attempts to hide. 
* He prefers to travel by his grey stretch limousine driven by his chauffeur. 
* He has brutal tendencies and perversions that he attempts to mask. 
* He is a cocaine addict. 
* His musical preferences include train songs, for their “double” meaning. 
* He often uses terms containing his name due to his enormous ego, such as bird brain, birds of a feather, 
eat like a bird, and my favorite: jailbyrd. 
* He also plays with the word “whip”. 
* He follows Setian (Satanic) rules, using titles rather than names when necessary, and is familiar with their 
terms. 

[H: I would guess you might well surmise that THIS non-man would not particularly be inter-
ested in Constitutional Law UNDER GOD with “liberty and justice for all”.  This KIND OF 
PERSON is the “rule” in Washington, especially among the elder clique of old-times, rather 
than the exception.  They will USE the term “God” and sound pretty good, but you don’t know 
the god to whom they give all this reverence!  It is time you LEARN and WAKE UP.] 

RONALD  REAGAN’S  “AMERICAN  DREAM”: 
A  PANDORA’S  BOX  OF  NIGHTMARES 

Ronald Reagan is a man of vision (As defined by Reagan: “A vision is a peek into the future through a 
window of time; an inalterable destiny”), not planning, who foresees the American Dream as an achievable 
world wide reality—at all costs.  A future which is to be shaped according to his specification and imagi-
nation with no regard for how many minds and lives are lost—or deceived—in the process.  His patriotism 
is genuine to him, permeating and influencing his every action, word, and thought.  I always left Ronald 
Reagan with “patriotism burning in my bosom and passion in my soul”...as dictated. 

In retrospect I wonder how a “world leader” could have such extensive and diverse surface area to 
project into a dynamic public image, yet have so little depth.  Ronald Reagan is the epitome of all that the 
Political Set/CIA/DOJ U.S. Government Criminal Conspiracy is predicated on; a powerful, intricate sub-
terfuge movement of covert activity masked through mind control under a guise of “freedom”, “justice”, 
and the “American Dream”.  [H: Still wondering about Rush Limbaugh?  Oh, readers, the man is a 
well-planted TOOL to suck you in.  Does he know?  I don’t know and don’t care.  He sure does 
have lots of accolades for Israel where he recently spent a LOT OF TIME and he travels in 
circles with some of the best Mind-Control persons of your generation.] 

It is time for our country to WAKE UP from this “American Dream” that became a Pandora’s Box of 
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nightmares during the Reagan Administration.  Reagan was awake and well aware of the covert activities 
he implemented to transform his world visions into reality through scandalous means that, de-
spite efforts to the contrary...I will never forget... 

Alex Houston (my ex-controller) disrespectfully referred to Reagan as “Riggins” for his reputation/ 
ability to be “riggin” everything in his favor...Byrd called him “Chief”...to me he was “Uncle Ronnie”. 

I first learned of Reagan just prior to the 1980 elections while being transferred (slave traded) from the 
occult traumas of Wayne Cox to the military (CIA) mind control of Alex Houston as ordered by Byrd. 
Cox had recently been banned from Political Set for blatantly selling/distributing human body parts (i.e. 
“Hands of Glory”, skulls) of his victims for occult rituals.  Houston began filling the dissociative voids of my 
resultant shattered mind with pertinent “inside” conspiracy information to which Cox was no longer privy 
as a base for my ensuing military mind control programming. 

“Cox Probably told you to vote for Carter.  He hasn’t been told about Reagan and is still operating off 
the old idea that controlling Carter is the answer (for conspiracy to gain dominance).  We don’t need to use 
that ‘Jack Ass’ any more...he’s as useless as Cox is.  I’m telling you, Reagan’s just the one we need in 
office.  He WILL be our next President and this is the best thing that could happen to us.  (Houston turned 
on the television campaign speech.)  Sit down and listen to him paint pictures with his words of patriotism 
and the American Dream...do NOT vote for Carter.  You’re to listen and vote for Reagan with the rest of 
us.”  [H: Still wondering why Reagan has to now have no memory as that dastardly old Alzheimer 
hits him harder and harder as ones are coming forth to tattle on him?  Even Rush Limbaugh will 
not be able to save him from the TRUTH because there are too many who want revenge on him.] 

I was captivated by Reagan’s speech, yet confused at the change of allegiances to Carter.  For the past 
three years I had heard how Carter was the “perfect image for Americans with his ever present smile, 
religious superstitions, and naive beliefs in the innate goodness of men—and extra-terrestrials.”  With all 
due respect to President Carter and his beliefs, I am convinced of his innocence and innate moral integrity 
predicated on my experience/knowledge of his victimization and substantiated by the efforts of corrupt 
conspirators threatening his reputation and well-being to date.  [H: Well don’t feel too bad, Cathy, 
because he was changed out so early in the game as to actually end up embarrassing the thugs to 
bits.  He talked of attack rabbits, only “lusting inside” and thus and so.  He was supposed to die 
in one of his “runs” at Camp David—in public—but instead he simply collapsed while “running 
in the air with his legs never missing a beat” and DID NOT DIE.  It was necessary to take “that 
image personage” inside Camp David and outfit a nice new one who came out and gave out 
awards as if nothing had happened but couldn’t even recognize where he was.  Now this is all 
documented, readers, so don’t go saying I have gone bonkers!] 

WHY  THE  CHANGE  TO  CARTER 

Some time later, an ego-inspired recitation by Byrd clarified this change of allegiance from Carter to 
Reagan when he said, “Carter was not psychologically equipped to grasp the enormity of my influential 
powers.  Whereas with Reagan, I manipulate the manipulated—he is himself a puppet master...for whom 
I write the script.”  It has been my experience that Byrd accurately encapsulated in a few words what I 
witnessed/experienced during my tenure as a mind control slave at the Political Top of this conspiracy. 
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Byrd often bragged of using mind control on Carter and setting him up to take the fall for political 
disasters that continue to haunt to date (i.e., October Surprise, BCCI).  [H: Now, where do you think 
Gunther Russbacher and Rayelan might fit into this picture?]  Byrd saw the ‘President’ as a figure-
head run by the Senate and Intelligence whereby his extensive knowledge of our government’s constitu-
tional structure and TOP SECRET mind control technique permitted him access to the ultimate control: 
Absolute Power.  Byrd doesn’t want to be President, he “wants to run the country.”  Byrd claims to have 
run our country during the Carter Administration through his role as the President’s confidant and advisor. 

The spiritual/religious aspect of mind control was being successfully perpetuated through U.S. Army 
Colonel Michael Aquino’s Temple of Set during that time, and Carter’s religious convictions left him “an 
open vessel waiting to be filled”.  The hypnotic voice of Byrd became the “voice of God” to a praying and 
meditating Carter who faithfully followed the “guidance” he believed was divine. 

Carter also fell victim to the scientific aspect of mind control being perpetuated through Byrd’s co- 
conspiring Extra-terrestrial Leader U.S. Senator “Commander” Cranston.  Reportedly, Carter was trau-
matized through knowing/experiencing “UFO Secrets” and was led to adhere to “higher intelligence” 
philosophies/ideals...until he expressed a desire to inform the American Public of UFO realities.  By this 
time, it had become apparent that the implementation of Byrd’s world mind control plan had succeeded 
and proliferated to a point beyond Carter’s realm of intellectualization, thus final stages were set for Ronald 
Reagan’s role as President. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

This segment will be continued. 
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CHAPTER  6 

REC  #1    HATONN 

THU., FEB. 2, 1995    7:17 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 170 

THU.,  FEB. 2,  1995 

WHY  NOT  HEAR? 

J.H.Tilden “It is exceedingly difficult to secure an honest hearing for any criticism of author-
ity.  Established beliefs are well nigh invulnerable because they are accorded infallibility by 
the masses who are educated to believe that they will be damned for thinking, and because 
of this, few will tolerate opposition of any nature to anything they have been educated to 
believe.  People who have their thinking done FOR them are ALWAYS INTOLERANT.” 

Before we are distracted off onto the other myriad of topics I will note a couple of things and then finish at 
least the continuation regarding Monarch’s Robert C. Byrd from Cathy O’Brien’s perspective.  I realize it 
is most annoying to be interrupted in the middle of something—never to see or hear of it again.  I can 
promise you WILL be hearing about some of these atrocities—even if not from this desk.  It is simply that 
we have so many varied topics to cover as to cause great difficulty with prioritizing. 

MILITIA  GROUPS  IN  FOCUS 

USA TODAY, Monday, January 30, 1995: DALLAS—”The Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and 
Firearms, the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith and the Southern Poverty Law Center track most of 
the militia groups in the United States.” 

Ones in specific focus against which action is planned, and we will talk about it soon but not today, are: 

UNORGANIZED MILITIA OF UNITED STATES: Linda Thompson. 
MILITIA OF MONTANA: John, David, Randy Trochmann. 
NORTHERN MICHIGAN MILITIA: Norm Olson, Mark Koernke. 
GUARDIANS OF AMERICAN LIBERTIES (Colorado): Stuart Webb. 
FLORIDA STATE MILITIA: Robert Pummer. 
TEXAS CONSTITUTIONAL MILITIA: Jon Roland 
POLICE AGAINST THE NEW WORLD ORDER: Jack McLamb. 
OHIO UNORGANIZED MILITIA: James Johnson/Linda Thompson. 
BLUE RIDGE HUNT CLUB: James Roy Mullins. 

Are these militia groups LAWFUL?  Constitutionally, YES.  However, “legally”, by new laws, NO!  Fur-
ther, H.R.97, a proposed new law, would place Attorney General Janet Reno OVER ALL IN CHAIN 
OF COMMAND FOR CIVIL DISTURBANCE.  She plans to come down very, very hard.  Precious 
ones, I don’t know what to tell you other than to be extremely careful—we need you as leaders and NOT 
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AS DEAD MARTYRS.  It doesn’t matter what is “truth” to these beasts of hell now in power—they ARE 
in power and to have your patriots incarcerated and silenced is your WORST position.  Example? 

RONN  JACKSON 

Without so much as having Ronn Jackson Ronn  PRESENT IN THE COURTROOM the Judge came in 
and ruled AGAINST him stating that he could find no fault with any of the records or incorrect actions by 
the courts and dismissed the case.  That was THAT, case and court dismissed. 

There will be further action begun today but please see that to have your possible leaders tucked safely 
away in the dungeon certainly helps no other citizens or patriots. 

DAVID  KORESH  OF  WACO 

And what of seemingly slain parties such as David Koresh, David that you still hold up as a martyr?  He 
was airlifted out by BLACK chopper and is now in Israel.  He was SEEN and PHOTOGRAPHED being 
lifted off.  This was an MK-ULTRA mind-control-through-”religion” operation which came directly from 
the Montauk Projects along with the Monarch training programs.  There was, however, no torture as in 
“slaving” done at Mt. Carmel—but you will note that there WAS separation of couples, families and the 
“leader, Koresh”, had SEX WITH EVEN THE CHILDREN!  THIS IS PART OF THE PRO-
GRAMMING—TO CONTROL THE SEXUAL ASPECTS OF PEOPLE IS TO CONTROL PRO-
CREATION, ESTEEM, AND FINALLY, TOTAL CONTROL THROUGH THREAT AND FEAR. 

As to the “civil disturbance” squad at present: THERE ARE 2500 TOP-TRAINED PROFESSIONALS 
OUT OF MONARCH AND MK-ULTRA READY TO TAKE LOCAL FORCES AND TURN THEM 
INTO DEATH SQUADS BY MIXING “FOREIGN” TROOPS IN THE COMMAND AUTHORITY. 

A  WAKE  UP  CALL? 

I don’t know, friends, for it is much as with the O.J. Simpson trial—everyone is sick of it except for the 
sensationalism and you can’t simply meet anyone who does not either convict him or think him innocent— 
FOR ALL THE WRONG REASONS!  It has become just a topic of conversation, a judicial GAME in 
which the slain are forgotten except as “tools” and the defendant is worse, just a toy.  THE POINT IS TO 
WORK ALL INTO A FRENZY SO THE NEXT CONCLUSIVE STEPS CAN BE TAKEN.  BE 
CAREFUL, THINK BEFORE ACTING AND PLEASE, PLEASE, YOU WHO CAN MAKE A MAG-
NIFICENT DIFFERENCE—KEEP YOUR COOL FOR YOU ARE NOW RESIDING, BY THE 
WHIMS OF THE AUTHORITIES IN POWER, IN A POLICE STATE. 

Plato: “Take a look ‘round, then, and see that none of the uninitiated are listening.  Now by 
the uninitiated I mean the people who believe in NOTHING BUT WHAT THEY CAN GRASP 
IN THEIR HANDS, and who will NOT ALLOW that action or generation or anything invis-
ible can have real existence.” 

Well, that which has been invisible is getting to be quite visible every waking day. 
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When we left off day before yesterday we were speaking about Byrd, Reagan and Carter.  We will take up 
exactly where we left off and depend on you readers to catch up.  Believe it or not there ARE readers who 
do not miss one word of CONTACT and read it the minute it arrives.  If you miss some of our writings I 
suppose you can get back issues of the paper, and the journals.  Also I know that you can get the Cathy 
O’Brien material directly but it comes in separate “papers” form so you will have to inquire of them. 
Friends (and enemies), you ARE IN ORWELLIAN 1984! 

PART 2. 

Continuation: Cathy O’Brien discussing her encounters as a “slave-witch”.  This is a valid “Intelligence” 
category so don’t think we offer this for sensationalism.  This is heavy-duty and explicit.  I remind you of 
this because I am not going to clean it up to tenderize it for your intake.  You MUST face the facts of that 
which is taking place. 

ONLY  WAY  TO  FAIL 

Reagan did NOT share Byrd’s philosophy of justifying actions as no justifications were needed for the 
“order of things”.  (Byrd says: “The only way to fail is to fail to think of an excuse.”)  Mind control was 
not perceived as slavery, but as opportunity for those who otherwise would “have been nothing in life”. 
Multigeneration incestially abused children like myself, or previously impoverished baseball players from 
third-world countries and slums are provided an opportunity to “Be All They Can Be” through making a 
contra-bution to society, our nation, and the world by utilizing their talents to maximum potential and 
becoming programmed machines.  [H: You witnessed one on the stand yesterday, in the Simpson 
trial.  No lie is too big when you are playing in “the game”.  Moreover, you are now dealing with 
“Mishpuckas” and they go by the rules of the Kol Nidre (Vow to negate all vows and LIE).  I do 
not jest, readers, they are obligated to LIE WHERE POSSIBLE—IT IS IN THE RULES.] 

I do not recall ever meeting Nancy, Reagan Nancy  whom Byrd refers to as a “domineering bitch”, but 
I surmise from peripheral indicators that she was NOT under mind control, but kept out of the way through 
diversions of psychological influence.  Byrd is a strategist and intricate planner with the ability to transform 
Reagan’s visions into reality so long as Reagan’s short attention span is NOT diverted (by Nancy) from 
Byrd’s course of action.  I am of the educated opinion that the whole astrology/psychic routine was 
implemented as a means of manipulation to redirect her personal influences of Reagan to coincide with 
Byrd’s. 

The “circles” I traveled in perceived Reagan ‘s Presidential term as an 8 year term, and jokes were 
often made about “was there an election in ’84?”  To say the least, they were confident; viewing the public 
as easily led and unqualified to know what actually transpires in this country (i.e., covert activity) and 
therefore are not qualified to vote.  Not one politician I knew saw their elected office as a means to serve 
the people, but as an opportunity to make the people blindly serve them.  With the press controlled through 
censorship, the public became less and less informed and more easily led.  There was NO concern during 
the ’84 election—it was a matter of going through the motions. 

I did MY part for Reagan, “hanging out” in his booth as ordered at the Frederick, Maryland Fair with 
my Reagan baseball cap, Reagan buttons, flags, and red, white and blue clothes—like a real “Presidential 
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Model”.  My ‘clever’ “Happy Days Are HeReagan” bumper sticker was a permanent fixture on my car.  I 
happened to be in Reagan’s presence once during a public appearance at election time and was “excused” 
by Secret Service as they made their way through the crowd.  Relieved, I turned to leave and was stopped 
by a wide-eyed girl who said, “You know the President?” to which I sadly replied, “It’s not like you 
think...” and ran. 

LORETTA  LYNN 

Loretta Lynn was doing her Part passing Presidential messages according to program. (Loretta Lynn 
Victimization paper available.)  Horribly victimized and militarily programmed, she had no concept of what 
her “Part” even was/is.  The close relationship between my controller Houston and her road manager/ 
controller Ken Riley (Ken Riley, Neo-Nazi Political Setian paper available).  Her husband, Mooney Lynn, 
(her predominant controller) made me privy to “her part”.  When Loretta and I were alone together, as 
often happened traveling the Country Music circuit together, we never discussed details of Reagan beyond 
programmed patriotic phrases.  But it was during the Reagan Administration that Loretta lost her ability to 
complete her hit song “One’s On the Way” on stage because she’d trigger/switch on “the White House 
social season” line.  Loretta was at the White House again for Reagan’s 2nd Term Inauguration, un-
knowingly passing messages to Reagan.  Houston had just returned from Panama and I was present while 
Houston briefed Riley on Noriega’s branch of the conspiracy.  This crucial and timely information from 
Noriega was obtained just in time for Loretta to pass the word while “entertaining” at the White House. 
“Chiefly speaking,” a “Little Byrd told me.”  She’d been unwillingly, unknowingly doing it for years. 

MY  CONTRA-BUTTON 

Hot chill fear traversed my body when Byrd turned to me during a 1983 political party and said, 
“When you meet the Chief, imagine him with his pants down.  He’s most comfortable knowing you are 
imagining him with his pants down.  He doesn’t want formality.”  The last time I met a President—Ford— 
my mind and life shattered, disrupting my “safe” MPD (Multiple Personality Disorder) defenses and changing 
my life to one ruled by military mind control and pain.  Frightened, I mechanically went through the motions 
of “meeting” Reagan. 

The air between Reagan  and Byrd was informal and casual and I was commanded to NOT disrupt 
that.  Reagan already knew who/what I was and gave me his own words-of-wisdom theory on acting to 
utilize in pornography!!  “When you become your part, your performance increases, which in turn in-
creases your ability to do your part...for your country.   Ask not what your country can do for you, ask 
what you can do for your country...your part.”  Somehow, Reagan’s reminder of Congressman VanderJagt’s 
conditioning at age nine to Kennedy’s quote seemed more patriotically significant than “simply” sexually 
entertaining politicians and waving a flag in my bottom. 

After gazing deep into his “kaleidoscope eyes”—flecks of green, blue and brown spinning, spinning 
like a whirlpool deep into the velvet black windows of his soul, reversing to penetrate, snapping and 
sparkling into my own—each metaphorical phrase became life and breath to me. 

Reagan was pleased with me (and amused) over my part, my contra-bution, through Aquino’s How 
To Divide A Personality and How To Create A Sex Slave training films...as though I had done them 
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willingly.  He explained that, not only did these films perpetuate his funding operations but they provided 
necessary revenues for Afghanistan.  He painted a mental picture of “my part” accelerating freedom for the 
women and children hiding in the hills of Afghanistan, armed only with their burning desire for freedom, and 
returning them peacefully to Kabul to pick up the pieces of their city and lives. 

“America’s Freedom Train is spanning the globe and sex is but a side track to the ultimate course of 
freedom.  Our job of procuring and transporting arms is the most difficult part of all.  But it can and must be 
done.  How can a man with no arms fight?”  Covert activity is “necessary as American people raise too 
much hell about violence, and it is better they’re not informed of our supporting wars they can not under-
stand the significance of.” 

Occult activity flourished during the Reagan Administration, as Reagan’s affection and respect for U.S. 
Army Colonel Michael Aquino Colonel Michael (Psychological Warfare Division—Satanist) prompted 
rapid widespread proliferation of the Temple of Set.  With the Satanic Church as a trauma base, Aquino 
could mind-control-enslave and militarily program Multiple Personality Disordered (MPD) victims to carry 
out their “Patriotic Duty” and the “Awesome Responsibility” of Reagan’s criminal covert activity (funding) 
operations. 

I was programmed by Aquino according to Ronald’s “vision” of what the prime example of Monarch 
Project mind control enslavement should be for the purposes of providing “Hands on” lectures to elite 
military personnel on various military bases.  After my role in Aquino’s “How To” videos, I met Aquino on 
various bases as “envisioned” by Reagan to be a part of mind control demonstrations/promotions.  The 
occult and pornographic aspects of mind control appealed to Reagan more so than the “ET” and Reagan’s 
perverse personal desires literally fueled his covert activity operations. 

I was present during a discussion where Reagan painted a picture for Aquino of what he wanted the 
“Presidential Model” personality to exemplify during the lectures.  Most specifications had previously been 
implemented, but needed to be modified to remove the sexual aspects of my “Uncle Ronnie’s” personality 
so as not to implicate his perversions during Aquino’s demonstrations.  He referred to me as a machine and 
told Aquino he wanted the “Presidential Model” to be programmed under #1 (the first spin of the 9 
devised in the “How To” films).  With “the heat of hell igniting only after the 6th spin”, he reasoned #1 
should insure the safety of his “sexual secrets” that I was to die with.  He said “Program it under #1.  I like 
the #1.  It’s the first, the best, and it promotes confidence...like “I’ve won.”  Aquino gave him the intel-
lectually-disgusted look he reserves for anyone with the fortitude to make a suggestion to him, but tem-
pered his reaction by giving some thought to the request because, despite Reagan’s lack of depth, Aquino, 
too, was sold on his “visions”.  [H: Does this make any of you wonder about the Bohemian Woods 
annual escapades when all these turkeys (and here I insult the turkey) plus their other degen-
erate friends (who run your nation) cavort around nude and urinate on trees?] 

Aquino agreed to include the #1 in a combination of triggers that would activate the Presidential Model 
machine—sans sexual action—for the purposes of educating “our boys in the military to the wonders of 
the mind control phenomena”. 

The Psychological Warfare lectures I endured were exhaustive, traumatic, included derogatory re-
marks towards women, some occult overtones for those conditioned, and “Hands On” examples of sex 
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programming to “peak their interest and lock them in.  Besides, entertaining the troops is a long time 
American tradition.”  “Chiefly speaking”, I performed my patriotic duty...my part...my Contra-bution... 

Additionally, just for “fun”, Aquino programmed Uncle Ronnie’s sex machine to activate/switch upon 
entering his presence.  Previously, when Byrd’s role of Pimp brought me to Reagan, it was Byrd who had 
control of my programming and ultimately held the keys to Reagan’s designated prostitute, which Byrd 
would activate for him.  After all, I’d been Byrd’s “own little witch” for nearly a decade and he was my 
predominant controller.  Now Aquino had shifted control to Reagan through a program that would over-
ride any existing program at the time (this is also an assassination safety factor), including Byrd’s choice of 
personalities at the time.  Byrd blamed (tortured) me for this shift of control, despite knowing I was 
powerless to comprehend or prevent it, because he was further humiliated and outraged by Reagan’s and 
Aquino’s laughter the first time it happened. 

A specific child personality was Monarch Project OZ (detailed paperwork available) programmed 
for Reagan—a method of which he was acutely aware.  Oz themes dominated and were utilized as coded 
indicators to co-conspirators to signify the mode of operation I was under at the time; i.e., emeralds=drugs, 
rubies=prostitution.  Reagan was so heavily involved and interested in the Oz themes that I have heard 
references to him as “The Wonderful Wizard of Oz”.  While in Washington in route to Reagan, Houston 
would always take on his role as Scarecrow, imitating his wobbly walk and singing “We’re Off To See The 
Wizard.”  But it was Aquino who wore the Wizard medallion and maintained the role consistently. 

PRESIDENT  RONALD  REAGAN 
UNCLE  RONNIE’S  BEDTIME  STORIES 

Byrd informed me that “Uncle Ronnie doesn’t sleep with his mommy,” preferring his L.L. Bean flannel 
sheets, nightshirt, and nightcap (complete with small pompom) because “they’re warmer, softer, more 
comfortable and don’t snore.”  At 3 AM in a bedroom effeminate for a man sleeping alone—white walls, 
white furnishings, large windows, on a plush carpet of royal steel blue, I became “my part” as a prostitute 
to Uncle Ronnie.  He is surprisingly well muscled under a layer of soft, cool, thick pale skin that hangs 
loosely from his frame.  Removing his thin ribbed undershirt reveals a chest of fine shiny translucent black 
hairs and many moles.  He smells like soap and his hair could be soft if it weren’t so slick and greasy. 

My job is to please him, whatever it takes, and it takes more time than anything.  One memory of 
myself and two other female victim/slaves orally “sharing him” would tend to lead me to say he is impotent 
except for remembering that he knows my nymphomaniac child personality (which he often chose) loves to 
“ride ponies”.  Reagan loves horses and could identify with my “desire to ride”.  Reagan did not move, 
after all “that was my job,” but he did sweat profusely.  Comments he made when I’d perform oral sex 
(which was most of the time) lead me to conclude he was rarely sexually active. 

Uncle Ronnie’s natural high energy level puts the pink in his cheeks, nose and lips as do the “nightcaps” 
(Brandy?) he unwinds with at night.  He explained, “I’ll use coke only if I want to stay up all night, but (he 
chuckled) that’s not too often.”  Cocaine makes a radical difference in his physical ability to perform 
sexually.  I witnessed Byrd “spoon feeding” him cocaine, but never saw it on his person, in his room, or 
used it with him.  “A machine doesn’t need drugs,” he said, referring to me; but Byrd argued, “it runs 
smoother with chemical additives” and had me use cocaine himself prior to going with Reagan.  Reagan 
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really did not seem to care either way whether Byrd had me use it or not.  Reagan frequently “cat napped” 
during the day when late night activities kept him up too long. 

I’ve recalled no exhibitionistic tendencies on his part, because Uncle Ronnie is a voyeur.  His only 
“kinky” vice I was aware of was his routine viewing of pornography.  His passion for Setian (occult) 
pornography escalated the manufacture/distribution of pornography during his administration.  He ap-
proved whole heartedly of this method of funding covert activity. 

Affectionately and/or sarcastically referred to as Uncle Ronnie’s Bedtime Stories by a very select 
few, some porn films were manufactured SOLELY for his pleasure, at times according to his instruction, 
utilizing Freedom Train slaves (detailed paperwork available).  Youngstown Charm School (detailed pa-
perwork available) produced films for Reagan’s personal viewing as well as for funding covert activity. 
One film in particular that pleased Uncle Ronnie was Beauty and the Beasts and the select few who he 
knew liked beastiality shared in “his secret”.  The fact that lives and minds of victims were lost or enslaved 
for the production of pornography was of no consequence to Uncle Ronnie as, after all, it was the “natural 
order of things necessary to the betterment of our country”.  But beastiality, for all its perverse pleasure to 
him, was “unnatural” and kept as secret as my prostitution to him. 

Even Alex Houston could NOT know about Uncle Ronnie and most likely does not know to this day, 
despite his efforts to find out what went on when I was with Reagan.  Byrd, donning the role of Pimp, 
“shared” me with Uncle Ronnie, was present with us briefly only to show him my/”his” vaginal mutilation 
carving, and was well aware of Reagan’s passion for pornography.  From conversations I overheard, I 
believe I was not the only slave Byrd introduced/prostituted to Reagan, and that most sex slaves used by 
Reagan were selected from the West Coast (acting industry) and produced Uncle Ronnie’s Bedtime 
Stories. 

After my first prostitution to Uncle Ronnie, I met L.A. pornographer Michael Danté, who is Tommy 
LaSorda’s “best friend”, well, after Reagan, that is.  Uncle Ronnie loves baseball, especially the “win-
ning team”, LaSorda’s L.A. Dodgers.  His fanaticism for America’s favorite Pastime was shared with (then 
Pennsylvania Governor) Dick Thornburgh, who embraced his “Patriotic Duty” to insure Reagan’s winning 
team continued to be just that.  By “riggin’” the games through mind control enslaved players (i.e., Fernando 
Valenzuela, who recently transferred to the minor leagues rather than throw his arm off like Dravecki), not 
only did Dick’s gambling pay off, but Reagan saw “improved and increased action on the field”.  And 
LaSorda’s Dodgers’ electrified performance kept them #1 during the Reagan Administration.  Thornburgh 
scored even more points with Reagan when he provided him the “keys” to my Baseball Computer (de-
tailed paper [Thornburgh] available) programming.  Reagan, Thornburgh, LaSorda and Danté shared their 
passions for utilizing mind control slaves for baseball and pornography. 

LaSorda’s access to Reagan’s preferred West Coast victims (entertainment industry) and Danté’s 
Mafia connections/pornography ring precipitated a rapid proliferation of this conspiracy branch.  Michael 
Danté arranged for “my part” in his pornography over the next 3 years at locations including Las Vegas, 
Hollywood, St. Thomas, and Tennessee.  Were it not for Byrd’s objection, I would have been transferred 
(slave traded) from Houston to Danté in 1985-6.  My fate was sealed either way, but being “loaned” to 
Danté was torture enough and I was relieved when manufacturing porn for him/Uncle Ronnie concluded. 
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“A  STITCH  IN  TIME,  SAVES  NINE” 

I found a thread of memory that I pulled in time.  Reagan thought Aquino had it all sewn up, but I pulled 
it off, with Mark Phillips’ deprogramming expertise, and survived.  My memories are vivid and clear, 

and I can say from experience that Uncle Ronnie’s performance is bad and, Chiefly speaking, the stage 
has been set for the curtains to fall on his act.UNCLE  RONNIE’S  SPECIFICS 

* His favorite food is Ballpark hotdogs. 
* He is NOT religious. 
* He played tennis and plays golf. 
* His nightshirt and nightcap are/were pale blue and white striped cotton. 
* He has L.L. Bean sheets and wears L.L. Bean flannel shirts. 
* He prefers Oscar De La Renta perfume for his women. 
* His huge, doughy hands are perfectly manicured. 
* He has hair in his big ears and on his knuckles. 
* He encourages Nancy’s high fashions as he believes she should look “her part”. 

“THE  FEW”  WHO  KNOW  ABOUT 
UNCLE  RONNIE’S  BEDTIME  STORIES 

U.S. Senator Robert C. Byrd 
U.S. Army Colonel Michael Aquino 
Dick Thornburgh 
U.S. Senator Alan Cranston 
Tommy LaSorda 
Michael Danté 
“The Governor” of Charm School 

THOSE  WHO  MAY  KNOW 

U.S. Congressman Guy VanderJagt 
U.S. Congressman Jim Traficant 
George Moffet/Variety Attractions 
My pedophile father, Earl O’Brien 
Governor Blanchard, Michigan 
Governor Celeste, Ohio. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Now readers, I would suspect that part of this information is what is keeping Ronn Jackson incarcer-
ated—among other things.  Ronald Reagan is a real big problem to the powers that be.  Perhaps his 
“Alzheimers” will save his bacon but history has a way of allowing truth to surface.  Cathy’s writings and 
experiences were several years back, of course, and each writing (sitting at deprogramming) is not dated 
individually.  If you want that further information, you will have to contact Mark Phillips and/or Cathy 
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O’Brien directly.  P.O. Box 158352, Nashville, TN 37215.  Is this WHERE you will FIND Mr. Phillips 
and Ms. O’Brien?  I certainly don’t believe they would be that foolish. 

As I consider the subject under discussion I would guess it is time to again offer you “their” explanation of 
the Monarch Program regarding components, definition, etc.  I have, however,  used up my welcome for 
this writing.  It is time now to attend other things.  Thank you. 
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CHAPTER  7 

REC  #1    HATONN 

FRI., FEB. 3, 1995    7:36 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 171 

FRI.,  FEB. 3,  1995 

WHY  YOU  MIGHT  NOT  BE  HEARING! 

H. Spencer: “There is a principle which is a bar against all information, which is 
proof against all arguments, and which cannot fail to keep a man in everlasting 
ignorance—that principle is contempt prior to investigation.” 

Please keep in mind, you who confuse names and actions—being overloaded by both, and usually from 
the same parties—when we speak of Robert Byrd—we are speaking of SENATOR Robert Byrd.  We 
are not yet speaking of Richard E. Byrd who found great and wondrous things at your “Poles”.  When I 
say “not yet” I will make it clear that we shall speak of Richard Byrd but it will be on a most “positive” note. 
Senator Robert Byrd is nothing but a rotting cancer feeding on his own evil AND YOU! 

FLORIDA  AIR  QUAKES 

I have some urgent inquiries from many friends in Florida with inquiries as to what is REALLY going on? 
SOMETHING is about to blast away parts of Florida or at the least causing constant shaking, terrifying 
blasts and literally placing such invisible pressures as to feel as if houses are being “pushed” off their 
foundations.  Perhaps I can take up that topic at the meeting on Sunday.  There are so many major things 
going on in Florida as to be mostly guessing.  I do believe, however, that you are beginning to realize that 
“invisible” forces do exist and when you can KNOW that invisible forces exist—you can begin to realize 
the plight that faces you as a civilization and a species.  And, no, “we” are not doing anything except 
“watch”—at this time.  You have some military power-games going on; it is not military excursions to make 
for an interesting Super Bowl.  The One World Order is on Operation Shut-Down of the planet as you 
have never experienced it.  Just as along the East Coast, the West Coast, the Midlands—the stupid 
“explanations” will flow and NONE OF THEM WILL BE CORRECT, you will go back to sleep and the 
next disaster will be accepted as if it were expected “from” God.  Check your weather patterns during 
Super Bowl week!  Florida almost got sent to the “four-corners” of the globe.  I would suspect that the 
Cosmosphere Commanders did Florida a great favor but NOT for Super Bowl.  And, yes indeed, it 
DOES have a LOT to do with the launch of your Shuttle.  You people are putting nasty things into the near 
Earth getting ready for show-and-tell and you have to be gotten “ready” to “blame God” so that you can 
accept the LIES. 

“God grant me the Serenity to accept the things I cannot change; Courage to change the things I 
can; and Wisdom to know the difference!”  If you are of/with GOD there is NOTHING you cannot 
change and you begin with SELF and end with SELF. 
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Let us turn back to the Monarch Project as mind-control is the very basis of what is happening to you in 
order that the Elite Powers can control and manipulate you without raising a finger against you.  YOU ARE 
IN THE AGE OF MIND-CONTROL. 

Before we dive off into the explanation of Monarch I need to tell you that the project, as presented here, 
is mostly dealing with pedophiles and victims.  The WHOLE is made up of so many different “shells” that 
the “pea” is hard to isolate, once integrated and the shells moved.  The U.S. high-level secret activities 
came out of the Montauk Project in the early projects called Rainbow, Phoenix I & II, and thus and so, 
games.  A major and still operational program is MK-ULTRA and the “Black Forces” of the BATF are a 
part of that program.  With this in mind we can turn to this “facet” of Monarch with a bit less confusion. 
Please hold in your memories, when we speak of your Elite “forces” such as “Delta”, the various “Berets”, 
etc., these are Special Forces trained through one or all of these major mind-control programs. 
The persons involved become machines and are EXCEPTIONALLY GOOD AT WHAT THEY 
DO!  These programs and projects DID NOT originate in the United States so you must know that this 
kind of manipulation has been going on for centuries but has only within the past half century become 
perfected. 

I guess for staff reference this will be PART 3. 

[quoting:] 

THE  TOP  SECRET  PROJECT  MONARCH 

by Mark Phillips, P.O. Box 158352, Nashville, TN 37215. 

“...A forty-plus-year active U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency genealogical mind control research project 
for military utilization of (primarily) transgenerational pedophiles...”  M.P. 

PURPOSE 

The US Department of Defense’s original plans to research the mind control phenomena were to 
determine psychological and chemical formulas for providing the US with the “perfect” espionage agent. 
This quickly evolved into planning the “production” of the perfect soldier, government worker, slave. 

However, German SS officer/occultist Himmler’s research development scientists sent this search for 
the “Manchurian Candidate” off in another direction—PSYCHOLOGICAL GENETIC ENGINEER-
ING. 

It was determined that “absolute” mind control could be realized through specific tortures of the in-
tended transgenerational victim, from the moment of birth. 

[H: You need to know, further, that this is necessary in order to have “models” with controlled 
mind-manipulation in order to properly “download” desired data into the brain-system of robotoids 
and replicas.  Far out?  Indeed!] 

Armed with this deadly research, a collection of “dedicated psychiatrists” from Germany, Italy, and the 
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US, a new but ancient form of mind control was reborn through Project Monarch. 

Modern science had simply unraveled the occult cryptic so-called “magical” secrets of mind control to 
spawn a new generation of “superior beings” who could NEVER ASK WHAT THEIR COUNTRY 
COULD DO FOR THEM—BUT ONLY WHAT THEY COULD DO FOR THEIR COUNTRY! 

PROJECT  MONARCH  PROGRAMMING 
DEFINITIONS 

1. ALPHA.  This is considered “regular programming”.  This is actually what would be considered a “base 
personality” control.  The original purpose of Alpha was to program (train/condition the mind through 
torture) of the espionage agent to perform certain difficult tasks.  This program also locks-in photographic 
memory, improves physical strength up to 5 times, and visual acuity is radically improved to 40 times 
normal limits, along with the host of other super-human traits.  Alpha programming is accomplished through 
deliberately subdividing the victim’s personality, which in essence causes a left brain/right brain division 
allowing for a programmed union of L and R through neuron pathway stimulation, and you’ve got a person 
who can now utilize both sides of his/her brain for any simple task. 

[H: I would be remiss if I didn’t point out that this procedure is actually no longer required, even 
in “humanoids”, for all that is NOW required is the “assumption” of torture (abuse) through the 
use of pulsed waves, microchips and dots within the desired puppet and radio receiver mecha-
nisms.  The problem most people have with this is to wonder about such as “Dharma”.  Well, she 
does receive radio transmissions and is a “translator”—however, she is NOT “controlled”.  She 
may well wish to tell you otherwise but her work is through dedication and not through manipula-
tion.  ON YOUR PLACE YOU HAVE NO CAPABILITY TO OVER-RIDE THE BASIC SELF- 
GOD RELATIONSHIP.  “THAT” AURA (IF YOU WILL) CANNOT BE PENETRATED BY 
ANY OF YOUR KNOWN BEAM WAVES (FREQUENCIES).  YOU have to allow the enemy to 
break through and all the while you quarrel and quandar and ponder and dilly-dally—the “big 
bad wolf” is huffing and puffing and actually blowing your house down.] 

2. BETA.  This is a combination of Alpha “logic” programming and Beta primordial (primitive mind) sex 
programming.  This programming eliminates all learned moral convictions and stimulates the primitive 
sexual instincts devoid of inhibitions.  This training program (usually for women tools) is for developing the 
“ultimate prostitute”—a sex machine.  This is the most used (by the abusers knowledgeable of the Project 
Monarch) program.  Children of knowledgeable persons are being preconditioned through incest and 
“sold” into the conspiracy for additional Beta conditioning to eventually satisfy the bizarre perversions of 
politicians, bankers, drug lords, or anyone deemed valuable to the conspiracy. 

[H: You will note that to suck ALL of you into the trap, you are fed TOTAL GARBAGE on your 
television and movie programming.  You have violence, and sex, sex, sex.  In the “Sit-Coms” you 
have idiots acting like stupid idiotic fools and it doesn’t help that most are from the “Jewish” 
training programs.  The more vulgar and filthy a program can be the more accustomed to the 
training you become.  Your children are steeped in this dung every day of their lives—every 
moment of their experience and you then wonder “why” they have no respect, no appreciation, 
no morals—LOOK AT YOURSELF AND SEE WHY!!  YOU EITHER SANCTION THE GAR-
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BAGE OR CERTAINLY YOU DO NOT LIVE THE ROLE YOU CLAIM YOU DESIRE FOR 
YOUR OFFSPRING.] 

3. DELTA.  This program was originally designed to train special agents and espionage agents’ minds for 
becoming fearless terrorists devoid of fear and basic self preservation instincts capable of incredible feats 
of physical endurance and murder.  The new revised edition of Delta has pulled from the Delta program 
information on training the new breed of hit man—one who kills and, if caught, self destructs.  This pro-
gram is now applied to some Beta prostitutes who double as drug mules, to protect the identity of their 
owners if they are caught, they die—of “natural causes”! 

[H: I think as you go through this you will realize more and more why a Special Forces Colonel 
(Gritz) would be as he is about his serious attempts at “survival” arrangements and places. 
PEOPLE, HE KNOWS!!  HE KNOWS WHAT IS PLANNED AND WHAT IS COMING 
DOWN!!  LISTEN TO THE MAN WHEN HE SPEAKS ON THE THINGS YOUR GOVERN-
MENT IS ABOUT.  NEVER MIND THE 12-FOOT LIZARDS HE IS GIVEN INTO HIS CON-
SCIOUSNESS TO REPRESENT THE “BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT” BEINGS.  IT DOESN’T 
BOTHER ME, WHY ALLOW IT TO BOTHER YOU?  GRITZ IS A PERFECT EXAMPLE OF 
A MONARCH PROJECT SPECIAL FORCES PERSONALITY—BUT HIS PROGRAMMING 
IS CONFUSED BY HIS GOD-REALITY.  AS LONG AS HE COULD BE HELD IN THE 
MORMON CHURCH ELEMENT—HE COULD BE CONTAINED—BUT WATCH HIM 
NOW!  Radical?  Yes indeed—he sees “radical” things ahead and he is correct in that “vision”. 
“That”, however, does NOT make “me” a 12-foot lizard!  But I can promise you that to him—I 
APPEAR TO BE A 12-FOOT LIZARD—AND “THAT” IS THE IMAGE IMPLANTED FOR 
ALIEN VISITORS OF GOD.  For goodness sakes, readers, God is NOT the essence of HIS 
ENEMY, the Anti-Christ who call themselves “The Serpent People”.  So, guess what image 
would be foisted off on you?  You do not need to FEAR God—you need to RESPECT and RE-
VERE GOD.  Every push, however, of the Elite One Worlder Serpent gods—is to build fear 
upon fear, monster upon monster in your imagining until you see nothing else.  GOD IS NOT A 
SNAKE, PEOPLE, GOD IS LIGHT!] 

4. THETA.  Psychic programming, the “exotic one”.  But NOT to be confused with the paranormal 
phenomena of fortune telling or future forecasting.  Those are examples of a magician’s craft, while Theta 
psychic programming was and is the exploration of an unpredictable fact of human science.  The initial 
results of Theta programmed subjects were so inconsistent that the Theta project was virtually abandoned 
before its research completion date.  Duke University, North Carolina, among other prominent “institu-
tions” devoted many years to this project with what equated to poor results.  It seems that the region of the 
brain capable of transmitting and/or receiving “mental messages” has not yet evolved to a level for depend-
able communication with any predictable or reliable consistency.  The Soviets, however, invested 
billions of dollars into their version of psychic research and claimed/proved remarkable successes.  With 
the advances in directed energy research, Theta “psychic driving” is obsolete. 

But the Theta program “head” was not yet dead.  Theta couldn’t die because of the Soviet’s reported 
successes.  It evolved into bio-medical human telemetry and directed target energy involving la-
sers and/or electromagnetics, the results of which were referred to as “electronic possession”.  This is 
the ultimate challenge for the 21st-century exorcist, providing he works a day job as a skilled, CIA- 
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supported neurosurgeon. 

A few years ago, this programming technique involved the surgical implantation of sodium/lithium— 
powered high frequency receiver/transducers coupled to a multi-range discharge capacitor that when 
signaled by remote control would electronically stimulate designated parts of the brain to signal the victim 
to respond according to his/her program.  These experiments were only partially successful with a high 
mortality and paralysis rate.  However, the technical mind control equipment evolution would advance to 
levels well beyond the grasp of any reader.  Now it seems that “implants” will eventually become as 
common in numbers as are the victims of trauma-based psychological mind control, but non-implanted, 
non-programmed victims will hold the largest majority.  The 1990s version of mind control requires neither 
implant nor program.  There just needs to be computer-driven, directed energy using microwaves and 
anybody can become a target. 

[H: Here at the beginning of 1995 this is the focus and the masses are the target.  Let us just say 
that the development stage is now completed enough to accomplish mass perceptions when fed 
data from authority-accepted transmitters.  For instance, there is enough brain POWER avail-
able that when focused on a given thought—can produce the manifested “thing”.  Another ex-
ample is that a picture (hologram) can be sent through the invisible frequency enough that the 
masses get the “idea” and the perception will be massive display of the common thought-form. 
This is how the various religious groups will be able to perceive their “own” illusion of the God 
“expected”—because of the coalescence of thought-form.  This can be accomplished in several 
ways but the best way is to simply broadcast a “general” form of some kind without specific 
features and the viewers will fill in the blanks.  Moreover, because “frequencies” will be broad-
cast, the blind will see the pictures as will the deaf “hear” the frequencies and create the SAME 
picture desired. 

It is fact, readers, that when “frequencies” are the accepted “sense” there will be no need for 
time or space for perception—and you will have moved, basically, into the next dimension.  This, 
as explanation, will equate to the ability of the blind and deaf to “see” and “hear” with more 
acuity than you have now with “sense of sight” and “sense of audial receiving”. 

The reason the Elite controllers have to spring this all on you suddenly, as in release of the truth, 
is that you who are now capable of this perception and KNOW what is going on—can’t be fooled 
by the picture projections or energy waves pulsed at you.  The masses will move like a “sensing” 
school of fish or flock of birds.  This is from where the “scientists” got their signalling capabil-
ity—watching and studying the schools of fish and flocks of birds to find WHAT causes them to 
move instantly as a unit.  It is a type of sonar but far more acutely defined. 

You who do not play into this system will stick out like sore thumbs if you are not very, very 
careful.  The last thing you want to do, however, is stick out at all.  Is, for example, Dharma 
“psychic”?  No, not as YOU wish to define “psychic”, any more than anyone else.  In fact, she 
may well be “less” “psychic” than others because she does not rely on such happenstance for 
directions.  She has learned to focus on input which has basis.  Sometimes it is necessary to 
SHOW a picture and always when we are communicating with a group so that she must have 
audial input—she is shown pictures constantly—as much as anything—to keep her awake.  She 
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has a tendency to nap while, especially, I am communicating with others through her.  It is called, 
simply, boredom.  Does this mean that “I”, God forbid, BORE her?  Yes indeed.  Why?  Because 
she already knows what I am going to say in a “frequency reception” that works far faster than 
the formation of “words”.  YOU DO NOT YET UNDERSTAND THE CAPACITY OF THE 
BRAIN, MUCH THE LESS, THE WONDROUS MIND.  Does this make her, then, my slave of 
sorts?  No, because of total free-will interaction—I serve ONLY GOD of Light within all those 
LAWS of that Creator/Creation.  This is WHY “TRUTH” will give you FREEDOM.  When you 
are controlled by nothing save the laws of God and Creation—you will act accordingly and not 
according to some puppet-master pulling your strings.  CAN I “manipulate” Dharma??  Yes and 
no.  I can utilize her; I WOULD not manipulate her.  THAT is our very firm CONTRACT.  If in 
“emergency” when communication is not making clearance—I will prod her with whatever thought 
I might need to get attention.  It will never be sharp or painful and sometimes it takes quite a 
while to get her attention if there are painful decisions to be involved.  It is much as an earth-
quake-sensitive receiver—who KNOWS when a quake is coming.  THAT can be tuned out, so 
sometimes there is simply not the desire to hear, see or “answer the phone”.  You have to be 
willing to pick up the phone if it rings and hear whoever is calling.  THAT choice is on the end of 
the line called the receiver. 

Why do we not allow Dharma to casually use the phone?  Because a whole different set of 
surveillance equipment is put on-line the instant her voice-print is picked up—which is instant. 
It is a habit she chooses to, at my request, honor as the tongue does no damage if not in use.  On 
the computer the surveillance teams get enough and in addition, that which I WANT THEM TO 
GET!  Too many people think Dharma is somehow the “HOT-LINE” and that is a misperception, 
therefore it is often that people get totally angry at me and at her for “not answering” their call. 
Well, make it correctly and it is heard—go through her and it is often buried.  You see, you 
MUST NOT use us as your circuit to God.  YOU must learn the difference.  The facts are that if 
you need that kind of personal input—you don’t actually believe in us or God sufficiently to trust 
your own receiving mechanism.] 

THE  COMPONENTS 

Originally the physical components thought to be necessary to program/deprogram were rather com-
plex and cumbersome and with enough “laboratory decadence” to make Dr. Frankenstein blush.  There 
were elaborate sound and light-proof sensory deprivation isolation chambers, some using exotic suspen-
sion fluids that could mimic weightlessness.  Direct-current, high-voltage, with very low amperage, elec-
troshock devices are the most important tools of the trade as the brain is electrically powered.  Voltages 
ranged from .072 volt to 200,000 depending on application and to what part of the body it was to be 
administered. 

There are “strap on” head and foot devices that could deliver a mind altering shock of an exact 
duration according to the subject’s brainwave activity and/or heartbeat.  Other portable, hand-held, stun 
gun-type devices can deliver shocks up to 200,000 volts for a variety of reasons, but primarily for instant 
control of the conscious mind. 

A great deal of successful research and development went into the effects of harmonics or inaudible- 
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to-the-conscious-ear sound waves that affect the RNA covering of the neuron pathways to the subcon-
scious.  Harmonics generators, code named ether-wave, are capable of subconscious mind-embedding 
detailed messages (commands linked to audible triggers).  This is known as electronic programming and is 
a standard programming device in all forms of Project Monarch.  Hence the reason many Monarch survi-
vors (drug mules/prostitutes) recall being taken onto certain US military bases and “Freedom Ranch” 
AKA trauma centers for “programming”. 

Mind altering drugs, natural and synthetic compounds, that can instantly alter certain brain/thought 
functions were developed from modern medical technology and from ancient witchcraft formulas. 

The revised components list is not so comprehensive and obvious.  For instance, a sound-proof burial 
casket makes a great sensory deprivation chamber similar to one being used now at a Kentucky (CIA) 
conditioning “camp”.  There, Delta, Alpha, and Beta victims of this conspiracy are regularly taken by their 
“owners” for reconditioning and reprogramming for drug muling runs or “assignments”.  Most make it out 
of this man-made-hell alive; some don’t.  But as it is said, “There’s always more where those came from.” 
Whereas, the only other equipment components needed are devices to hang victims upside down by their 
ankles, cattle prods—the cylinder type that are inserted deep into the vagina or rectum for a “simulated 
orgasm with the devil”, as it is called. 

High voltage (up to 200,000 volts DC) hand-held law-enforcement type stun guns are a must have 
tool for the victim’s owner to erase certain memory (if used on the muscle areas of the victims within two 
hours of the “to-be-forgotten” event) and to control the victim’s “insane” fits of rage if they are mistakenly 
triggered to perform a pre-conditioned task and they are at the moment in the “wrong personality”.  The 
only other components the Beta owner must possess are a diary or a damn good memory of their pro-
grams, keys, and a working knowledge of hypnosis.  In other words, a small briefcase will contain every-
thing a Beta owner “needs” to control his slave—completely—forever. 
[H: Have you ever wondered why so many public figures keep confusion-riddled notebooks, and 
such as “Packwood” keep detailed DIARIES and why it is so important that THEY NOT BE 
ALLOWED PUBLICITY?  Right!!  The stupid “handlers” don’t have brains enough to keep the 
information without such documents, and the documents must be written to NOT appear to be 
simple code, so that if found the information is not useable.  Names are harder, however, be-
cause if you want to keep someone else under control, like O.J. Simpson you have to maintain 
the whole grouping of keys.  Did O.J. kill??  Interesting thought is it not?  Would O.J. KNOW if 
he did?  Probably NOT—depending....  These detailed “set-ups” are happening more and more 
so that publicly the watchers are as brain-washed as the players.  You will always find a parasitic 
“handler” in the picture—every time.  You can pick them out easily in the Simpson scenario— 
the most obvious being Gloria Allred who has turned a loving sister-in-law to O.J. into a scream-
ing bitch and sew-er, er-er—, sue-er.] 

FORMULA 

The formula for Beta programming is the exact same as for Alpha, the only difference is that through a 
series of specific tortures and commands the Beta victims retreat deeper into the primitive mind and the 
results are that sexual appetite is “developed” in the formative years through constant incest with the father 
figure.  What begins as unbearable pain to a child’s mind quickly “switches” to a sexual desire for the very 
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person who abuses—daddy.  This reversal is the key to all programming as pain becomes pleasure, up is 
down, etc., etc.  Hence the reason Colonel Michael Aquino attached to the DIA adopted the satanic 
philosophy of reversing everything including bad is good. 

[H: This is another example of the necessity to THINK in terms of opposites, i.e., “a vow is 
negated by the vow itself” (Kol Nidre).  When you want to REALLY know what is afoot—look at 
the patterns.  Again, this is HOW you KNOW the whole Simpson show is staged in one way or 
another—the scenario is TOO PERFECT to be casual happenstance and the “opposites” have 
been far too well defined.  You turn everything “around” and you KNOW WHO DID THE STAG-
ING AND HOW THEY DID IT.  IT CEASES TO BE IMPORTANT “WHO” ACTUALLY CUT 
THE THROAT OR STABBED THE HEART.  DO YOU SEE?  PONDER IT AND YOU WILL. 
Further, you KNOW there is a much broader purpose in the whole of this affair because of THE 
WAY it unfolds with such innuendo and tedium of the players.  Some are simply CAUGHT in the 
script—but most of THOSE players know exactly what they are doing—OR THEIR HANDLER- 
TRAINERS DO!  The jurors, as well, are programmed and are becoming more programmed 
every day.  If justice was REALLY DESIRED—THOSE JURORS WOULD BE ALLOWED 
TO WATCH NOTHING ELSE SAVE THE PUBLIC INFORMATION GOING OUT CON-
STANTLY.  Deprivation and isolation are the best trainers around and what have you?  You have 
a sequestered, isolated bunch of people who, for months, must resign from life.  READERS, 
THE “PLAN” IS IN FULL PROGRESS—AND WORKING.] 

WARNING 

The following information, although intended for multi-generational family abuse systems, is adequate 
to divide a person’s base personality for enslavement purposes.  But, for humanitarian reasons, I cannot 
publish the actual programming information.  If you try this at home, you are on your own, and when our 
nation “wakes up” you will become a target for prosecution. 

First, slow body metabolism by reducing caloric intake say, for an average 125 pound frame 19-30 
years of age to 300 per day.  Reduce to “0” intake of all sugar, lower protein intake accordingly.  (This 
action will literally starve the brain into submission.)  [H: Why do you think there is such emphasis on 
appearance and dieting?] 

From time to time water deprivation may be necessary to swell the brain by raising the temperature 
making memory of experienced events difficult or impossible to recall by the victim AKA the “kiss and not 
tell syndrome”.  Combine with 3 to 10 seconds of 120,000 volts to leg or back.  Vomiting and flu-like 
symptoms will occur but memory is now hidden behind a wall of “black lightning”. 

Sleep deprivation is absolutely a MUST in preconditioning and continued maintenance for new pro-
gramming.  Victims must not experience more than two hours continuous uninterrupted sleep.  Maxi-
mum sleep allowed 3 hours per 24 hour day.  Days should be spent in heavy physical exercise to the point 
of constant exhaustion.  This action stimulates the brain to overproduce endorphins and thus temporarily 
silence the logic center.  This action also is responsible for reversing the brain’s functions from right to left 
or vice versa.  Victims will respond to most any command robotically and hypnotic programming becomes 
a breeze. 
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Hanging the victims upside down for periods of time, one-two hours per day, will further trick the brain 
into dissociation from reality and can reverse such primordial brain functions as turning pain into pleasure; 
up will become down, out will become in, and above all the person administering the tortures will become 
omnipotent in the victim’s now rearranged mind.  This phenomena is likened to the Stockholm Syndrome. 

Daily tortures administered should focus on any of the known victim’s former idiosyncrasies.  This 
could include introducing an ant into the ear canal or covering the victim in say (harmless) spiders or snakes 
(rubber facsimile will work) or exposing them to loud noises (firecrackers) disguised as bombs, heated 
needles or toothpicks under the fingernails, even constant tickling.  These idiosyncrasies then become 
“tortures-of-the-mind” from which there is no escape.  When the operator ceases torturing the victims 
short of death, he’s considered benevolent and “worship” by the victim will again commence—even more 
strongly than before.  The controller’s voiced wishes will become, instead, commands to the victim and all 
moral decision-making processes (sex, murder, etc.) totally bridged (ignored) by the “new mind” of the 
victim. 

High voltage electroshock has multi-use purposes for torture: left brain-right brain function, reversals, 
and, depending on the amount of voltage administered and the location on the body, to compartmentalize 
programs or to set in new ones. 

Sensory deprivation can be accomplished through hanging [upside down] in conjunction with eye and 
ear covers—or with more elaborate sound and light-proof rooms or even burial caskets.  I am more 
familiar with specially heated salt water tanks where buoyancy accomplishes weightlessness, and fitted 
electroshock movement-sensitive sensors are positioned on the victims to stimulate the mental sensation of 
loss of consciousness while wide-awake and, should the victims move externally, high voltage is automati-
cally administered and the victim actually loses consciousness momentarily.  This process is repeated over 
and over until the brain is trained to stop all external body movement from the conscious mind.  Then the 
victim can be audibly commanded and programmed to a calendar date to perform a task, say 50 years in 
the future, without even being cued by an operator—FLAWLESSLY.  This program becomes a part of 
the primitive mind.  This is the same one that tells the victim’s heart to beat and so on. 

Death or health programs can easily be put in place and are not diffusible through conventional psy-
chiatry without knowledge of exact keys administered by an expert psycho/hypno-therapist.  I personally 
know of one 13-year-old girl who is currently institutionalized awaiting such care due to her being locked- 
in through the use of sophisticated harmonics equipment from birth.  But US Department of Justice officials 
have stopped her mother (Beta victim) in her pursuit of justice, and so goes the mother’s credibility and the 
needed expert mental health assistance for her child. 

Now you’ve got the formula.  “Try and protect yourself from it for nobody else can or will.” 

THE  USERS  AND  ABUSERS 

The identity of some of the main users/abusers of Project Monarch Alpha/Beta programmed victims 
have been positively identified to me by survivors who existed at the top of this US Government Criminal 
Conspiracy literally for their entire lives.  There are other victims who are simply too afraid to talk now, 
programmed with the “Nowhere to Run, Nowhere to Hide” and/or “Who Ya’ Gonna Call” CIA themes, 
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but can and will, eventually, because they’ve named their abusers from the Pentagon to the White House. 

These users appear to be focusing not on recreational sex, but on drugs.  Billions of dollars annually in 
heroin/cocaine is muled into the US via cruise ships, airplanes (private and commercial), and by Alpha & 
Beta victims.  [H: Yes indeed the Alpha Beta supermarket chain was structured with very impor-
tant intent in mind.  WHO, for instance, owns that supermarket chain?  The clues ARE ALL 
AROUND you.]  The sale of these drugs is allegedly supporting the CIA’s illegal covert action habits. 
The CIA doesn’t have a “Black Budget” like the Pentagon boys; they earn theirs the “old fashioned way”, 
by importing and selling drugs through elaborate network systems of users that the CIA has taken years to 
establish.  They also consume a lot of their own product! 

I’ve heard from victims some of the dollar amounts that were transferred via computer on just one deal 
that could buy a “banana” republic.  The Beta mules stopped carrying suitcases full of cash in mid-1986 
after the shift from Cuban/Jamaican suppliers went to Mexico.  It has been confirmed that the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) treaty was Mexico’s reward for their cooperation.  [H: Yes, 
and look at Mexico TODAY!] 

The abusers are really anyone with whom the Beta victims have come in contact, who knows what 
she/he is and how to activate the programmed triggers. 

To name a few, there are drug lords, politicians (federal, state, and local), corrupt law enforcement 
personnel [H: Why do you think the Russians co-train in the police academies?], big-name enter-
tainers who themselves usually own a Beta victim or two, and a host of other conspiracy members. 

Victims are traded among members like livestock.  When they reach 30 years of age they are many 
times used in snuff porn movies, or what is termed “thrown from the Freedom Train”.  The abusers are too 
numerous to mention here, but in the reports previously disseminated, were named, many on the Washing-
ton DC level, and hopefully will become visible media targets once I and concerned others wake up the 
populace with the well-hidden TRUTH. 

THE  FUTURE 

Psychological mind control techniques, formulas and equipment, unlike nuclear weapon systems, can 
be reproduced without exotic and expensive component systems, in the privacy of one’s own home by 
virtually anyone with average intelligence, a little information, and no conscience (i.e., criminals).  Mind 
Control Out of Control is just as lethal as nuclear war by-products, however, through genetically engineer-
ing psychology, the “evil” seed is passed on generation to generation. 

[H: Perhaps it now becomes clear WHY the “prosecution” has to PROVE THAT O.J.   NEEDED 
“CONTROL” OVER NICOLE.  This is part of the necessary foundation for the presentation of 
the case—called “motive”.  Could O.J. be “guilty”?  WHICH O.J.?  Don’t be foolish, readers, 
O.J. was trained in the CIA as a younger person—AND, has received additional TRAINING for 
his “motion picture” career.  Indeed he not only could be programmed, but has been programmed. 
The reason it is NOT, however, likely that O.J. WOULD actually kill—is that no one of the 
handlers or programmers would dare count on things going to perfection—and there had to be 
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DEAD bodies.  Death, in addition, would have to be so insanely ugly, violent and dirty as to get 
YOUR attention.  INDEED, THIS IS SUCH A WELL-PLANNED PROGRAM FOR TOTAL 
INSURRECTION OUT THERE, WHEREVER IT IS PLANNED TO HAVE THOSE RIOTS 
AND RACIAL ENCOUNTERS, THAT IT SHOWS ALL OVER EVERYDAY’S RUNNING 
PLAY SCRIPT.] 

Trauma-based mind control, also aptly termed “white slavery”, for the CHOSEN ONES in the 21st 
Century will be predictably the largest “cottage industry” in terms of illicit profits, death, and destruction of 
innocent victims, unless the trend is stopped and those responsible in government and the private sector 
are punished and the survivors/victims given qualified rehabilitative psychiatric care.  [H: How many of 
you think that this will happen with the same ol’ government and direction?] 

The US now has nuclear regulatory agencies which exercise caution as to who can even build nuclear 
weapons, power plants, X-ray machines, or even smoke detectors—but not for Mind Control—thanks to 
the same US Government corrupt officials.  It is out of control. 

The results of this are showing up everywhere.  Multiple Personality Disordered persons are now 
commonplace—whereas before 1980 it was one of the rarest diagnosed psychiatric disorders, from 200 
cases to 24,000.  Which could mean a bare minimum over 250,000 undiagnosed programmed MPDs 
walking around waiting to explode with rage as serial killers, child abusers, etc., against the society that 
protects a few US Government criminal conspirators. 

While we await an answer, another child is being raped, most likely by the very person biologically 
designed to protect them, usually the father, so that in a few years he can put a notice on his computer 
bulletin board: “Beta trained child for sale...Best offer...will trade for business of equal value.”  THE FU-
TURE?  WHO KNOWS?  WHO CARES?? 

[END QUOTING OF PART 3] 

What do I have to say about all this?  Enough to last you into the next era of expression but this is sufficient 
for the needs of today.  First you have to realize this is a fact of your living experience.  I don’t intend to 
“deprogram” anyone.  My mission is to present the truth to YOU—YOU will do that which you will—with 
it!  I salute you who would know Truth. 
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CHAPTER  8 

REC  #1    HATONN 

SAT., FEB. 4, 1995    1:50 P.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 172 

SAT.,  FEB. 4,  1995 

MAXWELL’S  EQUATIONS!! 
[JORDAN,  THAT  IS] 

(Editor’s note:  I have to jump in here, right at the top of this writing to explain Commander Hatonn’s very 
“inside” pun above.  Maxwell’s Equations, named after scientist James Clerk Maxwell are the 4 funda-
mental equations of electro-magnetic theory, linking electric and magnetic field interactions.  Here Com-
mander is alluding to how fundamentally important is Jordan Maxwell’s work on a different kind of “math-
ematical” symbolism, especially the Anti-Christ Masonic symbolism that’s all around us but generally goes 
unnoticed.) 

Here we shall honor a friend who has visited prior to now but watched instead of doing much speaking. 
Few know what to make of me through my secretary on a first encounter.  That is exactly the way it should 
be.  Information and not distractions MUST BE THE CALL AND THE RESPONSE.  I do not wish to 
EVER take the place of information bringers—I do have the capability of bringing together the RIGHT 
ONES who can bring further to your attention the CORRECT INFORMATION.  Nobody BLAMES 
anyone for IGNORANCE!  The sad scenario is the one in which there is REFUSAL to consider the 
information presented.  Why would ones do such a thing as refuse credible information?  For as many 
reasons (excuses??) as there are people; however, I believe as we move along you will see exactly WHY. 
You will further see by WHOM and HOW you are taught to remain ignorant.  Further, you are in the 
WHEN and WHERE as we write. 

Since one of these days we will be having Jordan Maxwell speak with us on the subject of religions, 
symbols and who is what, I need to introduce the subject of the Anti-Christ gang who run your world.  This 
will be just a summary and I find it well-done in a paper called The National Educator, December, 1994. 
(P.O. Box 333, 1051-E South Lemon, Fullerton, CA 92632.)  I find it interesting to note that the paper 
originated in California, came to me through Dr. Cloutier in New York State, back to Nevada and on to me 
BACK IN CALIFORNIA.   So be it because the next article I will share is from AUSTRALIA. 

People continue to want to label me and mine, Anti-Semitic.  NO!  I am a Semite (Shemite) and so are 
you—if you be on my team.  What you were is none of my business.  The very term Anti-Semite as used 
by the JEWS is a perfect example of the way the Anti-Christ operates.  They steal all the correct language 
terminology and make it their own so you are so confused you don’t know what to say or how to act. 
Well, act as within GOD and the confusion STOPS. 

I have no need for revelation—you have exceptional and daring writers and information researchers.  I 
only need to bring things to your attention and I will do so to the best of our capability.  The facts are that 
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I am not “against” ANYBODY—I certainly am in opposition to the beliefs and the actions of those who 
CHOOSE TO BE MY ENEMY. 

[QUOTING:] 

ANTI-DEFAMATION  LEAGUE: 
A  HATE  GROUP  BENT  ON  DESTRUCTION 

OF  ISRAEL’S  FOES 
by ROY  WAYNE, National Educator columnist 

The British government has been under the control of the House of Rothschild since the early Nine-
teenth Century.  The British Intelligence Service, now known as Military Intelligence 6 (MI-6), has man-
aged to exert almost total control of American military policy since the end of the War of Northern Aggres-
sion (the Civil War) in 1865.  The Civil War itself was fomented by the House of Rothschild by its agents 
such as Judah Benjamin and August Belmont, both members of B’nai B’rith, the Jewish Freemasonic 
lodge, then headquartered along with Scottish Rite Freemasonry in Charleston, South Carolina.  B’nai 
B’rith, which is Hebrew for Sons of the Covenant, has been a subversive front for British Intelligence from 
its inception.  British Intelligence is itself the action arm of the House of Rothschild, which fact brings it full 
circle. 

In 1913, the same year the Federal Reserve and its collection agency, the IRS, were born, the B’nai 
B’rith renamed its Publicity Committee the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith. PURPORTEDLY a 
public relations office, it served originally to conceal the crimes of Jewish gangsters such as Arnold Roth-
stein, Meyer Lansky, Bugsy Siegel, Mo Dalitz and many others. It has since World War II destroyed or 
tried to destroy any critic of Israel, Zionism or of Jews in general. Today, as the ADL tries to consolidate 
its control of the American government, it attacks any one or group who is even slightly and publicly aware 
of the threat to our freedom presented by this sinister, alien agency.  Anyone who is willing to defend 
himself against our ADL-dominated, increasingly totalitarian system is therefore targeted for destruction by 
the Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith. 

The following is a press release sent out two days ago by the ADL: 

‘New ADL Report Reveals Militias Preparing for War with U.S. Government’ 

“NEW YORK, Oct. 27 / U.S. Newswire/ — Angry bands of gun-toting right wing militants, calling 
themselves militias, are preaching armed resistance against the federal government.  The issue most agitat-
ing them is gun control, according to a report released today by the Anti-Defamation League (ADL).  [H: 
Certainly DOES tell you who runs your government, doesn’t it?] 

“‘The militias’ target is plainly the democratic process itself,” said Abraham H. Foxman , ADL na-
tional director.  ‘To be fed up with government is one thing, to call for armed resistance is quite another. 
We are especially troubled, but not surprised, that they are attracting racists and anti-Semites.  We urge all 
Americans to spurn them.’ 

“The report [“Armed and Dangerous: Militias Take Aim at the Federal Government”] states that militia 
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ideologues have embraced conspiracy fantasies and are ‘obsessed with the role of government in two 
recent events: the Branch Davidian confrontation in Waco and the Randy Weaver siege in Idaho, which 
they interpret as signs of impending tyranny.’  They are equally agitated by the Brady Law and the federal 
crime bill ban on 19 assault weapons. 

“Leaders include John Trochmann, who with his brother and nephew heads the Militia of Montana, 
one of the most visible and extreme such groups in the country. 

“The ADL report concludes that the chief responsibility for confronting this problem rests with law 
enforcement.  ‘Numerous states have legislation regarding paramilitary training on the books,’ said Foxman. 
‘Some of these laws were based on model legislation initially drafted by ADL in the 1980s.  We urge states 
that do not have such laws to pass them now.’” 

On 26 October, the Alabama based Klanwatch, an arm of the (multimillion dollar) Southern Poverty 
Law Center, also issued a press release: “Today Morris Dees of the Southern Poverty Law Center an-
nounced the formation of a Militia Task Force and called upon the Justice Department and the Attorneys 
General of six states to be alert to the danger posed by growing white supremacist involvement in newly 
formed ‘citizen militias’.  [H: I find it most interesting that the Jews consider themselves “white” 
and certainly are the very most “supremist” organization in the world.  Check again, readers, 
you are beginning to use your CLUES.] 

“Data gathered by the Center’s Klanwatch Project shows that unauthorized militias operate in at least 
18 states.  Some sources put the number as high as 30.  White supremacists are already active in the 
militias in at least six of the states.  Their influence is felt nationwide. 

“In a letter to Attorney General Janet Reno, Dees stated that the ‘mixture of armed groups with those 
who hate is a recipe for disaster.’ 

“A prime example of the new militia movement is the eight-month-old Militia of Montana led by John 
Trochmann.  From the tiny town of Noxon, Montana, Trochmann sends out over 200 militia information 
packets per week.  He also operates a mail order business selling videotapes promoting armed resistance 
to federal and state authorities.  In a thinly veiled warning, Trochmann recently stated that ‘we don’t want 
to go to the cartridge box but we will if we have to.’ “ 

Morris Dees, who frequently signs his name Morris Seligman Dees, is closely aligned with the B’nai 
B’rith and its ADL.  He, too, hates any manifestation of White Americans defending ourselves from our 
monstrous, ADL-controlled government.  He tries to tie militias in with the Ku Klux Klan [H: A group 
started by the same “old boys” as the ADL!] as some sort of fake guilt by association, an association 
which does not exist.  The militia is a burgeoning grass roots movement of men who are fed up with abusive 
government employees.  The ADL is more concerned that militiamen around the country will make the 
connection between the government’s policy to disarm us with the ADL’s drafting of that policy in the first 
place. 

The Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith is correct to be concerned. 
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Editor’s Note: The ADL, the unregistered agent for Israel, was caught red-handed with profiles 
(records) on thousands of American citizens.  In plain words, the ADL was spying on American citizens 
who failed to conform to their idea of conduct. 

These records, collected by the Israeli spy organization over many years, were about groups and 
individuals considered anti-Israel.  Where any other spy group would have been jailed and indicted, the 
ADL has scared politicians so badly that the ADL was not indicted, not even fined.  They are above 
criticism. 

As in any religion or group there are good people and bad people.  It’s too bad the good Jews have not 
rejected the ADL, an organization that uses them to promote their own agenda.  Jews do not need the 
ADL.  [H: More important, however, might be the fact that no longer does the ADL need the 
“recognized” Jew.  Zionism, ADLism, One Worlders, Parasitic Flukes—do not come in any given 
shape, race, size, color or breed.  They are simply the “Anti-Christ” element of all races and 
religions—especially including the Israeli-Christian (Judeo-Christian).  Absurd, is it not?  It is as 
ridiculous as the Arc of the Covenant.  You want to find it for its historic value?  B.S., it is a 
symbolic box of Evil.  LOOK AROUND YOU AND YOU MIGHT WELL ASSUME IT HAS 
BEEN FOUND AND OPENED!!] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Let us turn our attention to something else for it relates to our subject of Mind-Control and I want you to 
have this information as we move on more deeply into the subject. 

We have pointed out that you have the Ground Wave Emergency Network (GWEN) and other grids 
which pulse microwaves and frequencies waves at, over and through you.  Well there is another system 
which is more important and more “deadly”, it is called the OMEGA. 

And, for all of you who THINK you need to go forth and “INVENT” Tesla’s old secrets—forget it. 
Everything is done and working and I am not going to spend any time re-inventing ANYTHING.  I under-
stand your need to desire for participation and assistance to a dying world—but first you have to know that 
all is available—YOU JUST DON’T HAVE IT AND WILL NOT YET BE ALLOWED TO HAVE 
ANY OF IT. 
I ask, Dharma, that you get the article which covers this subject adequately.  It comes from a paper called 
The Strategy, 92 Neale St., Bendigo, Vic. 3550, Australia.  [H: By the way, I would like to point out 
that a friend of ours, Serge Monast, is connected to this publication as Agency International 
Press.] 

I have one recently objecting to use of what he considers his exclusive rights to information on underground 
bases, etc.  No, readers, nobody has such information as is offered by such as Serge Monast and a few 
others.  Further, if your information does not GET AROUND, it is useless and might as well be censored 
and censured.  In this critical time of evolvement and chaos—I will recognize no one who considers “his 
truth” to be somehow sacred—for it is usually such that his truth is not that which he claims—at all—and 
hardly worthy of being sacred. 

Keeping in mind that this is an Australian publication, the headline will make far more sense: “AMERICA— 
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ALLIES OR ENEMIES?” 

[QUOTING, PART 1:] 

CODE-NAME  ‘OMEGA’ 
by Joe Vialls, updated 10-12-94 

The 1500-feet-tall Omega mast in southern Victoria, Australia, is probably the largest US Top 
Secret military project hidden in the open, carefully disguised as a vaguely-inaccurate navigation 
transmitter dedicated to the worthy cause of Maritime Emergency Services.  The disarming and 
friendly help offered by Omega staff towards casual visitors to the transmitter site helps to cover a 
much more devious function.  In reality Omega is an extremely accurate, strategic American navi-
gation system that emits an immensely powerful electro-magnetic field 24 hours a day, posing a 
significant health threat to tens of thousands of unsuspecting Australian citizens scattered across 
the country. 

[H: One reason this is so important is that it is connected to the mind-control system known as 
OZ, as in (Wizard of—).  Since we have just written about this in Monarch material I wanted you 
to not miss it here, please.  In Australia is the headquarters of the most incredibly evil child- 
pornography and Satanic Ritual center in the world.  Your own President Bush has attended its 
annual meetings—among so many others like Kissinger, as to boggle your minds—so, let us just 
move on while YOU keep these tid-bits in mind, please.] 

According to Paul Molloy of the Oz Dept. of Foreign Affairs, the Omega base in Victoria was to close 
on 28 February 1994.  Mr. Molloy admitted in the same interview (ABC, 21 Feb.) that there had been 
continual discussions between Australia and the U.S. after the latter was given 180 days notice of clo-
sure in 1993.  [H: This was coincidental with the full operation and finishing of the luxurious 
hidden underground facilities (for survival of the most Elite of the Elite) which can now only be 
reached by helicopter.] 

For the U.S. to maintain a running dialogue for nearly 170 days about a single transmitter implied that 
Omega was of significant strategic importance to its defense plans, so after more than 20 years it 
seemed the cat was finally out of the bag.  But more was to come on the 28th of February; instead of 
being closed, the U.S. Government suddenly shelled out $500,000 to keep Omega on the air until 
September.  It was an 11th hour reprieve reported only briefly by SBS Television and ABC Radio. 

Standing deceptively peaceful in the lush green fields of East Gippsland, the 1500 feet tall Omega mast 
is the tallest man-made structure in the Southern Hemisphere.  But exactly why is it there and what does 
it do?  Comprehending the real accuracy of Omega is critical to understanding the true value of the system 
to the U.S. Department of Defense, and the reason it is unlikely the latter will allow the Australian 
Government to carry out its threat of closing the transmitter at any time in the future, regardless of 
risks to Australian health. 

The introduction of Omega to Australia was a slow, tortuous business that took the U.S. 13 years to 
complete, with the Victorian transmitter the last of eight worldwide stations to commence transmitting 
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during late 1982.  The other seven transmitters are located in North Dakota, Hawaii, Norway, 
Japan, Liberia, Argentina and LaReunion Island in the Indian Ocean. 

The 1970’s U.S. strategy was simply that of confusing the Australian Government with a flurry of 
confusing disinformation aimed at proving the Omega system was a simple long-range navigation aid for 
use by civilian shipping, and was simply not accurate enough to be used as a sophisticated aid to 
American nuclear ballistic submarines; every one toting two rows of ugly Trident D5 long-range mul-
tiple-warhead thermonuclear missiles in its sleek, glistening black hull. 

The implication was obvious; if the system was not accurate enough for ballistic submarine use, then 
what on Earth were the Australian people making such a fuss about?  The strategy worked then as indeed 
it still works now, and openly hostile opposition to the Omega network died down from strident calls to 
stop construction during the 1970s to muted, puzzled acceptance in the late 1980s.  The deception that 
Omega was simply too inaccurate for use by ballistic submarines was pivotal in allowing the Victorian 
station to start transmitting in 1982.  Unfortunately the U.S. presentation was a carefully constructed 
pack of lies. 

NIKOLA  TESLA 

At the turn of the century electronic genius Nikola Tesla, responsible for more electrical inventions than 
any other single man, already had a system like Omega in mind.  His patent 787,412 of 1905 describes the 
“Art of Transmitting Electrical Energy Through the Natural Mediums” and outlines the series of worldwide 
“generators” (transmitters) which bear a startling resemblance to the current global Omega naviga-
tion chain: 

“...If several such generators of stationary waves, preferably of different length, were installed in judi-
ciously selected localities, the entire globe could be subdivided in definite zones of electrical activity, and 
such and other important data could at once be obtained by simple calculations or readings from suitably- 
graduated instruments. 

“...Evidently the course of a vessel may be easily determined without the use of a compass... the speed 
of a vessel carrying a receiving apparatus may be exactly computed... knowing the wave length, the 
distance from the source (transmitter) can be readily calculated.  In like ways the distance of one point to 
the other, the latitude and longitude, the hour, and etc., may be determined from the observation of such 
stationary waves.” 

The skeptical reader should note at this point that, in the very same patent, Tesla specified that any 
such chain of transmitters should operate at a frequency “smaller than twenty thousand (cycles) per 
second”.  The Omega system operates on frequencies between ten and fifteen thousand cycles per 
second, precisely the range Nikola Tesla had in mind. 

Tesla was also responsible for the basic concept behind the Top Secret U.S. Philadelphia Experiment 
during the Second World War when an attempt was to be made to “cloak” a warship by making it 
invisible, but he resigned from the project when told live sailors were to be kept aboard during the ex-
periment.  After Tesla’s death a year later the experiment went ahead with catastrophic consequence for 
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those involved; so catastrophic that the facts remain classified to this day as do details of many of 
Tesla’s other 800-plus patents.  Nikola Tesla was way ahead of his time but the U.S. military was 
nonetheless quick to grasp the potential of a great number of his inventions, including Omega.  The prob-
lem with Omega was its stunning accuracy and ability.  How on Earth was the U.S. government to con-
vince a wary bunch of Australian citizens that the system posed no threat at all?  The answer was easy, the 
U.S. claimed Omega accuracy was only one or two kilometers, then proceeded to encourage the sale of 
small (inaccurate) Omega navigation receivers to fishing and pleasure boats alike.  True to U.S. declara-
tions during the 1970s, these “single frequency” receivers only provided a fix accurate to within one or two 
kilometers.  It was a true public relations masterpiece, with Australian mariners cheerfully confirming the 
distorted U.S. claim of strictly limited accuracy. 

In order to obtain a navigation fix from a “hyperbolic” system like Omega, the submarine must obtain 
signals from three different transmitters.  For example, a vessel off-shore the Western Australia coast might 
receive signals from the three stations located in East Gippsland, Tsushima in Japan, and LaReunion in the 
western Indian Ocean.  The calculated U.S. illusion lay in the fact the small Omega receivers had access to 
only one of the five available frequencies transmitted in sequence by each of those three transmitters.  This 
severe restriction meant that an ambiguity (error or double meaning) could creep in every half-wave length 
or approximately 13 kilometers, backing up U.S. claims the system’s apparent position-fixing accuracy of 
only one or two kilometers overall made Omega completely unsuitable to use by ballistic missile subma-
rines.  It was a complete lie. 

For “important” American military vessels, i.e., aircraft, submarines and fighting ships, an entirely dif-
ferent receiver was provided, initially with three frequencies and then with up to five frequencies.  In simple 
terms the addition of the second frequency reduced the error to once every 38 kilometers; the third 
frequency to once every 115 kilometers; the fourth frequency to once every 350 kilometers, and the fifth 
to once every 1050 kilometers. 

Each Omega transmitter sends out two signals at the same time; a sky-wave and a ground-wave.  For 
obvious reasons aircraft can only use the sky-wave which is vulnerable to slight inaccuracy due to the 
diurnal effect when the height of the ionosphere varies between night and day.  Fortunately, Omega stations 
on the ground and the aircraft high above automatically compensate for this with computer programs 
continually fed with up-dated data on the conductivity of the Earth, and minor variations in the natural 
geomagnetic field strength.  Such techniques are so effective the accuracy of the system is excellent. 

Equipped with special five-frequency receivers, American military aircraft, submarines and fighting 
ships can therefore plot their positions with a theoretical accuracy of ONE METER, which is consider-
ably better than any satellite system on offer now or at any time in the foreseeable future. 

But for the U.S. Government the illusion was complete, with the only remaining task that of reinforc-
ing Australian public opinion that Omega really was a $50 million over-kill unsuitable for American strate-
gic use.  The answer was simple: hide the facility in the open, pat visitors indulgently on the head and 
hand out bumper stickers.  Such techniques normally referred to as “reverse security” have been common 
in Europe for years, where population density is so high that most installations cannot be surrounded night 
and day by packs of ravenous killer dogs and guards armed with sub-machine guns.  In some cases the 
technique is used to conceal establishments that would normally cause members of the public considerable 
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alarm about their health, i.e., radio-active waste dumps and powerful Omega electro-magnetic ground- 
waves delivered via highly-conductive soil straight into their back gardens, swimming pools and houses. 

By the late 1970s the U.S. disinformation boot had been put into the Australian people with 
savage effect, ensuring that forever afterwards it would become all but impossible for Victorian and other 
Australian citizens to admit they had been badly deceived. 

Before examining the second U.S. deception, which revolved around the difference between stated 
and actual power outputs from the Victorian station, and the real way the signals are transmitted to the 
detriment of Australian public health, it is necessary to explain exactly why the U.S. should go to such 
lengths to install the transmitter at all, because at first glance it seems that satellites of the GPS [Ground 
Positioning System] variety would be perfectly adequate for all military usage.  Unfortunately this is not the 
case. 

Radio signals from position-fixing navigation satellites cannot penetrate the surface of the water, which 
means that ballistic missile submarines need to surface in order to receive signals.  In direct contrast with 
satellite signals, Omega’s penetrate not only water but also sea-ice to at least 50 feet, making the 
very risky business of surfacing completely unnecessary. 

Even more importantly, during a thermonuclear war all transistorized circuits in the navigation satellites 
would be burned out by EMPs (Electro-magnetic Pulses) emitted by thermonuclear weapons exploding in 
the stratosphere and beyond, rendering the satellites utterly useless after a first-strike nuclear attack. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 1] 

Having other engagements elsewhere, we shall close this segment; however, there is more on this subject 
so stay tuned, please. 
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SUN.,  FEB. 5,  1995 

DEAR  GUNTHER 

I appreciate your continued interest and inquiries regarding Gunther Russbacher.  I will, however, clear up 
a few things RIGHT NOW and hopefully put the matter to rest. 

I have a portion of a letter sent to a close friend and it does, of course, both embarrass and bring pain to 
ones here.  First of all, the letter came to precious friends who did everything they could do for the 
Russbachers.  Then when the phone bills got so high by use of Russbachers, Ekkers (by actually taking up 
a “collection”) paid them.  Over and over again money was sent to the Russbachers—again from gifts or 
collections.  REMEMBER: GUNTHER WAS WORKING ON FUNDING IN MAJOR AMOUNTS 
FOR PROJECTS HERE.  HE WAS ALSO WORKING ON THE PHILIPPINE GOLD TRANSAC-
TIONS.  THE HELP WAS CONSIDERED BUT INVESTMENT IN A JOINT EFFORT TO GAIN 
FUNDS FOR OUR WORK.  There was no “misunderstanding”; Ekkers only “met” Gunther twice and 
once almost got killed for the effort.  It has been a bad experience for all involved. 

It is not our business as to what Gunther or Rayelan do with their lives—IT IS our business when ones are 
hurt by another “friend’s” antics. 

I ask that a portion of this note be put to paper here because I want to respond. 

First of all Gunther asks that L.A. send some coffee, some cigarettes (Pall Mall, without filters) and if not 
a watch then at least new leather bands for the one he has that is “ailing”.  So far so good?  Why would 
anyone in Austria have to have a friend in California send such items?  He goes on to say that he can’t ask 
his wife because she is broke. 

Now for the painful part: “By now you might know that my trial has been postponed for the second time— 
more data from E.J. and Ed C. is required, I am quite sure.  I may have gone overboard on using the cards, 
but it’s no reason for them to lower the boom on me.  Raye too is nervous as hell as she was 
present during the whole issue. 

“When I told you ‘to always remember that I loved you guys,’ I meant just that!  I don’t say things like that 
merely for the hell of it.  I meant it then, and I mean it now.  In that respect, nothing has changed.  I 
WISH THAT E.J. WOULD WRITE THE COURT AND GET ME OFF THE HOOK.  WHO 
KNOWS, MAYBE HE’LL DO SO FOR ALL OUR SAKES. 

“My arteries have closed down again.  I am in need of a new by-pass surgery.  I’ll go in for a new check- 
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up in two weeks.  Sorry about the articles (Rayelan’s and Ede Koenig’s), however, Raye is fit to be tied. 
She saw all my work dissolve virtually in front of our eyes.  It wasn’t pleasant at all....” 

There is more but it is private for the receiving party and I do not overstep my boundaries in privacy 
invasion.  However, I do intend to respond to this IN KIND. 

JUST  THE  FACTS,  MA’AM! 

There is NO MORE DATA required from any parties involved save the credit card companies.  Ede 
Koenig asked a good question when she asked, “How can people on food stamps afford a credit card 
which could hold $35,000 dollars?”  Obviously the answer is “THEY CAN’T AND DON’T.” 

There have been no charges leveled against Gunther Russbacher as such—nor against Rayelan—but I 
believe the parties on the stripped end of this game are getting more nervous and itchy than Raye ever 
could.  I would guess that Rev. Ed Cleary ended up with some $12-$15 thousand dollars against a couple 
of his cards—UNAUTHORIZED—and Ekkers over a period of time well over $35,000 against various 
things at various times.  The final straw broke the camel’s back with the effort to charge $22,000 (twenty- 
two thousand dollars) in CASH to the card. 

There is no way these people can pay off debts of that magnitude for the remainder of their lives—neither 
Ed, who is now in his eighties, nor the Ekkers, who have nothing.  THEY COULDN’T PAY THE BILLS 
and they both told the Austrian Police (WHEN THE POLICE CONTACTED THEM) that they couldn’t 
pay such bills and the charges WERE NOT AUTHORIZED.  Oh there were many others and would have 
been more if we hadn’t warned you readers.  There was one $10,000 charge to a lady in Texas and that 
Credit Card company is more involved than here.  Russbachers made dozens of calls to YOU, OUR 
READERS, for money and credit card numbers.  And yet, we should feel badly about “Ray” being “fit to 
be tied”? 

If there are any legal charges against Russbacher (and there are), then it is higher up the ladder.  The 
Austrian police seemed to have a record for Herr Von Russbacher that goes back a very long, long way. 
The point here, however, is not that of “taking” without asking—but it is obvious that at the places whereat 
Russbachers were getting these charges through, THERE HAD TO BE ACCOMPLICES—OR, POS-
SIBLY ONES USING THE CARDS WITHOUT RUSSBACHER’S PERMISSION AS WELL.  “E.J.” 
could write dozens of letters and accomplish NOTHING—he hasn’t brought any charges—neither can he 
afford to pay the bills.  According to the Austrian Police Raye “skipped the country”—again, and possibly 
amusing (??), on Ed’s credit card.  Now you tell me how this can be construed to be “another’s” FAULT? 

As to Gunther’s arteries—forget it.  There is nothing wrong with Gunther Russbacher except total Mon-
arch-type control.  Raye has become a part of that controlling influence and it would appear that possibly 
Gunther is better off inside something somewhere that keeps those two in separation.  The hope would be 
that Gunther AND Raye could get themselves “together” into whole individuals—but no, the games go on 
and on and on—while the blame is shifted, twisted and bent.  This is love?  I remind you—God is truth, 
GOD IS LOVE—and nobody does these things, and then comes back and asks for MORE, who LOVES 
YOU. 
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The person Raye and Gunther touted as “Gunther’s boss” and took him to Munich, etc.??  This man claims 
to not even know how to fly a plane.  He says that he took one flying lesson years and years ago and the 
instructor asked him not to pursue the occupation.  Is this true or false?  Well now, you consider possi-
bilities. 

Does Gunther have proof of the fingernail stories, the surgery wounds and so on?  Yes he does—but so 
will all Mind-Control trapees.  Did he DO all the things he claimed?  NO!  Some of them he did, none of 
the more recent happened.  Is he who he claimed to be?  Who knows, he certainly is seemingly not treated 
as “royalty” this morning—or THIS is also a game.  Either way, I repeat, Ed nor E.J. can do anything about 
this—this is NOT “them”—this, so to speak, regards American Express, Mr. Kissinger’s company. 

Raye and Gunther seemed to believe (but I doubt it) that this is somehow a “company” store, a CIA 
operation for THEIR benefit.  Well, that just proves, readers, what a sorry lot the CIA is—there have been 
no funds to assist, resist, persist or pay for anything!!  IF CIA is the employer here—it went with George 
Green along with the GOLD and nobody except him knew anything about it.  Perhaps the ADL knows? 

It would seem from the way Gunther and Rayelan lived in Austria that there must be resources from 
somewhere—and now we know from where.  The hotel that really got them into trouble was $500 to 
$700 PER NIGHT and they had three suites.  They also rented a Mercedes limousine WITH DRIVER. 
Maybe they didn’t know what they were doing for the drinks also flowed like water with two refrigerators 
completely stocked.  Problems?  I would guess so. 
There were contracts, yes contracts, with these people for funds to flow back for project funding.  They 
left a few of the people working directly with them—not only holding the bag but at physical RISK OF 
BEING TAKEN OUT FOR NON-PERFORMANCE—(and Rayelan is nervous and fit to be tied?).  By 
the way—a lot of the bills in spite of all the “borrowed” funds—WERE NOT PAID AND THAT IS 
WHY GUNTHER IS VISITING JAIL. 

YOU READERS GOT HIM OUT ONCE, SET HIM FREE—AND THIS IS YOUR REWARD? 
I THINK NOT THIS TIME—THE POLICE SEEM TO BE FRIENDLY BUT FIRM—AND 
E.J. AND ED CAN WRITE UNTIL HELL FREEZES AND IT WILL NOT MAKE A WHIT OF 
DIFFERENCE FOR THEY ARE NOT THE PROBLEM! 

Now, please, let us leave this unfortunate saggy for now.  I realize that you are again hearing from Rayelan 
AND now, Gunther.  However, nobody here CAN DO ANYTHING ABOUT THEIR CIRCUM-
STANCES.  But what about Dr. Ede Koenig?  I think it is pitiful, Gunther promised to send a jet-plane to 
personally pick her up and bring her to his Austrian “CORONATION”.  Even Dharma was practicing the 
Vienna Waltz.  A fantasy?  Perhaps stranger things HAVE HAPPENED—but today it is a distraction from 
your real problems. 

The following is one of the most important documents you will EVER READ so please pay attention.  It is 
not too long but it is by W.A. CARTO (VIP Spotlight) and it is worthy of your noting.  I might add that 
Ronn Jackson’s room has been ripped apart and raided.  What was taken?  Spotlight, CONTACT, and 
several other “patriot” papers. 

[QUOTING:] 
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WE  TOLD  YOU  SO—AGAIN 
Exclusive to Spotlight 

by  W.A. CARTO 

January 25 and 26 were “Vindicate SPOTLIGHT Days” as the Establishment media ADMITTED 
THAT THEIR HISTORY OF THE ‘HOLOCAUST’ HAS BEEN WRONG ALL ALONG. 

As The SPOTLIGHT has reported for many years, the number of victims of “The Holocaust” has 
been greatly exaggerated.  All “experts” until 1991 claimed that 4 million Jews were killed at Auschwitz. 

This impossible figure was reduced in 1991 by the Polish government to 1.1 million, but the 
event went unnoticed by the Establishment media.  In fact, it sparked a renewed effort on the part of the 
notorious Anti-Defamation League (ADL), an illegally-unregistered agent of Israel, to perpetu-
ate the profitable hoax. 

In 1993, four books appeared and were heavily publicized in the American media.  The purpose was 
to viciously attack historical “revisionists”—honest historians unable to accept the inflated figures.  One 
author, a so-called “historian” named Deborah Lipstadt, began an eventful tour around the country attack-
ing anyone as an “anti-Semite” and “Nazi” who dared to admit the truth—that even Polish historians now 
admitted that no more than 1.1 million people were killed at Auschwitz, 3 million LESS than claimed 
and that the “official” total of Jewish dead should be reduced to 3 million from the media-ac-
cepted figure of 6 million. 

On January 25 the San Diego Union joined historical revisionists by reporting that the leading conser-
vative magazine in Japan, Marco Polo, alleged that there were no homicidal gas chambers in 
Nazi Germany. 

Then, on January 26, other newspapers, including the Washington Post and even the New York 
Times—both of which have always upheld the inflated and false statistics—admitted that the 
Auschwitz death toll should be reduced by 2,900,000 to 1.1 million. 

This admission is a death blow to the official history of World War II.  All history texts, encyclopedias 
and study courses now have to be rewritten to reflect the historical truth. 

The facts about deaths at Auschwitz, however, although now substantially revised, ARE STILL 
WRONG.  The Germans kept detailed records of Auschwitz deaths and issued death certificates 
for each person who died.  These records were captured by the Soviet Army and have been in the 
Soviet archives since 1945.  They show THAT NO MORE THAN 120,000 PERSONS OF ALL 
RELIGIONS AND ETHNICITY DIED AT AUSCHWITZ DURING THE WAR, including two 
years for which the death certificates are unavailable.  The causes of death were usually listed 
as “old age”.  But many died from disease, such as typhus, which the Germans combated with an 
insecticide, Zyklon B.  [H: And which they got through a Polish salesman—who later became the 
Holy Pope of the Vatican.] 

Will these newspapers now subscribe to THE BARNES REVIEW, the world’s leading revisionist 
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journal?—End. 

U.S.  SPECIAL  FORCES  IN  CHECHNYA 

Spotlight’s Mike Blair is on a roll also, so let’s stay right with the facts and continue quoting: 

JOIN  RUSSIAN  COMRADES 
IN  SIEGE  OF  GROZNY: 

U.S. and Russian troops are learning together how to subjugate and disarm an urban population— 
in a real life, genocidal situation. 

Exclusive to the Spotlight, By Mike Blair:  Three teams of U.S. Army Special Forces troops are with 
Russian forces as “advisers-observers” that are brutally attempting to crush a rebellion in Chechnya, ac-
cording to reliable sources. 

The sources told the Spotlight the American troops are accompanying Russian soldiers who for 
weeks have had the Chechen capital of Grozny under siege. 

Also, this populist newspaper has obtained a video report from Independent Television News (ITN) 
which shows special Russian Interior Ministry troops, who were trained during the past year in the 
United States, as part of the 40,000-troop invasion force sent to Chechnya to crush the independence 
movement there. 

Last year, an unknown number of these Spetsnaz troops [H: We have written extensively about the 
Spetsnaz troops.  They are sort of like the Elite of the special police and fit somewhere on a par 
with the Mishpucka of Israel.] were brought to the United States, where they trained with U.S. military 
forces and with special police SWAT teams in several American cities.  The training emphasized house- 
to-house gun confiscation. 

It appears no coincidence that the Spetsnaz troops who received the gun confiscation training in the United 
States were dispatched by Russian President Boris Yeltsin to Chechnya, since the Russian Security Coun-
cil has indicated several times during the past several weeks that the war there would not be over until 
“illegal armed formations” are disarmed. 

Regarding the presence of U.S. Special Forces troops with the Russians in Chechnya, a retired Special 
Forces officer told The Spotlight it was “more than likely” the American soldiers are part of 10th Special 
Forces stationed at Fort Carson, Colorado. 

He explained that troops from the 10th have consistently, over the years, trained for action in nations of 
eastern Europe that were once part of the Soviet empire and southern republics of what were a part of the 
Soviet Union. 

[END OF QUOTING] 
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I think you get the point so I won’t reprint the remainder of the article.  I would, however, point out that on 
the Russian uniforms there is a shoulder patch in English which reads “Team Special” and yet on the head 
beret there still remains the insignia of the Communist Soviet Union.  Interesting?  Worse than that! 

Also, on page 6 of the Feb. 6, 1995 edition of The Spotlight are a couple of very interesting tank pictures. 
They are Russian tanks but strangely enough they are in Bay City, Michigan.  Perhaps Michigan could use 
a militia after all?  There were also a lot more interesting things on that train-load of heavy equipment like 
ZSU-23-4 radar-guided quadruple 23 millimeter self-propelled anti-aircraft guns, with SA-13 Gopher 
surface-to-air missile launchers.  The flatbed rail car bears the Department of Defense (USA) numbers 
DODX 40227, DODX 40357, DODX 40247 and DODX 40446. 

There were also a “number of generator units, necessary for operating the system’s sophisticated radar 
units, and a generator-equipped truck”.  The equipment was mounted on “tracked” carriers.  “The qua-
druple gun system, which is of 23 millimeter, has an effective range of about one mile.  Each unit has a fold- 
down radar dish for guiding the fire from the guns.  The multi-gun ZSU-23-4’s are used in conjunction with 
various Russian anti-aircraft missiles.” 

For what is all the weaponry???  Well, “When you least expect it—smile—you’ll be on candid target!!” 

By the way, there is an Editor’s note in that paper [2/6/95  SPOTLIGHT ] which bears a lot of careful 
consideration: 

“With the world-wide economic instability brought on by the collapse of the Mexican peso 
and the devastating earthquake in Japan, [H: Thanks for the article on the liar’s holocaust.] a 
number of self-proclaimed financial gurus are prognosticating the collapse of the U.S. economy. 
That prediction is usually followed by advice to ship your money out of the country to 
some place “safe”—like a Swiss bank.  DON’T DO IT.  Read our special intelligence 
report on pages 12 and 13.  We tell you what the establishment won’t about Swiss Banks 
and banking practices.”  [Spotlight] 

Now readers, this gets down and dirty before it’s over.  These people will give you the “right stuff” on 
Swiss Banking and tell you how it is with such as Lawrence T. Patterson and Sonny Bloch.  Sonny is a 
radio broadcaster and of course Lawrence Patterson “is a Cincinnati-based operator who collects hefty 
secret ‘commissions’ from at least one powerful Swiss bank after patriots put their money in its coffers.” 
Comments?  How are you going to get your money back into the States when you want or need it?  I think 
you had better be thinking about things of that nature for you will be pushed and shoved to get your assets 
“off-shore”.  Off-shore WILL EVENTUALLY MEAN “away from you”!  Besides the ability to getcher 
money—do you know who owns that (those) Swiss Banks?  Spotlight informs you—again. 

[QUOTING:] 

WHO  OWNS  BANK? 

Do you know who really owns the “Swiss” bank where you have your life savings secreted 
away, safe from the clutches of the IRS or your greedy ex-wife, and hidden from the nosy neigh-
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bor who works at the local bank?  By William Francis. 

Just because a bank has an office in Switzerland doesn’t mean it’s really a “Swiss” bank owned and 
operated by nice Swiss bankers of the old school.  [H: There is no longer any “old school”!] 

There are some 100 foreign-controlled banks currently operating in Switzerland.  What’s more, there’s 
no telling who—or what—has a controlling interest in any particular “Swiss” bank that you might be 
dealing with. 

For all you know, your friendly “Swiss” banker may be a front man for the CIA, the KGB, the 
Mossad—or the IRS.  To paraphrase an old saying: “Let the depositor beware.” 

If you are stashing your money away in Switzerland, you might as well face this stark reality: you could 
be putting your money in the hands of precisely the people from which you wish to hide your money. 

One of the best known “Swiss” banks was the Banque De Credit International.  Not only did the bank 
serve as the repository for tens of millions of dollars socked away by law-abiding Americans who saw the 
bank as a “safe” foreign haven, but the bank was also the chief money laundry for Meyer Lansky, the 
“chairman of the board” of the international crime syndicate. 

MOSSAD  CONNECTION 

Founder of the bank was Tibor Rosenbaum, the first director for finance and supply of Israel’s in-
telligence agency, the Mossad.  “Rosenbaum’s Baby”—as the bank was known—went belly up in 1974 
and depositors saw their savings go down the drain, having been looted by the Mossad operative and his 
cronies. 

In Zurich, today, one will find the Handelsbank N.W.  Although it has a quaintly Germanic name, the 
bank is actually controlled by the National Westminster Bank, based in London. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

And so it goes, readers.  If you have money “hidden away” in Switzerland—NOW IS THE TIME TO 
GET IT OUT—IF YOU CAN DO SO.  Switzerland is about the most UNSAFE place you can have 
assets stashed.  If you have them holding gold over there for you—GET IT NOW!  The NEW WORLD 
ORDER has total control of those banks just as they do the International Monetary Fund, World Bank, 
and that cute little “biggest and most important bank in the world: “Bank of International Settlements.” 

It isn’t just nice Swiss sounding banks—look around you.  There is the Banca del Gottrardo of Lugano. 
This has a distinctly Italian name.  How about the Sumitomo Bank of “Osaka, Japan”?  What about the 
Bank fur Aussenwirtschaft in Zurich? (this one has the parent company in Moscow). 

These are ALL Israeli interests.  Israeli interests also have a major hand in Swiss banking operations as 
well as these scattered and distractive sounding names.  In Switzerland there are a couple of biggies: Bank 
Hapoalim (Schweiz) and Bank Leumi le-Israel (Schweiz). 
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Then there are the so-called “private banks” which SEEM less open for inspections, etc.  No good 
either—because the “private” banks, in return for secret payoffs, expect to evade the Swiss laws—and 
these “payoffs” are called “consulting fees” so nobody will notice the transactions.  Well, if it worked, it 
would be fine—but you KNOW that the PLANS ARE TO CLOSE THE BORDERS—OF EVEN 
YOUR STATES.  HOW are you going to get your assets back when that happens or when the funds are 
confiscated and/or collapse happens?  Swiss banks were once a good shelter—NO LONGER.  SWIT-
ZERLAND IS A NEW WORLD ORDER STATE! 

How about other “off-shore” places?  Well, there are some which can STILL be utilized but I am not into 
watching them closely because when the New World Order shuts you down—they will SHUT YOU 
DOWN.  Austria still has the most secure banking ACCOUNTS but you must be a “citizen” or bear 
“citizenship permits”—or have a friend who IS A CITIZEN.  Austria is about the only place left with truly 
private “numbered” accounts.  You are simply not going to have the best of ALL WORLDS.  It is the time 
of choosing 

We here sit in a nice place, actually, we are denounced by almost everyone—except those who REALLY 
MATTER—the souled beings seeking GOD and TRUTH.  I KNOW my enemies—and we await our 
friends—after you make your choices.  I am not a lizard and I don’t do magic shows or tells.  I do research 
a lot of material which I am happy to share and I shall not take sides on the Bankers’ deals.  We offer that 
which we feel will give you some security for a while, at least.  There is going to be no “magic” methods— 
the One Worlders are after EVERYTHING—ESPECIALLY YOUR SOUL!  THEY GET “THAT” BY 
MANIPULATING YOUR “THINGS”! 

LITTLE  CROW 

Within us lives what it is we seek.  If it is peace and harmony and balance among 
yourselves, with yourself, then accept that it’s there.  Accept the possibility that it 
dwells within you, because there isn’t anybody on Earth who can give it to you.  You 
have to take that responsibility for yourself.  Feb. 2, 1991. 

AHO 
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MON., FEB. 6, 1995    7:07 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 174 

MON.,  FEB. 6,  1995 

AID  &  ABET  POLICE  NEWSLETTER 

As we sit to write on a day seemingly just like any other day, we are called to attention.  Oh, the things of 
the day will go on, Spring and early Summer has moved in when you SHOULD be in the dead of Winter, 
and yet Winter has just struck for the first time in the Eastern areas of the U.S. when it should have begun 
two months ago.  Hey, what’s happenin’?  The point is—it IS happening. 

Every day as we write we begin to KNOW what is happening and, yet, within the being of EVERY human 
beats the ABSOLUTE ABILITY TO KNOW, without quandary.  The only things you do not, and possi-
bly cannot, know is what will happen in the moment—on your plane of existence.  It is past time that your 
SOUL BE ALLOWED IT’S KNOWING OF TRUTH and all else will fall into proper perspective. 

One of the best presentations of notice as to the police/military alerts as United Nations treachery is 
exposed is written BEAUTIFULLY in AID & ABET, Police Newsletter.  To give honor simply to Jack 
McLamb, now retired, would be injustice to the other outstanding people who produce that paper.  There 
is Editor: Police Officer A. Rick Dalton; Writers: National Guardsman Fred Willoughby and Louis E. 
Stradling; and the one who goes forth to try and reach the public “market”, Peter Giordano.  I salute them 
all, these listed and all those who make such work possible—who are rarely in the receiving of the recog-
nition so richly deserved. 

I will offer just the first few paragraphs for your attention—until Rick Martin can contact Jack and ask 
what we may use and if there is further notice we can offer for your attention. 

DON’T! 

Some of you will say, “Oh no, he works WITH so and so....!”  Don’t do this, students.  Truth is truth—and 
ALL OF US/YOU HAVE WORKED WITH ONES WHO MIGHT WELL BE QUESTIONABLE. 
THIS IS THE WAY WE LEARN AND IN ALL CIRCUMSTANCES LAY THE LESSONS.  THESE 
ARE your police officers trying with all the might they have to SAVE what is left of dignity, duty and order 
of that which once represented truth, security, service and brotherhood to the communities of your nation/ 
world.  A man is not to be JUDGED—only his actions!  Moreover, YOU do not become THE man—and 
that, readers, is between the man AND GOD.  May we just offer the first bit of introduction and YOU 
“can” be the judge of content. 

[QUOTING:] 
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URGENT  REPORT 
(Constitutional Issues For Lawmen) 

Read this urgent report from your police and soldier colleagues NOW.  This special report on 
the UNITED NATIONS is the most important police publication that you will read.  It will inform our 
fellow officers and soldiers about WHO and WHAT “our new boss” is.  It is time that all of our colleagues 
understand who and what we will be serving in the near future.  Many of our readers will remember what 
Globalist George Bush said at a speech before the United Nations on February 1, 1992.  It bears repeat-
ing here, and we quote, “It is the SACRED principles enshrined in the UN charter to which we will 
henceforth pledge our allegiance.”  He meant it, and with the help of his fellow Democratic and Repub-
lican Socialists in our nation, they’re pulling it off. 

In the near future we will each be making a life-altering choice as to whom it is we will serve.  Our 
choices will be between these two: a foreign, Anti-GOD, GLOBAL ELITISTS’ Socialist society, and our 
Constitutional Republic/FREE American people, which we took a sacred oath to protect and serve.  In 
order to make this choice we must understand the nature of both of these entities. 

Today, between these pages, you will see the true face of the UNITED NATIONS.  Thus, you’ll be 
better prepared to make one of the most important decisions of yours and your family’s lives.  Since we 
have gained this knowledge, many of us have already made our decision.  However, the hour is late, 
therefore, after you read this intelligence alert we ask that you assist in getting this vital report into the hands 
of each of our fellow police officers and soldiers as quickly as possible. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Let us turn back now to “OMEGA” and Australia (continuation): 

“OMEGA”  AND  AUSTRALIA’S  HEALTH 

Luckily for the U.S. the very low frequency (VLF) transmissions of Omega would be almost com-
pletely unaffected by the holocaust, and a retaliatory strike from the Southern Ocean using U.S. Trident D5 
missiles with a range of more than 7,000 nautical miles could easily be achieved.  Thus Australia would 
be dragged unwittingly into a Northern Hemisphere thermonuclear war. 

Dissenters will no doubt wish to point out that the Cold War is now over and a nuclear strike 
nowadays would be impossible.  One glance at the Ukraine busily changing the codes in its own 
stock of intercontinental ballistic missiles, and the conflict in the former Soviet republics should be 
enough to convince the reader there is now a much higher risk of an ‘accidental’ thermonuclear strike than 
at any time during the Cold War. 

As critical command/control communications (C3) facilities for the U.S nuclear ballistic submarine 
fleet, each Omega transmitter will be permanently targeted by at least two Russian multimega-
ton thermonuclear warheads riding on independently launched missiles, AIMED AT THE OMEGA 
CHAIN’S OBLITERATION IN THE EVENT WORLD WAR III BREAKS OUT.  Unfortunately 
the Russian thermonukes would also cause massive loss of life and nuclear contamination in several 
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countries currently devoid of any nuclear weapons of their own.  Tens of thousands of Aus-
tralian, Norwegian and other lives would be sacrificed purely to protect Washington’s sacred 
American national security. 

NOT  THE  RUSSIANS! 

[H: The MOST TERRIBLY INCORRECT PART of this summary and assumption is that “Rus-
sia” will do these things—NO, PEOPLE, I TELL YOU—AGAIN: IT IS THE ELITE LEAST- 
EXPECTED WHO PLAN TO DO YOU IN!!  THIS, WHILE THE RUSSIANS TAKE ALL THE 
BLAME—IT IS THE MODE OF OPERATION OF THE DAMNED BEAST AND HIS PLAY-
ERS!  RUSSIA IS NOT YOUR ENEMY!  THE PARASITIC ANTI-CHRIST WORLD INTEN-
DERS ARE THE ENEMY OF HUMANKIND—NOT THE RUSSIANS!!  But, the United Na-
tions “government” will be in charge and there will be massive SOVIET integration of the Bol-
sheviks, to be sure.  However, the RUSSIANS are just like YOU: they have been “hoodwinked” 
by the Secret Satanic Elite Orders who have gained control while the world slept.  This is NOT 
the Russians as such and I would add here: those good Russians who would befriend you—have 
the supremacy in SPACE.  Let us be SURE we get our players STRAIGHT because your very 
lives will depend on this alliance with other goodly humanity.] 

Back in the 1970s the U.S. Government also forgot to mention an even bigger long-term hazard 
associated with the Omega transmitters the effect of electromagnetic pollution on Australian citizens. 
An Australian document dated 1978 describes the Omega signal as “a radio signal of 10KW (ten thousand 
watts) in power or about the same as a typical ABC broadcasting station”.  This bland statement attracted 
226 submissions from a skeptical Australian public, resulting in an attachment to the draft Environmental 
Impact Statement, the combination of both concluding “...that the establishment of an Omega facility on 
this site will have little impact on the social, biological, and physical environment of the area.” 

Unfortunately Omega’s U.S. sponsors were lying through their hind teeth and the Environmental 
Impact Statement was FRAUDULENT DUE TO THE INACCURATE INFORMATION PRO-
VIDED.  The power input to the Omega station is shown in a 1978 Australian document as consisting of 
2 x 450 KW transformers drawing power from a dedicated substation fed by the national grid backed 
up by a huge 750 KW stand-by generator driven by a V12 diesel with enough fuel to power the 
station for a minimum of six weeks if the national grid supply should be cut off.  All this to transmit 
“a radio signal of 10 KW in power or about the same as a typical ABC broadcasting station”??? 

Of course not.  The Omega station transmits in two modes at the same time: the first is a weak 10,000- 
watt Hertzian sky-wave from the top of the 1500 foot mast; and the second is an incredibly powerful 
underground electromagnetic field the U.S. Government forgot to mention, which pumps another 500,000 
watts out through the Earth via giant buried copper aerials, radiating out around the base of the 
tall transmitter mast every ten degrees for a distance of 1,100 feet each. 

The ground-wave mode the U.S. forgot to mention during the 1970s is of special interest to ballistic 
missile submarines as it has no inherent ambiguities at all.   Fitted with special five-frequency receivers 
backed up by powerful computers and Caesium atomic [clock] standards, U.S. submarines are theoreti-
cally capable of fixing their positions on the globe within CENTIMETERS.  While global fixes so accu-
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rate might appear to be drawn from the realms of science fiction, Nikola Tesla’s patent 787,412 of 
1905 shows the capability to be very real.  [H: Dharma, I want to offer a copy of that patent, 
please—no, I will give it to you.  I don’t want to give any backup information—just allow the 
readers to KNOW that I KNOW of what they speak in this article.] 

Once again, for skeptical readers, it should be noted that one of the declared primary requirements for 
the Omega site was “high soil conductivity”; in other words the ability of the ground to transmit electro-
magnetic fields for long distances.  The U.S. Department of Defense was indeed fortunate in securing East 
Gippsland as a site; the soil is highly conductive all the way to Melbourne and beyond.  Early in 1994 a 
Victorian radio expert living more than 100 kilometers away from the transmitter detected an “earth” 
electrical potential so strong he was able to listen to Omega’s ground pulses simply by plugging his high 
impedance headphones directly into the dirt of his back garden. 

It is also noteworthy that the remote transmitter monitoring console site had to be located a minimum 
of 30 kilometers away from the powerful ground aerials in order to escape their electromagnetic effects. 
At this point in time the remote monitoring console is known to be located about 80 kilometers away in the 
Strzelecki Ranges, roughly half way to Melbourne, but its very existence remains largely unknown to 
the Australian public. 

This is hardly surprising.  Using a telephone- or microwave-linked command signal, the remote con-
sole is capable of varying the transmitted Omega signal at will to create whatever electromagnetic effect the 
controllers might wish to achieve at any given time; not the sort of remote facility its U.S. owners would 
wish Australian citizens to visit on an ad-hoc basis. 

At the entrance to the user-friendly transmitter site in East Gippsland a large sign flanked by pretty 
gardens declares: “Australian Maritime Safety Authority Welcomes Visitors to the Omega Naviga-
tion Facility.”  Wonderful!  But if a visitor tries to stray beyond the building to take closer pictures of 
the tall mast, the response is, “Sorry, it’s too hot out there!”; a direct reference to radio frequency burns 
that would be suffered by anyone unwise enough to trample across hidden copper earth aerials pumping 
out half a million watts.  As most ABC automatic radio transmitter sites normally remain unmanned unless 
they break down, it seems likely the friendly resident staff are kept at the Omega transmitter site primarily 
to prevent unwary members of the public from being fried to a crisp. 

The reverse-security visitors’ room contains impressive details of the operation of the Omega system 
but, alas, no details of the remote console facility high up in the Strzelecki Ranges.  It is an unfortunate 
omission.  Obviously the Australian Government feels the public has no need to be bothered with such 
trivia. 

There is a very real danger to the people of Victoria from the massive electromagnetic field travelling 
through that state’s highly conductive soil.  Dr. Robert Becker M.D.[author of The Body Electric], an 
expert of great renown in the specialized field of electromagnetic pollution and twice a Nobel Prize nomi-
nee, has published alarming but well-researched information about mental difficulties, increased 
incidents of cancer, cataracts and developmental defects due to powerful electromagnetic fields 
emitted by low frequency transmitters, allied equipment and systems. 
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Becker researched many areas containing powerful transmitters including the ill-fated Sanguine Ex-
tra Low Frequency (ELF) transmitter designed like Omega to transmit data to American subma-
rines.  [H: Do NOT MISS the next:]  Such was the increased level of Serum-Triglycerides in 
American residents, indicating greatly enhanced levels of induced stress, Sanguine was forced to 
close down immediately.  [H: Don’t be fooled, however, as the transmitters were simply changed 
out.  Those alterations do not longer interfere with signals bounced off the satellites, etc.  The 
U.S. space shuttle is up here putting some more final pieces of the grid into place and soon you 
are surrounded, as in “CAGED IN”.] 

As Dr. Robert Becker relates only too clearly, there are many other effects to worry about where low- 
frequency electromagnetic fields are concerned, and in his book CROSS CURRENTS makes the follow-
ing general observation: 

“All abnormal, man-made electromagnetic fields, regardless of their frequencies, produce the same 
biological effects.  These effects, which deviate from normal functions and are actually or potentially harm-
ful, are the following: 

* effects on growing cells, such as increases in the rate of cancer-cell division; 
* increases in the incidence of certain cancers; 
* developmental abnormalities in embryos; 
* alterations in neuro-chemicals, resulting in behavioral abnormalities such as suicide; 
* alterations in biological cycles; 
* stress responses in exposed animals that, if prolonged, lead to declines in immune system effi-
ciency; 
* alterations in learning ability.” 

Omega has been transmitting continuously for at least 10 years, quite long enough for health statistics 
in Victoria to be compared with others in New South Wales and Queensland, for example, on a before- 
and-after basis: Especially within 700 kilometers of the powerful VLF Omega transmitter itself.  An ABC 
radio journalist recently discovered that levels of spontaneous violence in Victorian police area “Q” are 
the highest in the State.  AREA “Q” IS THE COUNTRY AREA SURROUNDING OMEGA. 

As any sociologist or psychologist will confirm, country districts like “Q” cannot compete with densely 
populated urban areas where spontaneous violence is concerned, but “Q” has broken every rule in the 
textbooks; There is more violence around the Omega station than in the poorest, most deprived 
suburb in the city of Melbourne. 

Though statistics are not yet to hand to compare Melbourne with other Australian capital cities, it 
appears that Melbourne itself might not be immune from the effects of the mammoth Omega gound-wave. 
At the time of writing it seems possible the Omega electromagnetic field could be contributing to the 
“sudden rash” of spontaneously aggressive attacks and multiple killings in the city; nearly all of 
which have occurred since the station started transmitting during 1982. 

It is perhaps time for all Australians to take a more active interest in the hidden hazards posed by 
certain foreign bases on their own sovereign territory, especially those like Omega which are of absolutely 
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no use to Australian citizens, but nonetheless pump out continual invisible electromagnetic pollution at 
massive power settings 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.  It is currently unknown what levels of electro-
magnetic pollution the other large bases at Pine Gap and Nurrungar may be generating, but it seems 
unlikely there will be any noticeable concern about Australian public health on the part of the U.S. 
government. 

There is a remote chance that Omega’s colossal electromagnetic field is causing more than health 
damage alone.  The station is capable of generating voltages high enough to subtly alter pressures in the 
vicinity of the station, and the sheer power of the electromagnetic field appears capable of lo-
cally damaging the natural geomagnetic field strength of the Earth which normally lies between 0.2 
and 0.6 gauss.  It has been suggested to the author by electronics experts that interference with these 
two parameters could accidentally or intentionally trigger changes in the weather of unknown 
magnitude.  [H; INDEED!  MASSIVELY!]  Whether or not Omega has sufficient power to do this 
remains to be seen. 

Reactions to the Australian Government’s sudden decision to give the US Government 180 days 
notice of closure were mixed, but members of staff at the transmitter told two different callers they 
thought it unlikely the station would close at all.  It now appears those staff were correct. 

Despite the SBS Television statement on 28 February 1994 that Omega had been granted a “re-
prieve” and would go on transmitting with U.S. funding until September, Omega staff confirmed for the 
author that the station was still transmitting in early December 1994; long after the American cash 
injection ran out.  Those readers interested in confirming this fact can do so by calling the manager of the 
Omega station on 051 87 1266.  It is possible that callers will be told this story is a complete LIE, but then 
the American Government said exactly the same thing about its Stealth Fighter development, didn’t 
it? 

The carefully cultivated U.S. illusion that Omega is merely a vaguely-inaccurate navigation trans-
mitter has at last been exposed for what it really is, and U.S. Department of Defense officials have 
once more demonstrated their total disregard for the health and welfare of citizens worldwide. 

Thirty years ago this article would doubtlessly have been trashed by the mainstream media as a “Con-
spiracy Theory” but several horrors recently exposed under the U.S. Freedom of Information Act help to 
bring this into perspective.  Who would have believed during the 1960s that the American Department of 
Defense was covertly testing biological warfare weapons on American citizens in American cities 
without their knowledge or consent, and injecting helpless prisoners and hospital patients with 
radioactive material just to “see what happened”? 

Now is the time for Australian and other citizens to force the closure of the Omega navigation chain 
before discovering in the most terrible way possible that their sudden inexplicable fits of manic 
behavior, loss of sex drive, breast cancer, and many other conditions, may be increasing as a direct 
result of the awesome, invisible Omega electromagnetic ground-wave. 

45 Merlin Drive, Carine, Perth, Western Australia 6029. 
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Joe Vialls is a Perth-based independent investigative journalist with thirty years direct ex-
perience of international military and oilfield operations. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Thank you for your attention—YOU ARE IN IT! 
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MON.,  FEB. 6,  1995 

MONARCH  PROJECT, PART 4 

I am sorry to note that so much curiosity is brought forth by such as the Kennedy assassination and Ronn 
Jackson’s activities otherwise, along with equal inquiry and request for more information about Monarch, 
Cathy O’Brien and Mark Phillips.  It doesn’t “surprise” me, only saddens me a bit for you have reached a 
point in your own evolvement that the violent activities are the most interest-holding.  Since, however, it is 
ALL a part of the awakening and background for your plight at present, we will try to offer what we can. 
Certainly you need to be reminded, if you are a long-time reader, and told, if you are not aware of this 
information, who these people are and what is this program which bends, splits and destroys “minds”. 

Ronn Jackson’s stories are, as I understand it, being worked on by others and we can continue that story- 
line a bit later for it is pertinent to Secret Government intrigue but is not as important to ALL OF YOU AS 
YOU “LIVE” IN EVERY MOMENT OF YOUR LIFE. 

I will, then, offer first the “cover” letter that comes when you order the package of information from Mark 
Phillips and then we will look more deeply at the people involved and the purpose of the material. 

DEAR  PATRIOT 

[QUOTING:] 

From: 
Cathy O’Brien 
Mark Phillips 
P.O. Box 158352 
Nashville, TN 37215 

Dear Patriot, 

Thank you for your recent inquiry into the primary tool of ushering in the New World Order...Mind 
Control. 

Knowledge is our only defense against the mind control atrocities unleashed on humanity world wide.  The 
so-called “Masterminds” behind this world dominance effort have operated for decades on the old adage 
that “Secret Knowledge Equals Power”.  By arming ourselves with this knowledge and vastly disseminat-
ing their “secrets”, these perpe-traitors of mind control are rapidly losing power.  Please feel free to 
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disseminate any/all information you receive unless it is marked otherwise.  [H: We will certainly honor 
this and will also ask that Mr. Martin be in close contact with Mark Phillips as we offer this 
information.  He will be having a lot of updated material.] 

Specific information on mind control programming themes, techniques, and technologies is reserved for 
treating therapists only.  To those requesting this documentation, other valuable information has been sub-
stituted.  As a fully deprogrammed, reintegrated, rehabilitated survivor of MK Ultra Project Monarch, I 
was able to photographically recall hypnotic programming verbatim.  I have documented sophisticated 
programs from the highest levels: U.S. Government, CIA, White House, NASA, Military, and Interna-
tional... to the lowest levels: backwoods witchcraft and satanism.  Therapists requesting this documentation 
must qualify their request, as this information could be harmful in the wrong hands.  The victims of mind 
control are numerous, and the survivors are few. 

The broad array of documentation that is available at this time has been compiled from personal 
deprogramming notes.  Much additional information will be available in the near future via our soon-to-be- 
published book that was written at the request of concerned members of the mental health, law enforce-
ment, and intelligence communities, worldwide. 

Any and all donations are appreciated as they cover the cost of copying, postage and handling, as well as 
dissemination to those who are struggling for survival and cannot afford to cover minimal costs. 

By uniting our efforts and voices, the New World Order is destined to spin out of control.  Spread the 
word! 

Very Sincerely, 

Mark Phillips/Cathy O’Brien 

[END OF QUOTING] 

I do have a bit of an interruption to offer at this point.  We have a very big problem.  We too are in a place 
wherein we are going to have to stop weekly editions of the paper if we continue to have no outside help. 
I find that every time I offer focus onto another we lose our regular supporters to these new issues.  We 
cannot “spread” their word if we have no conduit.  Don’t forget that charity begins at home and the family 
needs support also.  I am often later denounced because some of you read such as the above, change the 
donation from us to them—and in such cases as Gunther Russbacher and George Green—we catch both 
the loss and the flack.  If we are running something for another outlet—it is because we are furthering 
distribution and if you change your support we cannot continue.  I find it interesting that people are AFRAID 
to subscribe to CONTACT  WHY??  There may well be “lists” but you are already on “lists”—perhaps it 
is time that some of the good guys can appreciate you as well.  How can you be brought into security—if 
nobody knows who you are?  There is NOTHING SUBVERSIVE about CONTACT.  This is an IN-
FORMATION SOURCE AND RESOURCE—NOTHING MORE.  When WE SUCCEED the shar-
ing can go all the way through the ranks of contributors.  Thank you. 
[QUOTING:] 
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MIND  CONTROL  OUT  OF  CONTROL 

A report to the media on a specific criminal conspiracy which outlines its history, purposes, 
methods, victims, abuses and the identity of some of the top alleged perpetrators, focusing on 
the key element of human destruction. 

Mind Control: aka “The Ultimate Weapon”—Military Operations, aka-”The Power”—Cult/ 
Occult Groups 

by Mark Phillips, February 1993 

FOR  IMMEDIATE  RELEASE 

The following information is substantiated by declassified US Government documentation.  Additional 
information is provided by published mental health physicians/experts, historical documents, and by my 
personal experiences as the skilled unlicensed therapist to a victim who wants to become a survivor... who 
existed at the top of what appears to be a political/military criminal conspiracy for well over a decade of 
this White House slave’s life. 

Through hard evidence and victim/witness testimony, it is now “alleged” that the United States 
Government’s Defense Intelligence Agency, select leaders of the House and Senate, in an unprecedented, 
illegal action, formed an alliance with recruited drug and white slavery dealers, pedophiles, and organized 
crime members.  Furthermore, it [the alliance] is also of the drug trafficking trade into this country and use 
the inevitable profits to fund publicly undetected Central Intelligence Agency illegal covert activities.  In the 
execution of this, what one victim calls the “Byrdbrain Plan”, many innocent children and adult’s lives and 
minds both here and abroad have been “sacrificed”.  This is the story of only ONE such innocent victim 
and her 13-year-old daughter who barely survived and are now begging for justice. 

You already know part of the story on one CIA agent who became a “renegade” of this same alleged 
criminal conspiracy—Manuel Noriega—who apparently fell victim to his own religious superstitions of 
becoming omnipotent through occultism and got caught “skimming” alleged CIA drug profits and is now 
being “punished”.  What you may not know is that the DIA also has a US Army officer whom they 
OPENLY protect from prosecution and is now a millionaire... Colonel Michael Aquino (now retired), 
founder of the Temple of Set (Satan).  He, too, suffers from the same “power” illusions-of-grandeur. 
Now is the time to expose this character’s real role to establish a New World Order. 

[H: As we move along here there will be reference to “DIA”.  You may well want to classify this 
as a mis-speak for CIA.  NO, it means Defense Intelligence Agency and for you nice people who 
remember the game plan—Gunther Russbacher claimed he had been asked to HEAD this agency 
and it would be operated out of Austria.  He claimed it was the “good guys” broken away from 
the CIA “klan”.  I don’t know but it sure sounded a bit foul to me.  It would seem, however, that 
he and Rayelan   have ended up as total victims of the “good guys” if this be true.  The lack of 
rational thinking and public lies of outrageous proportions would seem to validate that some-
thing took place or is taking place.  I would be very nervous if I were Rayelan—for she is just as 
guilty of wrong-doing, if not more so, for they can “claim” she is not insane while they can also 
PROVE Gunther is totally insane.  All the credit card companies have to do is BRING CHARGES 
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AGAINST RAYELAN AND IT IS DOWN THE TUBES FOR HER FREEDOM.  SO, I WOULD 
SUGGEST SHE STOP POST-HASTE WITH HER LIES AND TALES OF ABUSE.  SHE HAS 
BEEN INVOLVED IN FRAUDULENT AND CRIMINAL ACTIONS—SHE HAD BETTER 
BEGIN TO BE GLAD THERE ARE NOT REVENGE TENDENCIES AMONG HER PAST 
VICTIMS.] 

This ultra secret DIA project has involved the cooperation of at least four US Presidents.  Their own 
reputations allegedly compromised and documented by the CIA/FBI leaves us perfect targets for cover- 
up through CIA Damage Containment practices.  Thus no medical, psychiatric, legal, or financial help is 
being offered to the victims or survivors.  Hence the other reason for this report.  However, the reason for 
this queer alliance was even more sensitive, for Uncle Sam was expanding his knowledge of trans/multi-
generational base abuse victims for genetic mind control studies.  This is due to the so-called “sensitive to 
National Security” explanations due to the mind control issues involved.  Thus the still active criminal US 
Government perpetrators can not be federally investigated, arrested or prosecuted, “for reasons of Na-
tional Security”.  The only “good news” is that the member majority of this nation’s organized crime families 
that are “into” drugs, pornography, and white slavery, plus pedophiles and drug importers/distributors are 
now personally identified and could be arrested at any time—IT IS TIME!  [H: Who knows, perhaps 
you begin with Rayelan Allen Russbacher.  She goes a very long way back into the SYSTEM— 
her first husband was a VIP and NOTHING happens through coincidence OR BY ACCIDENT. 
It is reported that he died—well he did—as do all involved personnel who become a problem.] 

As a result of this alleged US Government Criminal Conspiracy, a deadly by-product was born.  There 
now exists what is mistakenly regarded as a “new” threat to mankind’s survival; a threat so utterly hideous 
that it makes our old thoughts of annihilation by nuclear holocaust seem to be a humane alternative to living 
with MIND CONTROL OUT OF CONTROL. 

It has been said too many times: “Just as the FBI denies the existence of Mind Control, its “evil” 
practitioners, and their victims—so too did they deny the existence, publicly, for over 40 years of an 
organized crime syndicate known today as the Mafia aka the Cosa Nostra.  Why?  Because it was out of 
their control!  J. Edgar Hoover’s reported alter-ego, i.e., homosexuality, the FBI and its “Integrity”, was 
protected in part through Hoover’s ingenious “blackmail” type tactics and by compromised US Presi-
dents.  Now we have the Mind Control issue being protected by the Department of Defense, who is 
supposed to be protecting us—after they used this secret weapon to take over much of this globe. 

This report will attempt to generally outline what Mind Control is, where it started, how and why it is 
being used, identify some of the living victims and victimizers, and why it is out of control.  Furthermore, to 
expose the myths and superstition which through misinformation have been deliberately attached to it for 
the sole purpose of intimidation of the masses through fear, to produce the perfect environment for this 
“cancer” to grow and thus to evoke public apathy.  A “can do nothing” attitude because the problem is “too 
big” or it is “biblical and spiritual warfare” by the masses has become the anticipated response by the 
suppliers of psychological conditioning through deliberate misinformation (i.e., FBI National Center for the 
Analysis of Violent Crime; Quantico, Virginia’s Ken Lanning Report) by the US Government through the 
CIA’s Operation Armageddon and accomplishes their single goal—apathy.  Destiny can now be pre-
dicted, even within a free society through the application of apathetical conditioning. 

HISTORY 
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As in all things there must be a beginning.  We must go back in time several thousand years ago to one 
of the most historically documented so-called civilizations to ever exist—the Egyptians. Egypt, Land of the 
Pharaohs.  Here, according to documentation, not legend, began the first recorded organized effort by the 
rulers to centralize and incorporate all of man’s acquired knowledge and time-tested secrets to, among 
other things, create a formula for conquering the world, using brains in addition to brawn. 

Here in Egypt is where superstition and science, like oil and water, was being constantly blended, the 
results of which were eventually fatal to the empire’s survival.  The Egyptian “scientists” had been experi-
menting on human beings and the effects of acquired ancient “magicians’” chemical formulas, known today 
as drugs, compounded from “witchcraft” potions.  By combining certain drugs with particular physical and 
psychological tortures (i.e., rape, incest, hanging, sensory deprivation, etc.) they quickly learned they 
could “benevolently” control the physical and psychological actions of their victims—forever!  Undetected! 
The Egyptians regarded this “new” human control technology as so dangerous that the only records ever 
kept were literally buried with the users.  Let’s move forward a few thousand years. 

After WW-I and in the first part of the 19th century, scientists from Germany, England, France, and the 
US, to name a few, began to explore the mysteries contained in the Egyptian Pharaohs’ tombs.  It was here 
that someone, excavating, discovered what was to be called in Hitler’s  Germany, among other names, the 
“Black Arts” formulas.  Heinrich Himmler, Hitler’s head of the SS (the intelligence equivalent to the CIA) 
was the man in charge of the human mind control experiments. 

From this primitive, but never-the-less scientific technology, a seed of pure human evil had survived 
the millennium and had suddenly come to life in the mind of a “modern day” madman, Adolph Hitler.  It was 
Hitler who seized the opportunity to resuscitate the Pharaohs’ and occult community’s secrets and add “his 
own” modern psychology technology and thus ultimately open wide the proverbial doors to Hell.  Hitler 
concentrated some of the greatest scientific minds in Germany on his victims to create his ultimate weapon 
and recruit thousands of people with his experiments.  His success was phenomenal—his track record is 
history.  [H: I’m sorry, readers, but this is just not quite correct.  Hitler was a NOTHING sort of 
person—HE ACTUALLY DID NOTHING SAVE STRUT AND SHOUT.  IT WAS THE CON-
TROLLERS OF ADOLF HITLER WHO SHOULD BE IN POINT—BUT IT IS SO EASY TO 
BLAME THE “OBVIOUS” AS TO TOTALLY MISS THE GUILTY!] 

Like the US used children of intelligence officers and the Soviets used Yugoslavians (Bosnia), the 
German peoples were the first testing grounds for Hitler’s “scientific advances” in such areas as mass audio 
radio subliminal language techniques which were “messages” put over the radio air waves to provide “sub 
audible” command to the listener’s subconscious mind (i.e., heavy metal groups adopted this technique). 
Although the principles are the same, Hitler’s techniques were archaic by today’s media advertising abili-
ties.  Hitler was being advised of the effects on the subconscious mind of the listener.  The stage for world 
domination was being set with the first live experiment being a total success.  Then the medias were used 
to project countless lies of improving economy to their victimized nation. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 4] 

This portion is too lengthy to finish within the guidelines of our writing segments so we will break here. 
Thank you. 
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TUE.,  FEB. 7,  1995 

[QUOTING:] 

THE  CONSTITUTION  vs.  THE  UN  CHARTER 
by Louis Stradling, Writer: AID & ABET, Police Newsletter: 

No person can be loyal to the Constitution for the United States and uphold the Charter of 
the United Nations.  They are opposite as light and dark, good and evil, freedom and slavery, God and 
Satan [H: Religious SCIENCE, Military INTELLIGENCE, JUDEO-CHRISTIAN].  No man 
can serve two masters. 

Support of the United Nations by government officials and employees is a violation of their OATH. 
Wittingly or unwittingly, it is TREASONOUS. 

SAN  FRANCISCO,  JUNE  1945 

In a war-weary world the United Nations was formed at San Francisco in 1945. A tremendous 
propaganda campaign mesmerized Americans into accepting it as an agency to end the scourge of war and 
uplift downtrodden peoples; a leap of freedom, the Last Hope for Peace.  It sounded wonderful, but we 
“lost our heart in San Francisco”. 

[H: Worse, it was the Anti-Christ Parasites from the various ruling nations who set up the United 
Nations—then gave Palestine to Israel.  Moreover, it was pre-planned so that it could easily 
evolve that Parasite homeland would become where the heart was (UN Building, capitol, New 
(city) York, NY.  THEY HAVE PULLED IT OFF RIGHT IN FRONT OF YOU!  “THEY” were 
far more clever than the masses of citizens—they centralized with forces in New York while 
taking over Washington, hook, line and sinker and now own her (Washington), the government 
AND THE NATION.  YOU ARE GOING TO HAVE TO “TAKE LESSONS” OR YOU AREN’T 
GOING TO STOP THE INSANITY AND GUNS WILL SIMPLY DO NOTHING AT THIS TIME 
OTHER THAN GET GOOD LEADERSHIP KILLED.] 

The Senate ratified the UN Charter in a brief hearing with little debate.  Few Senators even read it 
before voting.  Langer and Shipstead, who did, cast the only votes against it.  Who would suspect that it 
was a PLAN of INTERNATIONAL ARCH-CRIMINALS FOR CONQUERING THE WORLD? 

Roughly, the plan was as follows: 
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* (1) Use the horrors of World War II [H: False HOLOCAUST.] as reason to establish a peacekeeping 
organization, the United Nations. 

* (2) Continue to promote Communist wars of inexpressible horror, slaughtering and enslaving millions. 

* (3) The United States fights Cold War to “save the world from Communism”; [H: Remember WHO 
began “the Communist PARTY!”]  pouring out billions and pretending to oppose Communist con-
quests, but always betraying the victims, and the billions, into Communist hands.  [H: Elite Anti- 
Christ Parasites who called themselves Serpent People, then, JEWS! while stealing the heritage 
of the Judean Hebrews.] 

* (4) Little by little transform EVIL EMPIRE COMMUNISTS into FRIENDLY ALLIES. 

* (6) Disarm citizens; transfer US military to the UN. 

* (5) Gradually weaken the US internally, destroy the Constitution, abolish religion, corrupt the youth, 
foster drugs, immorality, crime, racial riots; break down the economy, bankrupt business and the nation 
through debt and inflation. 

* (7) Rule over defenseless Americans with terror and slavery as in Communist countries.  As difficult as it 
is to believe, and as unwilling as we are to believe it, the above scenario accurately describes events of this 
century. 

WHO  ARE  THE  CONSPIRATORS? 

It is not our purpose to name perpetrators and traitors.  A person may act knowingly, or unwittingly. 
Lenin said the Communist world will largely be built by non-communist hands, persons who do the work 
unknowingly.  He called them “useful idiots”.  Patriotic Americans, including most of us at some 
time, have supported some of their programs [H: And still do.]. 

To trusting Americans it is unbelievable, but veteran readers know that the NEW WORLD ORDER is 
to be a socialist dictatorship.  That popular media and high officials ignore or deny and ridicule it, confuses 
people and thwarts organized opposition.  This writer is no guru with superior, secret knowledge.  These 
facts are known to hundreds of thousands at home and abroad, and are available to all who will seek the 
truth. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

We will offer more on this subject when we have permission of the writers and newsletter.  No, there is 
nothing “new” in it—but readers, THERE IS NOTHING NEW!!  Hold it in your hearts. 

I need to continue on with the mind-control MONARCH PROJECT because you MUST understand how 
mind-control works.  You ones are being controlled so the actual participants like Gunther Russbacher, 
Rayelan Allen (Russbacher), George Green, Cathy O’Brien—are trained in differing manners—but are 
nonetheless TRAINED AS IF PUPPET ROBOTS.  I am asked over and over again: “But, is Dharma 
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trained and robotic?”  No.  She acts under total FREEWILL in SERVICE—a big, big difference!  To 
SERVE is one thing and is done for two reasons:  pay or desire.  Since we have no “pay” we have to know 
it is through desire to serve.  Enslavement is simply the manipulation and total control of another.  We have 
none of that FOR GOD IS FREEDOM—NOT BONDAGE.  THE “CHRIST” OFFERS FREEDOM 
AND YOU COMMAND THE SOUL.  THE ANTI-CHRIST (SATAN) OFFERS PHYSICAL BOND-
AGE AND DEMANDS THE “SOUL” IN EXCHANGE.  Why do I use the terms above?  Because that 
is what the circumstances of “being” ARE.  And, know that the Churches of Satan—CALL THEM-
SELVES BY THAT TITLE.  “SATAN” IS THE OPPOSITE MEANING OF “CHRIST”.  “EVIL” is the 
deliberate thought and actions which pull another from the path to GOD “Christ” thought and action.  This 
is WHY the Satanists consider it “evil” if you continue your path to God while negating their hold over you 
in bondage to their satanic gods.  Any time “MATERIAL THINGS” hold more pull over you than do those 
goodly actions of soul—you are in bondage to a physical scope of expression over which you can often 
not escape.  And yet, you MUST ESCAPE THEM to free selves for the journey of journeys into infinite 
lighted expression—in the higher physical manifestation WITH SOUL INTACT as well as body and mind 
conscious. 

Without further distraction I would like to move on with Mark Phillips’ explanation of his and Cathy 
O’Brien’s writings FROM THEIR EXPERIENCES. 

MONARCH  PROJECT,  PART  5 

[QUOTING:] 
SPEAKING  OF  HITLER 

The German populace was being literally “lulled to sleep” by the false government claims of a dramati-
cally improved economy.    Hitler began to apply the “finishing touches” on his war machine.  World 
domination seemed to be in his grasp.  He had developed a “vehicle” that he had envisioned could quickly 
accomplish the goals he had already persuaded (through lies and technology) the German citizens into 
believing they already possessed—the satanic reversal of Oz.  During the next few years, after millions of 
people were murdered, with whole countries destroyed by the ravages of WW-II, the barely victorious 
USA and her allies descended upon the remnants of a newly divided and conquered Germany. 

Grim and startling discoveries were made.  Learning Hitler’s plans for the future through his “New 
World Order” and how he would accomplish them led the few who had access to them to make a sworn 
pact.  Unanimously they agreed that mankind as a whole could never know Hitler’s New World Order 
implementation programs, especially mass mind control. 

The so-called secret was out and scattered to the four corners of the world, each “responsible” 
country denying all rumors that experimentations with mind control were being conducted.  While, in fact, 
ALL were guilty of the most hideous human atrocities—just like Hitler.  The “rumors” began to be sup-
ported by escaped/captured survivors, living proofs!  People were losing their minds and dying daily as a 
result of the “experiments”. 

Back home in the US, mind control experiments in and for themilitary, particularly via the CIA were 
being conducted in hospitals, military bases, hotel rooms, even in warehouses.  The victims were from a 
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cross section of what would be eventually called the “Great Society”.  The search for the perfect Manchu-
rian Candidate was as relentless as Hitler’s.  US superiority would win out over world-wide competition. 
It has!  This brings me to “historically” discuss some of our survivors, returning home from the Korean 
War—the first real military testing grounds for what was referred to as “brain washing”.  This innocent 
sounding term adapted from a Chinese water torture “black art”, is known today in mental health circles as 
induced disassociativness—the prelude to total Mind Control through personality programming.  So be-
gan the birth of military mind control in the pursuit of the perfect soldier, through torture methods, psychol-
ogy and drugs. 

Former intelligence officers and P.O.W.s, some now terribly mentally maladjusted from their own 
wartime experiences, were returning home to their families.  These men would introduce a new wave of 
psychological terror unleashed upon the most unsuspecting victims—their own wives and children.  These 
P.O.W.s, military intelligence personnel, spies, etc., each had their own reason for wanting to exercise their 
new source of “power”.  Some saw it as a way to have perverted sex with their children, even to “train” 
them for future “sale”, undetected.  Some saw it as a political vehicle to success.  Their reasons were 
varied, but their objective was the same—control of another’s mind.  Twentieth century slavery was alive 
and well in the USA, and Uncle Sam was offering incentives to these abusive fathers. 

In addition to US Government experiments by the newly formed Psychological Warfare Division of the 
US Army, the CIA was monitoring worldwide developments in this new psychological weaponry.  The 
CIA was testing their own mind control secrets, EVERYWHERE, including on their own personnel. 

From this not so humble beginning, private laboratories, many led by brilliant men of “good intention”, 
began to evaluate “stolen” test results over a half-of-a-century of experimentation.  New hi-tech electronic 
equipment, mind altering synthetic drug compounds, coupled with ancient knowledge (i.e., religious su-
perstitions) proved to be the ultimate marriage of research and technology.  The possibilities for application 
seemed endless. 

One such US Government “application”, currently under private and public investigation, is the reason 
for this report. 

Now there were two groups of people on this planet.  The informed and the uninformed.  Since the 
dawn of man secret knowledge has always led to some form of human domination.  Mind Control has 
been “secret knowledge” and now appears to represent the final chapter in man’s evolutionary trek through 
the millennia.  [H: RIGHT, and it PROVES BEYOND A SHADOW OF A DOUBT—THAT THERE 
IS “ONLY” MIND—IN ACTUALITY AND REALITY!] 

For the past five years I have been the skilled (see credits) unlicensed “hypno-psycho” therapist for 
one of the victims of this conspiracy.  The following generally explains the source of my skills. 

I began my professional life with the grandiose dream of proving my personal theory that all a person 
needed was a perfect work skill to succeed.  Success then depended solely on the amount of effort 
applied.  I was right and I was wrong.  I was constantly reminded of Cornelius Vanderbilt’s statement that 
“no one realizes the value of an education more than one who doesn’t possess it.” 
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I took a variety of night college courses, lived with my face in the books and attending seminars.  I 
could “feel” myself evolving.  The process was tough, the immediate rewards non-existent. 

It was then the mid 1960s and it seemed like the whole world was going mad around me.  This was the 
hippie generation of sexual freedom, dropping out, and revolution.  I closed my eyes to what was going 
down around me and trudged on towards my goal—lonely but determined. 

I wanted to know everything about one thing: what was the “secret knowledge” some people pos-
sessed that could enable them to “persuade” others to do most anything.  For example, why were some 
salesmen infinitely more successful than others?  How could some men, lacking education, money, sensitiv-
ity, youth, or physical attractiveness persuade beautiful intelligent women to invite them to their beds?  Why 
did some religious leaders have such a grip on the minds of their congregations?  How did obviously 
untalented musicians and entertainers achieve such overnight fame and fortune?  How could one man 
named Hitler lead a whole country into death and destruction?  These were the secrets I was compelled to 
explore.  There were answers out there waiting for me.  I knew it.  I could feel it. 

Education in the field of psychology seemed to be my most obvious avenue for discovery.  The confu-
sion of conclusions created by past generations of so called “head scientists” such as Freud and Jung, to 
name a few, seemed to only provoke more questions and provide more theories yet to be proven.  Now 
I felt more confused than ever.  But throughout my studies certain facts regarding mankind’s psychological 
evolution continually emerged. 

Man, different from all other living creatures, was driven by wants—not needs.  This I thought could be 
why religions were so widespread—to help discipline man to attend to his needs first and ignore his wants. 
Somewhere along this road I concluded that I “needed” to go one step further to find the “formula” so 
many successful people had for lowering their brother’s resistance to suggestibility levels psychologically. 
I hit the books, I went out of my way to make friends with “shrinks”.  Then I heard through a military friend 
of how the government was experimenting with Mind Control, a horrifying, yet fascinating concept.  After 
researching through all the normal channels and discovering that in order to gain this Mind Control “power” 
totally a number of conditioning tortures must be administered to the victim, I quickly realized that this was 
not only something I could not do, it wasn’t even something I wanted to know more about.  I regarded it 
as just one more of man’s inhumanity towards mankind.  I chose to capitalize on the psychology/subliminal 
art and language technique. 

I developed my sales skills and was hired by a large international electronics manufacturer.  My self 
training/motivation started paying big dividends.  I kept the secret I had learned, secret.  These new 
responsibilities required that I receive “top Secret” clearance from the US Department of Defense as I 
would be exposed to certain sensitive military projects on bases throughout the Southeastern US.  Little 
did I suspect that some of these secret projects would involve the very subject I had abandoned some two 
years previous: Mind Control.  I was required to take battery after battery of psychology tests.  They knew 
I would keep my mouth shut before I saw/heard anything. 

Then, I saw “sensory deprivation tanks”, electric grid rooms, harmonics generators, chairs wired for 
shock and sound, special “helmets”, heard of formulas for mind altering hypnotic drugs that made LSD 25 
look like aspirin.  I personally knew of scientists that were traveling and gathering seeds, leaves, roots and 
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herbs from distant jungle (i.e., Zimbabwian) witch doctors—drugs that could affect the most complex 
organ in the body—the brain.  I read the “pinks” (classified documents) of the KGB’s progress in selective 
and mass mind control technique and our cooperation with them.  There was even a Top Secret Russian 
Weapons System which incorporated yet another “exotic” version of mind control—electromagnetic di-
rected energy, the Scalar (Prana) Weapon System. 

However, the formula for one variety of psychological Mind Control was hideously simple and did not 
require sophisticated electronics such as Ether Wave (Harmonics):  1. Incarceration/Isolation. 2. Con-
trolled food, water, and sleep deprivation. 3. Electroshock at precise intervals, higher voltages for muscles 
(pain), lower voltage for brain wave disruption (thought control). 4. Time keeping deprivation. 5. Applica-
tion of hypnosis to deprogram previous memories. 6. Reprogram through hypnotic programs (i.e., the 
Monarch) combined with electric shock and drugs.  This was considered the development stages of a 
“secret weapon”.  I was told that we used some of this formula on captured spies, we found out everything 
they knew, made them forget how we found out, then reprogrammed them to return to their mother 
country and spy for us and return to be deprogrammed.  Seemed humane enough for the espionage 
business.  But then I heard of “suicide agents”, AKA “spies”, programmed to perform a task they could 
not possibly complete without being captured by the enemy.  I knew now that our spies no longer needed 
to carry a cyanide capsule with them on their missions, as a “natural” failure of one or more of their organs 
would “kick in” should they be caught.  [H: Beginning to sound “right on” to some of you who now 
know of several examples?]  Their subconscious (primitive) mind had been reprogrammed right over 
the top of their genetically encoded mind to facilitate this implosion/self suicide as detection would trigger 
this program—end of problem!  “Better blue lips than loose lips.” 

I began to feel like maybe I shouldn’t even know this information, perhaps remembering the old story 
about the Egyptian Pharaohs’ mass execution of workers who built the pyramids.  That seemed to be the 
only logical way to “really keep the secret”!  I certainly wasn’t going to ask any questions or repeat any 
answers during my tenure as a “cooperative manufacturer’s sales engineer”, or for that matter the rest of 
my life, until now.  My job working with the military as a subcontractor and the video/sound recording 
industry was drawing to a close.  The president of the corporation had been indicted for stock manip-
ulation and a competitor had developed a far superior product line than my own. 

[END OF QUOTING] 

Let us leave this now for a break.  I would add to the above the obvious questions floating around through 
Dharma’s head.  She, being an able and certified hypnotherapist, is appalled at the possibilities above.  It 
is not clear whether or not this man is releasing incredible information on his OWN—or if he too is 
programmed to release EXACTLY what his HANDLERS want released.  IT DOES NOT MATTER, 
READERS!  TRUTH IS TRUTH IS TRUTH.  WHAT MAY WELL BE ONE MAN’S JUNK IS 
ANOTHER’S TREASURE.  SO, WHEN YOU TRY TO DECIPHER THE PURPOSE YOU 
MAY WELL MISS THE POINT.  THE POINT IS: THIS DOES HAPPEN—EVERY DAY IN 
EVERY WAY, AROUND YOU!  HOWEVER, KNOWING TRUTH WILL GIVE YOU INDI-
VIDUAL “FREEDOM” AND THAT IS OUR TASK—TO BRING TRUTH SO THAT YOU 
CAN HAVE FREEDOM OF CHOOSING AT THE MOST CRITICAL TIME OF YOUR CIV-
ILIZATION EVOLVEMENT. 
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This is one reason, I might add, that it is purely reasonable that you might well consider signing-up with 
God- Christ-Lighted, crews for that is your ONLY protection.  THE ADVERSARY KNOWS THERE 
IS ONE (ONLY ONE) SHIELD AGAINST HIS AGGRESSION AGAINST YOUR MIND AND 
SOUL.  ONLY ONE!! 

I need to remind you of something else as we settle in to bring you widespread information: The enemy at 
the TOP LEVEL wants the information OUT NOW.  Why?  Because he wants YOU to know how strong 
HE IS!  He is flexing his muscles and the name of the game is to GETCHER MIND AND THROUGH 
THAT GAME, HE GETSCHER SOUL.  The ultimate “mind game” is between God and Satan—AND 
EVERYBODY KNOWS THAT GOD WINS!  WHY?  BECAUSE GOD CREATOR IS ALL THERE 
IS! 

To return to QUOTING where we left off: 

 I was told of a job with a much smaller R&D laboratory in my home state of Tennessee.  They were 
producing sophisticated electronics for precise distance measuring and “medical” purposes as an offshoot 
by the NASA Space Program.  The Huntsville scientists had perfected some rather astounding machines. 
I was given the job as the national sales manager.  My product line was heart monitoring telemetry prod-
ucts, my customers were hospitals, private and V.A.  Except now I was no longer confined to a few 
southern states.  I had the whole of the US.  My contacts in both the private and military sector were still 
intact. 

Sales were difficult at first.  The concept of wireless transmission of one’s vital signs through the air was 
exciting to cardiologists but terrifying to heart surgeons.  My job was to educate them.  This was not an 
easy task, but through leases instead of sales, equipment started moving.  Private and military hospitals 
were responding.  Once again I ran head on into more unsolicited information.  It seems the now “old” 
Mind Control issues continued to evolve.  This time I had seen equipment being produced just like my 
company’s telemetry, except in reverse. 

There were experiments with a third class of humans (remember: 1. The informed. 2. The uninformed). 
Now there are the “expendables”.  As a matter of public record, the CIA has paid out millions of dollars in 
claims through exacting brain surgery—removing specific brain matter—tiny transmitters were being placed 
in these “expendables’” cranium.  The results were new and instant control over mind and body.  This 
seemed to be the ultimate violation.  I heard it called “electronic possession”, a term I chose to deliberately 
“dissociate”.  This matter is now obsolete. 

My tenure with this company was relatively short in terms of years.  The company was sold, the 
scientists scattered, and I decided that I had seen and heard enough horror to last ten lifetimes.  I wanted 
a glamour job and the airline industry was to be my vehicle.  Tourism, exotic ports-of-call, would be my 
preference.  I could finally market to a man’s “wants” instead of his needs.  I was offered a job with an 
international carrier in the advertising/marketing department.  I would later find the carrier was a CIA 
operation.  Here I revived my subliminal advertising skills, began to update my education on advanced 
subliminal persuasion techniques through the print medias.  Success was mine!  Through a series of promo-
tions my responsibilities were growing and I loved it.  Then one day out of the proverbial “clear blue” my 
boss asked me if I had ever heard of a certain censored book, written by some obscure German Nazi 
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scientist, on the subject of cannibalism and, in particular, the consumption of the small walnut shaped 
pituitary gland in the brain.  He had picked up a copy of the book while on a trip to South Africa.  I felt a 
wave of terror wash over me and responded “No”.  He explained that Idi Amin used this in conjunction 
with some kind of Mind Control technique to facilitate his sudden rise to power in East Africa.  This 
information had to be true as it came directly from a trusted friend of the  airline’s owner; a man who had 
just arrived back in the US from a personal stay at Amin’s place in Uganda.  This man was well known to 
me.  His discussions with me in the near future on the subject of Amin’s Mind Control techniques were 
candid and extensive.  I shared only enough of my knowledge to keep him talking.  This man worked with 
the CIA, and became President of the airline I would work for: Capital International Airways. 

I learned that the Mind Control issues were becoming a real problem for US security.  The US Gov-
ernment continued to publicly deny the existence of Mind Control.  However, President Ford signed an 
Executive Order supposedly halting all “experiments” while helping through his own MOB contacts to 
further research Project Monarch.  Carter followed suit.  It seemed to be surfacing in some form or 
another everywhere, through new advertising techniques, music with harmonics and embeddings, even 
romance novels and soap operas were exposing this blight through the arts which was the only avenue of 
media exposé left uncensored.  I felt surrounded and intimidated by my own knowledge. 

I had heard of hideous crimes being committed by members of “brainwashed” cults.  Serial killings 
were on the increase by 200-fold.  When caught some of the killers blamed “Satan” for their exploits and 
crimes while others could not, legitimately, remember.  I watched the FBI stand firm on their “no such 
thing” philosophy.  I began to see young people, pupils dilated, dressed in inappropriate pink gowns 
chanting and begging at airports and on street corners; each for their own personal prophet(s). 

I had heard that someone who knew how to brainwash (non-violent style, which includes almost all 
aspects of military Mind Control except drugs and electricity) plus “bonding techniques” could make quite 
a fortune working with new forming religious groups/cults.  I also heard that families of victims were paying 
small fortunes to “experts” who would secretly “kidnap” their “brainwashed” loved ones and detox 
(deprogram) them.  Families of cult victims were looking everywhere for help as the government said it 
wasn’t happening and wouldn’t help.  Of course, I know Reverend Moon was the former head of the 
South Korean CIA.  I heard that the leader of the Hare Krishnas was “educated” at a cost of over $2 
million US dollars by a Pakistanian secret service agent, who himself was educated by the same US 
Intelligence unit that President Carter denied existed.  This one also trained a Cuban spy, Manuel Noriega, 
who later became a double agent, formerly of Panama and now a Florida “resident” who is himself in-
volved in the drug portion of this same alleged criminal conspiracy. 

I saw on TV the 900-plus victims of mass suicide in the remote South American jungle by Rev. Jim 
Jones, a “Christian” church founder.  [H: Well, we KNOW that was a cover; Jones ended up in 
Israel, etc., and the people didn’t suicide—they were murdered!  Same shades as WACO— 
exactly—only the methods are different.]  Jones’ lawyer is allegedly running containment for the CIA 
in Marin County, California, home to Michael Aquino.  [H: Small world?!?  I can’t urge you readers 
strongly enough to get the “Phoenix Journals”—for we have covered every subject mentioned 
so far at one time or another and years ago!  There are now 125 of them (journals), ten of which 
are still awaiting funding for printing.  There are a lot that are held hostage by George Green but 
are being reprinted [without his copyright lies] as can be afforded.  I believe the Phoenix Insti-
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tute has some pretty good ideas for handling Mr. Green once the gold is recovered by Dave 
Overton so that Dave’s position is not jeopardized by more court dealings.  It appears the thoughts 
move along the lines of also including his [G.G.’s] aiders and abetters—the lawyers involved.]  I 
personally knew of this US Army Major promoted to Lt. Col., attached to the Psychological Warfare 
Division and the Defense Intelligence Agency, who with the DIA/CIA’s help had ingeniously organized a 
“church”, legal under the First Amendment of the Constitution.  Though “cloaked” in secrecy, the black 
art of ritual had become trendy among our nation’s “natural perverts”.  What I didn’t know at the time was 
that Aquino and his disciples were organizing, with certain personalities, an operation that would encom-
pass every evil known to mankind.  Sexual perversion, slavery, tortures of the mind and body, even ritual 
cannibalism.  Age seemingly has no barrier for children are being used in these satanic rituals, filmed 
pornographically, and adult young beautiful women used for Project Monarch, are being trained to sexu-
ally service politicians, bankers, law enforcement people, and to mule their drugs.  People are now being 
bought and sold, specifically programmed to tasks too disgusting to even describe in this abstract. 

Aquino, now recently retired, is a declared millionaire.  The victims I personally know that are survi-
vors of his cult (Temple of Set AKA Temple of Power) suffer from what is known in the mental health field 
as Multiple Personality Disorder.  Too much of the Christian community refers to it as “demonic posses-
sion”.  This term must be associated with pure ignorance and superstitious beliefs. 

Many mental health experts, internationally, know the formula for detoxing/deprogramming and even 
reintegrating these victims’ divided personalities (minds).  But the process is tedious, sometimes danger-
ous, and takes years to accomplish even under ideal conditions.  Therefore, the experts shun patients with 
this seemingly hopeless and deliberately induced problem while quietly hoping these programmed victims 
don’t become serial killers at their own back doors. 

While on the other side the many Christian churches blame the victims and support their claims of 
“demonic possession”, backed by New Testament biblical scripture quotes.  Some churches, unfortu-
nately, still offer as a last resort the “rites of exorcism” which to the victim of a religious based Mind Control 
technique only serves to reinforce the disorder and create further personality fragmentation.  Insanity piled 
on top of insanity is what results! 

In 1980 there were 200-plus reported cases of  “MPD” to the American Psychiatric Association.  In 
1990, 24,000 cases.  That equates to possibly over a quarter-of-a-million (undetected, undiagnosed by 
APA reporting physicians) victims potentially, who are themselves highly suggestible, serial killers.  This is 
only the “reported” cases while the numbers of MPDs are staggering in number. 

I know this for I just spent four years of my life, all my life savings and assets, to successfully reintegrate 
a now 35-year-old woman who was a victim of this DIA operation.  I literally snatched her away from my 
former CIA operative business associate.  Someone financially benefited from an education I didn’t even 
want to think about, much less remember.  I networked with mental health experts across the US and 
Canada to determine if there were any “new” therapy methods.  The answer was “no”, except for some 
work being done in clandestine labs with harmonics plus drugs and electroshock therapy.  I wanted to 
keep “my” victims out of the “hands” of licensed “experts”.  I wanted to circumvent the Non Compos 
Mentis law that says if she had been professionally declared MPD, she is legally insane and her testimony 
against her perpetrators, invalid.  Together we succeeded to avoid the first trap. 
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I then began to wage a one man war against a system that was corrupted by, among others, federal 
law-makers who abused their positions of power and knowledge of military secrets to satisfy their own 
perversions.  All the while they are passing laws to “protect only themselves”—ALL IN THE NAME OF 
NATIONAL SECURITY. 

Mark Phillips 

[END QUOTING OF PART 5] 

* * * 

Editor’s note:  We are very aware that many of you would like an address so that you may write to Gunther 
Russbacher.  After some careful consideration, we’ve decided to offer it here.  It would be best, however, 
to let you know that based on past experiences with Mr. Russbacher, caution should be advised.  We also 
recommend when communicating with Gunther that you send along an overseas stamped return envelope. 
Further, please remember, Gunther is the product of very severe mind control.  If you wish to include in 
your correspondence a reminder to Gunther that we in Tehachapi are still awaiting funding as contracted— 
it would be appropriate. 

We shouldn’t exclude Rayelan Russbacher here—for she has been up to her eyeballs in the activities to 
date.  But again, a cautionary reminder for you choosing to communicate with Rayelan or Gunther— 
you’re on your own, so please be careful! 

It was Rayelan who quoted Gunther as saying he was going to pull off “the biggest con game ever pulled.” 
Is this true?  We have no way of knowing.  But we most certainly do know that both Rayelan and Gunther 
are the products of training—and the training has been extensive. 

For those of you familiar with the recent attacks against us by Dr. Ede Koenig, we will also include her 
address.  If you have not heard of this, Dr. Koenig has written several articles in the last few editions of 
THE AMERICAN BULLETIN blasting the Phoenix Project as a government backed operation, among 
other things.  You may wish to include her in your communications, or perhaps even copy her with your 
letters to Gunther  and  Rayelan as she has been in close communication with them in the past. 

Gunther Russbacher 
Wilhelms Hôhe (place a little half-circle above the “O”) 

3021 Pressbaum, Austria 

Rayelan Russbacher 
P. O. Box 3078 

Carmel, CA  93921 

Dr. Ede Koenig 
36057 Ruth Hill Rd. 

Squaw Valley, CA  93675 
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CHAPTER  13 

REC  #1    HATONN 

WED., FEB. 8, 1995    5:39 A.M.    YEAR 8, DAY 176 

WED.,  FEB. 8,  1995 

LISTEN  UP 

I consider the following to be as important as anything or any notice to ever bring to your attention.  The 
response from ones thus far is, “You gotta’ be kiddin’!”  The next thing is, “How?” and then the turn about 
and grumble because you have been disturbed.  The “hot line” should reflect the “countdown” as you are 
given each and every day according to the status of House Resolution #97 which is now before Congress. 
Why? I think Mr. Jackson states it very directly and succinctly and since the “or else” has nothing to do 
with me—I suggest you LISTEN TO HIM. And, further, if this resolution PASSES, and I lived in one of 
the major focus places mentioned in the past—I would get myself on vacation for a few days or plan on a 
long-time “vacation”. 

The GOVERNMENT “Big Boys” have been and are planning on some major show-and-tell operations. 
Inland this plan is to terrify and literally bring the militias to full visibility.  Then there is the next step: arrest 
and incarceration for anyone having banned weapons.  The law will not hold any water up front as to 
whether or not YOU think a weapon is banned.  We ALL KNOW that you have been able to gain 
weapons which are now banned legally.  You can get them from anyone who made them prior to a given 
date—or from any gun show.  You can even buy the now-unlawful clips to fit your guns—legally.  How-
ever, if caught with these items you can kiss the weapons goodbye and plan on a “vacation” with insured 
“recreation” and mind refresher courses.  Citizens, it is a time for using your heads. 

There must be a “big show” and “real damage” to get your humble attention and it is, in a big way, going to 
happen in spurts this year. 

Are there ways to “fight back?”.  Indeed there are and I tremble in my own boots at the possibilities. 
Citizens of America—and we shall focus on the U.S. for the moment—we have told you of the bombs 
placed in fault lines, cobalt variety (some five) under New York, at the major damns, etc.  There are also 
some which are planted and of which detonation codes are known.  These can be detonated from any of 
MANY computers—at very “long-distance” operations. Worse, the computer operator will NOT KNOW 
and, as I witness, I see that the operators are “off-shore”. However, equipment is being moved “in” as 
quickly as possible and the “bridge” demolition squads are in place and at ready to cut the routes between 
east and west along the great river Mississippi.  I ask you to take the following notice very seriously for you 
are about to break the first stitch which is the first critical stitch which when broken becomes the “zipper” 
seam. 

My recommendation to you is to check your supplies, dry out your safety spots, get the dank air out ASAP 
and BE PREPARED for anything, but very definitely BE PREPARED.  This may well be the first of many 
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panic warnings—let us pray that this be so. 

JACKSON  WARNING 

All of you wonder about the validity of some people about whom we write and that is easily understood as 
ones fail at their tasks.  However, the very moving away and failures SHOULD BE YOUR CONFIRMA-
TION.  That aside, however, you should attend such programs as those last evening on the “Holocaust” 
architecture.  You may at first think that the story validates the claims of the gas chambers, etc.  That is what 
was INTENDED that you “think”.  However, if you attend the facts presented you will find that the 
architects who made blueprints for such as morgues and “gas chambers” did not make, nor begin, projects 
now claimed as death chambers until the end of the WAR. You will also note that the very group of 
individuals responsible for the mass deaths WERE JEWS WORKING WITH THE NAZIS—IN FACT 
WERE THE VERY ONES WHO STARTED AND OPERATED THE NAZI PARTY.  One of the lead-
ing advocates of mass death of the masses looks like the mirror image, or the father perhaps, of one Jason 
Berkowitz “Brent”.  I believe if you can get a picture you would find the overlay would match perfectly. 
The Master Race, as you have been told by ego-trippers like Brent, was “spoiled by Hitler” (refer to 
Mensa High-IQ Society).  However, these top-dog “Master-Race claimers” are not who they claim to be. 
They are very definitely, if nothing else, Mishpuckas in service to Israel.  This has NOTHING to do with 
a membership of one race or one color.  These are the ANTI-CHRIST troopers AMONG you.  Further, 
they USE YOU to get their dastardly tasks accomplished.  AND CITIZENS, THEY ARE ABOUT TO 
GET A LOT OF PEOPLE TRANSITIONED! 

J.  EDGAR  HOOVER-MR.  FBI 

If you watched longer last evening you should have noted a program on the “real” J. Edgar Hoover, the 
scum sucker.  This man was a “drag-queen” by any street language.  He had a male lover (of very high 
political ranking—still).  He kept files which would boggle the mind—and guess what, Mr. Jackson says 
HE HAS THEM.  Mr. Jackson KNOWS A LOT, readers.  Whatever Mr. Jackson may or may not 
“be”—he certainly has “been around”.  This is WHY I suggest YOU take him very, very seriously and, at 
the least, you will get some bits of confirmation as to the “reality” of your circumstance. 

[QUOTING:] 

FOR  MAXIMUM  DISTRIBUTION  VIA 
GLOBAL  FAX  NETWORKS 

Please Copy and Distribute Immediately 

Feb. 7, 1995 

My Fellow Americans: 
“House Resolution #97”, now before Congress, will change our Country, which is supposed to be one 

of freedom, to the “Big Brother” concept—immediately.  This piece of garbage as introduced by our 
Attorney General, “Butch Reno”, suspends the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, and every RIGHT you 
THINK you have.  This memorandum, by virtue of its transmission and notification of the American 
people and sovereign state citizens, states that: “A STATE OF WAR EXISTS BETWEEN THE 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT AND ITS CITIZENS UPON PASSAGE OF HR-97” and 
will be dealt with accordingly. 

The truth is absolute and cannot be changed or denied. 

“1995” is the year of the Patriot! 

In Light and Freedom 

Ronn Jackson 33866 
SNCC Box 100-1B5A 
Jean, NV 89026 

P.S.: As of 12:00 P.M. Nevada time, Government, you have 232 hours!  [H: That equates to 4:00 AM, 
FEB. 17th, 1995.  This may very well be “the year of the patriot!”  THE PROBLEM?  PATRI-
OTS OF WHAT AND WHO??  ARE YOU MARCHING INTO THE WAR OF WARS?  AR-
MAGEDDON?  STAR WARS?  THE DEVIL AGAINST SATAN?  SATAN AGAINST GOD? 
HOW DOES IT AFFECT YOU?  IT DEPENDS—WHO DO YOU SERVE?  NO, I AM NOT 
GOING TO BATTLE WITH ANYONE FOR I CAN KEEP THE EVIL-MONGERS OUT OF 
MY SPACE and, for that matter, out of my face!] 

[END OF QUOTING] 

What do “I” have to do with this?  NOTHING!  I SIMPLY SUGGEST YOU WATCH THE PLAY ON 
THIS BILL IN CONGRESS RIGHT NOW—NEVER MIND THE PRESIDENT’S DINKING 
AROUND WITH THE BALL-GAMES.  “THIS IS YOUR LIFE, AMERICA!” 

What will happen if “drastic” steps are taken?  DRASTIC RESULTS!  You who believe yourselves to 
have become immune to violence and disaster—had best “brace yourselves” because you have NOT. 
When GIANTS play with matches—somebody gets burned and usually it is the “least expecting”.  NOW, 
PLEASE: GET PREPARED! 

ASKING  FOR  HELP 

I am now directly asking for YOUR HELP!  Some few of you have “carried” this paper and to you I give 
abundant appreciation.  CONTACT has been able to “borrow” (on nothing) a bit to keep a paper in press 
for the most part.  The price of gold is down into the “buying” market and at low-level enough to not allow 
for supporting the paper by the Institute.  I am told that our team is again to the edge and cannot meet 
obligations or postage costs.  If “miracles” do not happen in the next five days—the party is over for the 
coming weeks.  This is not a good time to be without CONTACT.  I promise you, it is NOT A GOOD 
TIME TO BE WITHOUT INFORMATION. 

I would like to continue with the MONARCH PROJECT information, please.  We will continue with the 
first writings of Cathy O’Brien and how this nasty bondage takes place.  Hers is (unfortunately) TYPICAL 
of what happens. 
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MONARCH  PROJECT, PART 6 

[QUOTING:] 

MIND  CONTROL  AND  HOW 
A  BUTTERFLY  IS  EVOLVED 
by Cathy O’Brien, her own words: 

FREEDOM  TRAIN:  MY  EXPERIENCE 
(White slavery of “Set”) 

“Political Set”, which uses the occult “power of Satan” strictly as a cover for their addictions and 
perversions, understands and executes mind control rather than adhering to typical Satanic ritual and 
symbols.  Rather than painting symbols on walls, these intelligent and influential people must operate more 
inconspicuously in order to maintain their prominence and position within the community.  Aside from 
Michael Aquino’s widow’s peak haircut and dramatically plucked eyebrows, and the ever popular 
Mesopotamian beards, members of Political Set have more low profile methods of recognizing each other 
for networking purposes.  While most contacts are prearranged by another member, certain words, terms 
or expressions can quickly identify a fellow Setian “brother”. 

The term “ Freedom Train” is universally recognized to refer to the underground white slavery market, 
and holds multiple meanings to the victims, while also being a hypnotic double bind.  This will become clear 
as I outline my own experience.  [H: Please realize, readers, that “white slavery” does not simply 
apply to “white” persons!] 

My father, Earl O’Brien, is a pedophile [pedophiliac] who began sexually abusing me prior to age five. 
For a little girl, the pain of sodomy and the “strangulation” of oral sex is extremely traumatic and a violation 
of nature, which for me resulted in disassociation.  With my father’s lack of education and poor roots, 
being recognized as a pedophile would be detrimental to his advancement in the business world and 
community.  The Catholic Church became his mask and fed my mother’s superstitious nature, creating a 
naturally strong background for his future activities in the art of hypnosis and mind control.  As I was 
disassociative from the raping, my father’s secret was safe, at least until my teenage years, when hormones 
and chemical changes within the brain could cause me to become consciously aware of the trauma.  My 
childhood was spent with “my head in the clouds”, daydreaming, and exhibiting “unexplained” behaviors of 
avoiding my home, chronic constipation, and advanced sexual attitudes.  Having three brothers and two 
sisters younger than me, I devoted my time to “protecting” them, but they did not escape the abuse. 

In the meantime, my father coached Little League and began a slow climb within a camshaft factory 
and within his community.  My Uncle Bob Tanis, who claims to have been with the CIA, began discussing 
the power of mind control with my father, who took this information from him and from books and began 
applying it to me in an attempt to further bury his secrets within my mind. 
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By 1976, the psychological abuses of my mother coupled with the sexual abuses of my father had 
provided him with a prime mind for hypnosis due to my disassociative behaviors.  With sleep deprivation 
due to going to college, running track, and holding three jobs, my father’s mind control efforts were a 
success.  Investigation and educated speculation will reveal who his political contact was and  how it was 
established, but my father had learned of the Freedom Train, and I was the perfect candidate due to 
conditioning.  In August of 1977, when I was 19 years old, my father programmed me to take a trip to 
Nashville, Tennessee.  It was there and then that I was ritualistically traumatized, tortured, and locked into 
Political Set for the next eleven years.  At the same time I became Senator Robert C. Byrd’s slave.  My 
father became extremely wealthy and successful owning his own camshaft plant with a major West Ger-
man contact and contract.  While my father’s involvement in the Freedom Train was far from over, he had 
established himself within Political Set. 

In 1977, my girlfriend Jayne Reinhold and I were “touring” Nashville and met Jack Greene in Printer’s 
Alley where he was entertaining.  Wayne Cox, later to become my first husband by program, was picking 
steel guitar for Jack Greene at the time, and during break the two sat at our table and induced hypnosis.  As 
they were already aware of my background and disassociative behavior due to my father’s prior arrange-
ments, I was later taken to Webb Pierce’s Demons Den and slipped a drug.  I was transported to Union 
Station where I witnessed Wayne Cox murdering a “bum” and cutting off his hands.  Then I was taken 
upstairs of the abandoned building for ritual programing.  Using the sexually abused disassociative part of 
my mind, I was hypnotically programmed to flee the trauma and pain on a train in my mind—pulling out of 
Union Station and taking me far, far away.  With cattle prod shock and knives, coupled with the escape 
“by train” in my mind, I disassociated further to a point of personality division whereby I would become 
totally locked into controlled mind and into their extensive programming.  I became their slave to do with 
as they pleased within the underground slave market called “Freedom Train”.  The hypnotic double bind is 
created by “escaping on a train” to be enslaved by the Train. 

I was later taken to Jack Greene’s farm in Goodlettsville, Tennessee, which is regarded by the cult as 
“Sacred Land”, by Wayne Cox.  He and Jack Greene took me on a tour of the 300-plus acres that adjoins 
Alex Houston’s farm (who would later become my 2nd husband by program).  Jack Greene, a strong 
leader of Set and well versed in mind control, explained how Freedom Train runs right through his farm. 
During the Civil War, Harriet Tubbman’s underground slave railroad supposedly ran through that parcel of 
land.  Deep dark caves had been used to hide in and the “original furniture” is still intact, consisting of a red 
table (altar).  Tinnin Town, with a few of its remains still to be seen, was built there for the slaves’ conve-
niences.  (Bear in mind this is “history” as relayed to me by Jack Greene.)  I was then taken to an old 
graveyard in the woods where a few tombstones stood marking which lives had been sacrificed for the 
sake of the underground railroad slaves.  I was then taken to a shooting range, where Set’s guards were 
practicing the skills they use to insure that the Freedom Train of slaves that was currently being run through 
his farm would remain uninterrupted. 

One of the guards practicing that day was Forest Douglas (Doug) who still resides next to Jack 
Green’s house for the purposes of guarding the farm.  I later found out that Doug is also a bodyguard for 
Hank Cochran and his Bahamian cocaine operation, and supplies abducted women from Florida to the 
Freedom Train. 

I would later witness that the graves were still used for sacrifices during rituals that often took place on 
Jack Green’s farm. 
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After the tour of the farm and extensive programming, I was taken to the waterfall to “wash my mind” 
of the memory of having been there, from my conscious mind.  Throughout the next eleven years, waterfalls 
would often symbolize “forgetting” traumas, names, etc., and is a standard method of “brain washing” used 
by Set. 

At the Grand Ole Opry, Jack Greene cleared his dressing room for the purposes of “introducing” the 
programmed results of my enslavement to Senator Robert C. Byrd.  Upon entering the dressing room, I 
was immediately subjected to Senator Byrd’s far superior mind control and sexual perversions and was 
designated as his slave.  Through Jack Greene, Senator Byrd maintained my progress and directed my 
future. 

Women as well as men willingly join the Temple of Set as well as participate in Political Set.  Women 
of the occult are consciously aware of their actions as well as those of the cult.  While I cannot understand 
how anyone can adhere to these principles, there are those who believe that their personal physical desires 
should be met regardless of the cost of another’s mind or life.  Raping children, human sacrifice, drug 
addiction, sexual orgies, etc., become a way of life for them.  When a specific perversion is not met within 
this group, or, as is often the case within Political Set, anonymity is essential due to the political or social 
stature of the individual, then the Freedom Train is used.  Women between the ages of 19 and 30 are 
abducted, or as in my case, sold and enslaved within the Freedom Train through mind control, hypnosis, 
trauma, torture, and drugs.  These women are bought, sold, traded, prostituted, pornographically ex-
ploited, and trained in specific sexual acts.  The Freedom Train runs throughout the US, Canada, and the 
Caribbean and those using it refer to it by this name. 

With programs and traumas deeply ingrained, and being fully enslaved within Freedom Train, I re-
turned to my home state of Michigan to make preparations to permanently move to Nashville.  My father 
contributed to my imminent move by directing my “one track mind”, and amusing himself by making train 
noises in my presence. 

Upon moving to Nashville with virtually no money, I was controlled and manipulated by those mem-
bers of Set whose job was to maintain the mind control and begin teaching sexual pleasures necessary to 
being a slave.  Jayne Reinhold moved with me and we “temporarily” settled into a hotel on James Robert-
son Pkwy. as instructed.  There, we were constantly monitored by Metro Police involved in Set who knew 
exactly what we were being conditioned for.  With Lt. Ezell orchestrating their movements, no less than 
fifty metro police were monitoring us—this was incredibly intimidating, and the “who to trust” cycle began. 

Lt. Ezell was in a prime position for monitoring slaves, as he was often on duty in Printers Alley, and 
works the Grand Ole Opry as well.  The country music industry had long relied on him to insure human 
sacrifices remained unreported, that heads were turned for the benefit of Set, as well as networking slaves 
upon initiation.  I have witnessed him conversing with Senator Byrd and had indirect contact with him for 
the remaining ten years of my enslavement. 

I was subjected to Setian rituals that caused further disassociative behavior allowing for strong mind 
control.  Through George Jones Possum Holler, I was first exposed to the magnitude of the cult and the 
extent of the drug flow.  Charlie Rich, Eddie Raven, George Jones, Roger Miller, the dreaded Jerry Lee 
Lewis, and many others promoted the occult. 
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Jerry Lee Lewis is known throughout Set and other occult groups as being the “ultimate evil” of the 
Freedom Train.  Any slaves that broke program or failed to please were sent to him for abuse.  Being sent 
to Jerry Lee was a threat hung over my head throughout the eleven years, and the stories I heard were 
horrifying, and all the slaves feared him. 

Leo Taylor, who managed the Holler as well as George Jones Seasac office, was assigned to teach me 
the specific details of oral sex, while Steve Kilgore, son of Merle Kilgore, high priest in the Lavey/Witch-
craft cults was to teach me some specifics of intercourse.  The two were an inseparable team who I then 
saw on a regular basis.  During the day I was taught and programmed at the Seasac building.  At night at 
the Holler I was exposed to members, routines, and further programmed and instructed.  They orches-
trated sex with other women, hypnotically controlled sexual desires, and maintained a routine of drugs, 
hypnosis, and ritual trauma.  In the years to come, I saw that they were both still in operation. 

In fulfilling the original programming, I married Wayne Cox in August, 1978.  I was taken to his 
hometown of Chatham, Louisiana and exposed to backwoods witchcraft led by him and his mother, and 
endured a great deal of torture and trauma.  Wayne Cox is a serial killer and believes in the “power of 
Satan”, as the true concept of mind control that he executes is lost in his witchcraft spells and rituals. 

I was used as a breeder.  I was impregnated and ritualistically aborted, and the fetuses were used for 
cannibalistic consumption by the coven, or cast in ceramic.  Wayne Cox and his mother Mary Cox Farmar 
have a ceramic shop where they dry, pickle, and mold human body parts for distribution.  The Hand of 
Glory, the human flesh ground into “handburger” are among their specialties that they deliver to various 
covens in several states, either in person or via the mail. 

At times, Wayne Cox and I would move back to Nashville where his reputation as adhering to non- 
Setian practices was beginning to filter up to Political Set levels.  We lived on Hank Cochran’s farm for 
nearly a year, where I witnessed the immense flow of cocaine and sexual orgies as well as the Freedom 
Train operation.  Hank Cochran is the largest drug runner I have encountered, transporting it from the 
Bahamas on his yacht and distributing it within the country music industry.  He was married to Jeannie 
Seele who was Jack Greene’s singing partner.  As he and Jack Greene were closest of friends, together 
they shared Jeannie who was subjected to the mind control of both cult leaders.  The cocaine parties were 
enormous, and victims such as Irlene Mandrell would be swept up on the Freedom Train.  With Jack 
Greene managing the slave market, and Hank Cochran luring women in with cocaine, their system worked 
smoothly for years. 

At the time I lived on Jeannie and Hank Cochran’s farm, I was approached by their enslaved house-
keeper and told about Alex Houston’s prostitution of Freedom Train slaves to influential people.  Some of 
the slaves who passed through Jack Greene’s farm were sent to Alex Houston’s adjoining farm or passed 
through him.  I would later be programmed to have him as my second husband.  For now, I had become 
pregnant, and was being allowed to carry this baby to term. 

Jeannie Seeley had spent many hours talking with me about her multiple personality disorder and her 
age had brought her to a point where neither Jack Greene nor Hank Cochran wanted her any longer.  She 
told me how, after her tragic accident while enroute from Jack Greene to Hank Cochran, she laid in her 
hospital bed while they discussed how to dump her off the Freedom Train.  This, coupled with her multiple 
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personality disorder, and eventual dissolved singing partnership and divorce, left Jeannie little mind left 
when I finally moved from her farm. 

Wayne Cox was picking for a songwriter named Kent Westberry, as Kent Westberry would always 
hire occult members for his band, and Wayne Cox’s reputation was making work scarce.  I witnessed 
another branch of the Freedom Train as Kent Westberry would take in an average of six young women at 
a time into his home to “help them launch their careers”.  Using the Lord’s Chapel as a cover, he often held 
bloody rituals in his house, traumatizing and torturing these girls and maintaining them under mind control. 
He would then use them in his pornographic movies, which I have been subjected to, and eventually sell 
them through the Freedom Train.  One girl went blind from torture, and another I’m convinced was 
murdered.  Becky Hobbs has been subjected to his conditioning and is one singer that many of the Setians 
attempted to buy. 

My daughter,  was born in Louisiana into the Freedom Train.  Children of slaves are used for pornog-
raphy and prostitution to pedophiles.  Upon her birth, Jack Greene came to Chatham and programmed me 
to move to Alex Houston’s farm and divorce Wayne Cox.  I had learned to withstand vast amounts of pain 
and torture, and Senator Byrd had made arrangements for me to be traded to Alex Houston. 

By November of 1981, I had married Alex Houston.  Alex Houston is an entertainer in the country 
music industry who networks within Political Set due to his cocaine distribution and Freedom Train contri-
butions.  The combination provides him with access to many members due to his extensive travel.  His 
influential long-time contacts include law enforcement, and military as well as political figures on Federal, 
State, and local levels.  As an unwilling participant, the mind control that I was subjected to was constant, 
and the initial programming extensive as the inner workings of this conspiracy that I would be witnessing 
would provide me with a full understanding of the operation, as well as who was running it. 

Hank Levine, high priest over the country music industry’s Political and Temple of Set, began basic 
personality division rituals and traumatizing.  The vaginal mutilation was beginning, and further sexual in-
structions programmed. 

Alex Houston carved the face in my mutilated vagina according to Michael Aquino’s instruction for the 
purposes of Senator Byrd’s perversions.  Michael Aquino began military programming on various military 
bases.  While some programming pertained to the cocaine I would be muling and distributing, most per-
tained to the Freedom Train. 

The sex slave created to accompany the vaginal mutilation was according to Senator Byrd’s specifica-
tion.  [H: Now wouldn’t you like to carve a few things on Senator Byrd’s FACE?]  Michael Aquino 
devised a combination of triggers to unlock this specific sex slave personality.  This was the part of me that 
could withstand a maximum amount of pain, because the tortures and beatings I endured at his hand were 
by far the worst.  In spite of the hypnotic healing, I still bear the scars of his knife carvings of upside down 
crosses, his whip, cattle prods, and hanging devices. 

Michael Aquino further programmed specific sexual actions and attitudes as I was to be used exten-
sively for prostitution, and  display of the vaginal mutilation, and pornography.  Electrical shock locked 
programs in place, and a vaginally inserted cattle prod was used to shock me to prevent any sexual 
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gratification resulting in nymphomania for the purposes of prostitution. 

Although Alex Houston maintained constant mind control over me, Michael Aquino’s military mind 
control is far superior to Alex Houston’s predominantly stage hypnosis mind control.  Therefore, I was 
subjected to Aquino’s brutal mind control at various points throughout my enslavement—usually in the 
presence of Senator Byrd. 

Michael Aquino and Senator Byrd used me in at least two How To movies for use within Political Set. 
One was How to Divide a Personality and the other How to Create a Sex Slaves.  The tortures executed 
in these pornographic films were not unlike the tortures of Senator Byrd as I had been programmed and 
conditioned to endure inhuman amounts. 

Throughout my eight years with Alex Houston, I was available to pornographers using Freedom Train 
slaves.  One such pornographer, Los Angeles based bit actor Michael Danté, met me through the Margo 
Smith Golf Tournament in Nashville.  For two years he submitted bids to purchase me from Alex Houston, 
and used me for his pornography. 

Alex Houston’s agent, Reggie MacLaughlin(Laughlin) of McFadden Agency, is a member of Set and 
knows of my enslavement within Freedom Train.  Those booking Alex Houston shows are usually mem-
bers of Set, and Reggie Mac made arrangements for cocaine, and prostitution of me and my daughter, 
Kelly, as well.  The promoters such as Brent Major, who were networking within Set, would go to various 
FOP and Fair show buyers, and promote the cocaine, my daughter, Kelly, and me as well as the show. 
Using Alex Houston’s specific instructions, Brent Major promoted me to a Masonic meeting to exhibit 
the vaginal mutilation, and have me ritualistically gang raped.  He may have sold my daughter there 
as well, as he often did. 

In San Juan, Jose Busto, the main source of cocaine for Political Set and good friend of Senator 
Byrd’s, is well aware of the Freedom Train operation and is fully aware of my enslavement.  Jose Busto 
would play hypnotic games with programmed personalities and is one of the few who knew the com-
bination of triggers to unlock Senator Byrd’s programmed sex slave.  He laughed delightedly when he 
explained a “Little Byrd” told him the combination. 

At the age of 30, slaves are considered too old by Set and are turned out in a number of ways.  In the 
case of someone like Jeannie Seeley, who was suffering from programming and mind control of two cult 
leaders, her multiple personality disorder was untreatable and her mind horribly damaged, is simply left on 
her own.  Wives are programmed to file for divorce, leave with nothing, and go insane.  To non members, 
the explanation is that “she just went crazy...”  I had death programs instilled by Michael Aquino and Alex 
Houston, as well as insanity programs.  I have witnessed the death programs fulfilled.  After many years of 
successfully running the Freedom Train undetected, they will be surprised to find their programming has 
failed.  I am 32, alive, sane, and ready to derail their train. 

On a lower level of Set, Truck Stops of America is yet another avenue of distribution of cocaine. 
Entertainers tour this circuit as do the lower Set mules/prostitutes.  The market for cocaine and prostitution 
at a truck stop is obvious. 
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After three decades of successful operation and proliferation, Political Set’s corruption is extensive, 
encompassing foreign governments and militaries, and saturating the entertainment industries.  Due to our 
own CIA’s alleged involvement, the “national security” excuse permits virtually no retribution to the perpe-
trators when caught by “uncooperative” U.S. Customs officials.  With control of the cocaine industry, law 
enforcement on all levels prosecutes drug traffickers/abusers outside of the conspiracy and protects those 
within.  As marijuana is recognized with Set as mind expanding and therefore not conducive to mind 
control, marijuana traffickers and users are heavily prosecuted.  I have witnessed/experienced some brown 
heroin entering the U.S. through NCL’s Mexican (Cancun) government branch, and through U.S. Con-
gressman Gary Ackerman’s Queens, New York operation at the Long Island docks. 

Overall, from my experience I must surmise that Political Set’s efforts to control America’s cocaine 
traffic via utilizing government officials, intelligence agencies, our military, and the lives and minds of inno-
cent U.S. citizens such as my now institutionalized eleven-year-old daughter and myself, has been a suc-
cess—until now.  I can only hope that the Bush Administration’s arrest of Manuel Noriega is indicative of 
intolerance of organized government criminal activity and that the first steps are finally being taken towards 
exposing and prosecuting these military/political conspiracy leaders and thereby providing justice and 
humanitarian assistance for the victims/survivors and thus restoring all Americans’ faith in this so-called 
Land of the Free. 

[END QUOTING OF PART 6] 

Oh my dear child, how truly naive you are.  For goodness sakes, George Bush TRAINED in “Skull and 
Bones”!  He is part of the whole operation.  KNOW YOUR ENEMY is my parting words for today— 
KNOW YOUR ENEMY! 

There are many things taking place today, Dharma, so allow us to close this and allow it to be enough for 
this morning.  You need to prepare for Friday’s activities and I need to attend other matters.  You as a 
people, a nation and a planet are in critical circumstances.  There is, however, always good to balance evil. 
Let us be sure that we do not shirk our responsibilities on the “good” side.  There are many knockings on 
the door of opportunity and it would be wise to hear and respond.  I’m sorry, readers, GOD IS NOT 
GOING TO BRAINWASH YOU—YOU HAVE TO ATTEND SELVES.  ALL CHOICES AS PER-
TAIN TO GOODNESS AND GOD SHALL BE THROUGH “FREE WILL” NOT “FREEDOM 
TRAINS”.  There is no reason that ones caught in the traps of the enslavers can’t break through—they are 
held only by FEAR.  God dissolves the fear if you allow it.  With GOD you can rise above the plagues— 
without GOD you shall simply sink more deeply into the muck.  People remain helpless because THEY 
CHOOSE TO DO SO. 

Every thought, every action has a reaction—OR A RESPONSE.  Wisdom responds.  Panic and Fear 
“react”.  Which will be YOUR CHOICE? 

Think carefully upon these things and reach out unto GOD in truth for HE IS YOUR SHIELD AND 
BUCKLER.  Respect SELF as a perfection of CREATOR.  When you do so, you will act in that perfec-
tion and be able to stand against your tormentors.  They are lacking all things good and in that very 
weakness you SHALL OVERCOME THEM.  THEY CANNOT STAND THE LIGHT OF TRUTH. 
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